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Abstract
The college years have been acknowledged as a time of emerging adulthood, during
which students develop habits and make choices that endure long into their future
(Arnett, 2000). To date, limited research exists that examines the college population,
particularly in relation to diet. The purpose of this study is to explore the dietary choices
college students make as they transition from the home and develop autonomy and to
help fill the gap in literature. Four focus groups were organized (n=24) to reveal themes
intrinsic to the development of dietary habits during the on-campus experience. The focus
groups were recorded with participant consent and IRB approval. The recordings were
transcribed and coded for analysis by the researcher under faculty supervision to ensure
inter-rater reliability, expert review, and data corroboration of the four emergent themes:
1) food lifestyle at home, 2) food lifestyle at school, 3) continuum of growth, and 4)
dietary and health perceptions. A thorough understanding of dietary choices and habits
cultivated during the college years has implications for improving food choice
availability on college campuses, as well as revealing the need for nutrition education
programs that may help prevent the development of poor habits, overweight and obesity,
and other diet related diseases through adulthood.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Background
Growing up, children are provided with food by their parents and/or guardians,
formulating eating habits and attitudes that last through adolescence and into adulthood
(Kelder, Perry, Klepp, & Lytle, 1994). The parents’ presence and assistance reinforces
these habits and attitudes throughout the maturation process (Scaglioni, Salvoni, &
Galimberti, 2008). However, what happens to eating habits, attitudes, and food choices
when the children enter emerging adulthood and are exposed to new influences besides
the norm of parental involvement is unclear. Emerging adulthood is a period of
development starting in the late teens and early twenties, during which there is newfound
independence and the ability to explore new experiences (Arnett, 2000). This period
coincides with the time spent in college, as the emerging adults move out of the home
and onto the campus of their chosen college or university. Living away from home allows
college students to take control of their life choices, particularly as they relate to diet,
largely for the first time. The students no longer rely on their parents to provide food and
cook meals for them but turn instead to the on-campus dining facilities, nearby dining
options, or independently preparing their meals. The independence provided by moving
away from the home and living on-campus highlights how the food habits that were
developed growing up may be expressed in aspects of their dietary choices or abandoned
entirely.
The health of young adults has generated great interest in the media as the
government has become more involved in the nation’s battle against obesity and other
diet related diseases. In 1999-2000, about 15% of all 12-19 year olds in the United States
1

were obese, while in 2007-2010, about 35% of all adults over the age of 20 were obese,
indicating a significant obesity problem in the country and more specifically, in the age
defined as emerging adulthood (National Center for Health Statistics, 2011; Arnett,
2000). A variety of laws and public health initiatives have been developed in an attempt
to address the obesity epidemic, such as an increase in label laws and more closely
monitoring what is being marketed to children, further emphasizing the attention and
efforts the government is directing towards improving the health of the public (Jay et al.,
2009; Legault et al., 2004; Pomeranz, Teret, Sugarman, Rutkow, & Brownell, 2009). The
purpose of this study is to explore the dietary choices college students make relative to
independence, as well as to better understand the factors that contribute to these choices
and to fill the gap in the literature that exists on the college population. A greater
understanding of the dietary choices could be incorporated into public health media and
more focused and effective regulations.

2

Chapter II: Literature Review
Current State o f Nutrition
The state of nutrition in the United States is in need of improvement, as indicated
by the prevalence of obesity continuously increasing, from 23% in 1988-1994 to 36% in
2009-2010 (Fryar, Carroll, & Ogden, 2012; Ogden, Carroll, Kit, & Flegal, 2012). Obesity
related diseases like heart disease, type 2 diabetes, and specific types of cancer are some
of the leading causes of preventable death in America, with over $147 billion dollars
spent devoted to medical costs due to obesity in the year 2008 alone (Centers for Disease
Control [CDC], 2012). In New Jersey alone, 35.8-37% of the population is overweight
and 24.5-26.4% is obese (CDC, 2011a). Obesity concerns all ages, from children to
adults, as well as varying ethnicities, social classes, and areas of the country (Jeffrey &
Utter, 2003).

Nutrition and Health o f Young Adults
The national Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) examines the health risk
behaviors of 9th through 12th graders in the United States, finding that in 2011, over 28%
of students were either overweight or obese (CDC, 201 lb). Regardless of weight, it is
evident that the dietary choices of the students surveyed need improvement. In the week
before completing the YRBS, only about 15% of the students surveyed ate vegetables 3
or more times a day and only about 34% ate fruit or drank fruit juice 2 or more times a
day (CDC, 201 lb). In addition to those staggering numbers, another 5% of the
participants did not consume any fruit or 100% fruit juice and another 6% did not eat any
vegetables whatsoever, compounding the poor fruit and vegetable consumption (CDC,
3

2011c). These unhealthy eating patterns seem to continue as children age, as research
indicates a significant prevalence of overweight and obesity confounded by poor habits in
college students (Desai, Miller, Staples, & Bravender, 2008; Huang, Harris, Lee, &
Nazir, 2003; Nelson, Gortmaker, Subramanian, Cheung, & Wechsler, 2007). Huang et al.
(2003) assessed the body mass index (BMI), which is an indicator of body fat found
using height and weight, dietary habits, and physical activity levels of 738 college
students at the University of Kansas, finding that about 22% were overweight and about
5% were obese. It was also found that over 69% of the participants consumed less than
five servings of fruit and vegetables in a day and exercised fewer than three days per
week (Huang et al., 2003). Other literature acknowledged the increase in overweight and
obesity in the college population and analyzed specific behaviors and perceptions that
expounded on being overweight, such as limited physical activity, fixation on food, and
irregular dieting (Desai et al., 2008). Limited physical activity is a recurring theme in the
literature in connection with weight gain in the college population. Nelson et al. (2007)
adds to the research on behaviors that affect overweight and obesity in the college
population, specifically physical inactivity and watching television. Research further
shows a significant weight gain in the first year of college, also related to a decrease in
physical activity and dietary changes (Graham & Jones, 2002; Wengreen & Moncur,
2009). The literature makes it clear that overweight and obesity in the college population
is a significant problem yet explores a few select contributing factors, leaving a large gap
in thoroughly understanding this health obstacle.

4

Transition to College
The transition from high school and living at home to college and living on
campus forces the students into finding their self-identity and embracing a newfound
independence. Erikson (1968) has established a gold-standard for developmental
psychology, pairing life stages with personal goals indicative of healthy growth and
development. Late adolescents, as was the term for 18 to 24 year olds at the time, have
the goal of self-identification, or understanding who they are with respect to the rest of
the world (Erikson, 1968). This understanding will help the decision-making process for
late adolescents, as they will begin to recognize what will bring them satisfaction,
happiness, and healthy growth (Sokol, 2009). Current literature has coined a new phrase
for this transitional life stage: emerging adulthood, a time for 18 to 25 year olds who are
beyond adolescence but have yet to reach the full responsibility of adulthood and are
using this new independent phase to explore what life has to offer (Arnett, 2000).
Research indicates that removing emerging adults from the parental control at home to
the quasi-independent living at college requires significant adjustment (Fromme, Corbin,
& Cruz, 2008; Hertel, 2002; Luyckx, Soenens, Vansteenkiste, Goossens, & Berzonsky,
2007; Orrego & Rodriguez, 2009). Literature indicates the existence of increased
behavioral risk for those transitioning from high school to college (Fromme et a l 2008;
O’Malley & Johnston, 2002; Schulenberg et al., 2005). Of the 2,025 students surveyed,
those moving from living in a rural area for high school to living on campus at college
were at the greatest risk of drinking heavily and driving after drinking (Fromme et al.,
2008). O’Malley and Johnston (2002) analyzed data from the Harvard School of Public
Health Alcohol Study, the Core Institute, the Household Survey on Drug Abuse, the
5

National College Health Risk Behavior Survey, and Monitoring the Future, finding that
those who go to college after high school significantly increase their alcohol use as
compared to those who do not attend college. The researchers found that about two in
five American college students are heavy drinkers, or consume five or more drinks
consecutively in the past two weeks (O’Malley & Johnston, 2002). Behavioral risks
involving marijuana use also reportedly increase in the transition from high school to
college (Schulenberg et a l, 2005). Among 2,400 randomly selected high school seniors
followed biennially until 24 years of age, 5% increased their use of marijuana over time
and 5% were chronic in their usage (Schulenberg et a l, 2005). The increase in risky
behavior as it relates to alcohol and marijuana use reflects a laissez-faire attitude that may
be reflected further by their unhealthy dietary choices.
Furthermore, a significant amount of research is devoted to studying the initial
weight gain that occurs during the first year of college, known infamously as the
“freshman fifteen” (Butler, Black, Blue, & Gretebeck, 2004; Holm-Denoma, Joiner,
Vohs, & Heatherton, 2008; Mihalopoulos, Auinger, & Klein, 2008). In a study of 54
female freshmen students at a midwestem university, it was found that body weight,
particularly body fat, increased from the time they first entered college to 5 months after.
In this particular study, this was attributed to a reduction in physical activity, though it
was also concluded that the participants would benefit from decreasing their alcohol
consumption and improving their fruit and vegetable consumption (Butler et a l, 2004).
Other studies attempted to quantify the actual weight gain that occurs freshman year. At
Dartmouth College, 607 freshmen self-reported height, weight, and eating and exercise
habits their senior year of high school and either 3, 6, or 9 months into college. Results
6

indicated that both men and women gained a significant amount of weight, with most
weight gain occurring before November of the first college year. The significant weight
gain of 3.5 pounds for men and 4 pounds for women indicates that college freshmen gain
weight more rapidly than the average adult in America (Holm-Denoma et al., 2008).
Research at a northeastern university further corroborates a significant weight gain,
though found an average of 2.7 pounds gained among freshmen with men gaining more
than women (Mihalopoulos et al., 2008). With different literature disagreeing on average
weight gains, it is clear more information is needed to develop more consistent, reliable
data and in turn learn more about how and why college students gain weight.

Parental Control and Family Influence
Orrego & Rodriguez (2009) compared the responses to questionnaires of 94
undergraduate students at the University of Miami in regards to family communication
and the students’ ability to adjust to college. The researchers found that students with
more protective parents felt less conflictual independence. Conflictual independence is
defined by Hoffman (1984) as freedom from guilt and inhibition from the parents, so in
turn, the students with more protective parents felt more insecurity and guilt and had a
more difficult time adjusting to college (Orrego & Rodriguez, 2009). Further research
compared parental psychological control to the emerging adults’ ability to self-identify
(Luyckx et al, 2007). Students from a university in Flanders, Belgium (n=565)
completed questionnaires and Likert scales in regards to psychological control and selfidentification, with results indicating that greater psychological control from the parents
hindered the advancement of self-identification and the ability of the students to develop
7

self-directed opinions (Luyckx et al., 2007). Among first and second-generation college
students, family support also significantly affects adjusting to college life (Hertel, 2002).
One hundred thirty first-year students at a large midwestem public university were
surveyed and as predicted in the study’s hypotheses, those with greater family support
and experience with college had significantly greater social adjustment than firstgeneration students whose family is unfamiliar with the college experience (Hertel,
2002). In comparing the research, it becomes apparent that a fine line exists between the
support of family, which enhances self-identification, and controlling parents, which is
detrimental to the growth process. Adjusting to college and self-identifying allows the
emerging adults to be secure in making their own decisions, whether they are attending
class, becoming involved, or even choosing what foods to eat. The atmosphere at home
has been shown to influence the dietary choices and meal habits of children and
adolescents as they grow up and may potentially be adapted as their own once they live
independently at college (Laska, Larson, Neumark-Sztainer, & Story, 2009).
Understanding family influence adds yet another dimension to assessing this new
independence, the adjustment to college, and the application of behaviors developed in
the home, leading to a greater understanding of the dietary choices made by college
students.

Maturation and Growth During College
In addition to the initial adjustment of entering college, students continue to grow
and mature throughout their college careers (Evans, Forney, Guido, Patton, & Renn,
2010). Chickering & Reisser (1993) developed a theory of college student development
8

that details how they mature by completing different endeavors, such as becoming
competent, being able to control their emotions, becoming autonomous, and being able to
have mature relationships. Tanner (2006) further elaborates on the maturation process in
college with the concept of re-centering, or becoming more self-sufficient and less
dependent on family throughout the college years. The application of these theories is
evident in the actions of the college students through risk-taking, dietary habits, and
physical activity (Gropper, Simmons, Connell, & Ulrich, 2012; Racette, Deusinger,
Strube, Highstein, & Deusinger, 2008; Ravert, 2009). Ravert (2009) surveyed 248
students at a large midwestem university to compare how they engage in risky behavior
at each stage of their college careers. Freshmen and seniors reportedly took the most risks
because they were either just entering college for their freshmen year or because they had
to take advantage of college life because as seniors, they realized adulthood was
imminent (Ravert, 2009). In a study of 204 college students in St. Louis, Missouri, the
dietary habits, weight changes, and physical activity status were analyzed using a
questionnaire, finding that weight gain from freshman to senior year was common and
dietary and exercise guidelines were not met by the students (Racette et al., 2008).
Confounding this was research by Gropper et al. (2012), which detailed that the most
weight was gained during freshman year, followed by junior year, and lastly sophomore
year. Even more disconcerting, of the 149 students involved in the study, over 70%
gained weight from freshman to junior year, increasing the prevalence of obesity and
overweight within the group by about 9% and further emphasizing a need for health
intervention (Gropper et al., 2012).
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College Dining Experience
The nutritional status of college students cannot be discussed without considering
the college dining experience. Foodservice facilities vary with each college campus, with
a majority containing “all-you-can-eat” dining halls (Nelson, Story, Larson, NeumarkSztainer, & Lytle, 2008). Other food options include convenience stores, cafes, pizzerias,
cafeterias, diners, and franchises, providing the students with a variety of options
(Montclair State University, 2012). Depending on the vendor contracted to the college
location and the living situation of the students, different meal plans are made available,
further shaping the food choices they make.
Even with the large selection of foodservice facilities and meal plans, the
literature indicates that many students are dissatisfied with the food options on campus
(Andaleeb & Caskey, 2007; Ruetzler, 2008). Andaleeb & Caskey (2007) used a
questionnaire to analyze the students’ satisfaction of the dining cafeteria at the Penn State
Erie campus. It was found that adjustments could be made in the areas of food quality,
food selection, the behavior and service of the staff, and price reduction to better
accommodate the students’ desires (Andaleeb & Caskey, 2007). Additional
dissatisfaction occurs with respect to culturally unique students. One hundred forty-one
international students from the University of Mississippi completed a survey, indicating a
statistically significant level of dissatisfaction with the food, drinks, and prices at the
university’s dining services (Ruetzler, 2008). For example, Indian students were
dissatisfied with the amount of spices in the food offered, while Asian and Indian
students were dissatisfied with the variety of drinks offered due to different customs in
their traditional culture. Those from Canada and the UK also perceived a low value of the
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food served, further emphasizing the dissatisfaction the international students express
towards the food service (Ruetzler, 2008). While meal plans and dining facilities make up
a significant part of students’ dietary choices on campus, they are not all encompassing.
Research indicates that more than 70% of students living on campus store a variety of
snacks in their dormitory rooms, including salty snacks, candy, desserts, granola bars,
and sugar sweetened beverages, averaging to about 22,888 calories per room (Nelson &
Story, 2009). With the multitude of dining and food storage options, more research is
needed to understand how college students make their dietary choices.

Peer Influence
Being surrounded by peers in college has an effect on the decision-making
process, potentially swaying decisions from healthy choices to more socially popular
ones. In a study by Gardner and Steinberg (2005), when college undergraduates were
exposed to peers while completing a risk-taking assignment, they increased their risky
behavior by 50%. Additional research indicates how peers are capable of influencing
many aspects of life, including dietary and physical activity choices (Salvy, Haye,
Bowker, & Hermans, 2012). Among children and adolescents, peer influence is shown to
increase caloric intake, except when they are aware of pressure or when their peers are
eating healthy food (Salvy et al., 2012). Particularly among overweight youth, there is a
strong urge to fit in and conform to social norms, modeling the behaviors of their peers to
do so (Salvy et al., 2012). Considering there is little improvement to the resistance of
peer pressure between the ages of 18 and 30 (Steinberg & Monahan, 2007), it is
reasonable that the peer influence on the dietary choices of college students would be
11

similar to those of adolescents, making college dining a high-risk situation for healthy
dietary choices.

Health Perceptions o f College Students
Healthy weight and food choices are further affected by the perceptions of those
involved, making it more difficult to develop beneficial habits when misconceptions as to
which foods are truly beneficial influence the choices. The literature indicates that altered
perception of body weight among college students is common (Anton, Perri, & Riley,
2000; Rahman & Berenson, 2010; Wharton, Adams, & Hampl, 2008). Using the results
of the National College Health Assessment survey, the weight loss methods and body
weight perceptions of 38,204 students were analyzed, finding that 50% were trying to
lose weight even though only 28% were classified as overweight and that 12% had an
erroneous perception of their body weight (Wharton et al., 2008). This is further
supported by the research of Rahman and Berenson (2010), which focused on 1,162
women between 18 and 25 years of age in Texas and indicated that 16% of normalweight women and 23% of overweight women had an inaccurate perception of their body
weight. Research also indicates a correlation between body image and food and exercise
behaviors: a large discrepancy between women’s actual weight and ideal weight is
associated with limited physical activity, low fruit and vegetable consumption, increased
binge eating, and high body image discontent (Anton et al., 2000). Perceptions about
food also contribute to misconceptions of particular dietary choices (Chapman &
Maclean, 1993). In interviews of ninety-three 11 to 18 year olds, perceptions of healthy
and junk foods were discussed, with participants associating “weight loss, parents, and
12

being at home” with healthy food and “weight gain, pleasure, friends, independence, and
guilt” with junk food (Chapman & Maclean, 1993). These associations, along with the
views of body weight, help to elaborate on the health perceptions of college students.
Overall, the review of the literature has indicated the increased need to understand
the dietary choices of the college population. An ever-increasing prevalence of
overweight and obesity paired with greater independence and altered perceptions of
health further express a need for change. The growth and maturity throughout college
years may change the way the students take advantage of their meal plans and on-campus
living situation. A qualitative study on the dietary choices of college students, particularly
as they relate to their new independence, will help to explore the issues at hand and
provide a deep understanding, as well as descriptive feedback, as to how the health status
of college students may be improved.
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Chapter III: Methodology
Research Setting
The research study took place at Montclair State University in Montclair, New
Jersey. The focus groups were located in conference and meeting rooms in residence
halls and school buildings on campus, maintaining a familiar environment in which the
participants would feel comfortable speaking freely. The participants and researchers
were seated around a table in the rooms with the audio recorder in the middle of the table
to record the session. Focus group sessions were scheduled at various times to
accommodate the schedules of the participants, including early afternoon, early evening,
and late evening.
At Montclair State University, a variety of meal plans are offered based on the
number of credits and year of study (Table 1). Students with less than 30 credits living
on campus are required to purchase meal plans with unlimited access to the “all-you-caneaf ’ dining hall and varying amounts of flexible spending money that can be used at other
dining locations. Students with more than 30 credits living on campus are also required to
purchase a meal plan but have more flexibility, with some meal plans combining flexible
spending money with unlimited access to the “all-you-can-eaf ’ dining hall and some
combining it with a set number of entrances into the facility, also known as blocks.
Upperclassmen living in apartments on campus are not required to purchase a meal plan
but have the option of purchasing a block plan with flexible spending money if they so
desire (Dining Services, 2012).
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Table 1. Meal plan options at Montclair State University (MSU) (MSU Dining Services,
2012 )

Required or
Optional

Meal Plan Type

Who is it for?

Constant pass, $200 flex

Students with less than 30 credits

Constant pass, $300 flex

(underclassmen)

Required

140 block, $300 flex
Students with more than 30 credits
155 block, $400 flex
Required

(select sophomores,
Constant pass, $200 flex
upperclassmen)
Constant pass, $300 flex
25 block
50 block
25 block, $250 flex

Optional

50 block, $275 flex

Commuter and apartment residents

50 block, $400 flex

(any year commuter,

25 block, $100 Red Hawk

upperclassmen residents)

Dollars
50 block, $100 Red Hawk
Dollars

15

Research Approach
Unlike the statistical and discreet style of quantitative research, qualitative
research is designed to delve deep into the context and fully develop insight into what is
being studied. Instead of being strictly limited to investigating one aspect of correlation
as in quantitative studies, qualitative research allows for full exploration and investigation
of not only the researcher’s subjective interests, but the perceptions of the population
studied. When studying something as dynamic and multi-dimensional as human behavior,
qualitative research allows for “rich insight”, explaining not only what actions are taken
but the reasoning behind them as well (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Quantitative research has
indicated a prevalence of unhealthy weight and an unbalanced diet among college
students (Freedman & Connors, 2010; Ha & Caine-Bish, 2009; Lowry et ai, 2000),
though does not thoroughly explain the students’ thoughts behind this unhealthy
behavior, as was evident in the comprehensive literature review. Qualitative research was
therefore utilized to fully explore what thought goes into the dietary choices made by
college students, especially once they are experiencing independence for the first time
and are in control of their own dietary choices.
Within the realm of qualitative research, the specific method of phenomenology
was utilized for this research design. Vandenberg (1997) describes the seminal theory of
phenomenology as defined by Husserl: people develop a certain reality based on
independent and direct experiences. Thus, phenomenology focuses on people’s
experiences and their perceptions of these experiences to develop an explanation of the
world and reality (Eagleton, 1983). The experiences are completely subjective to those
involved and allow for interpretation as to the significance of the experience. Each
16

phenomenological investigation begins with defining a paradigm, or ua basic set of
beliefs that guide action” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). In this study, the paradigm
investigated is how the dietary choices of college students are shaped relative to
independence. Specifically, college students detail their experiences relating to their
dietary choices and explain their perceptions as to what shaped these habits. Using these
qualitative research methods, the dietary choices of college students relative to
independence can be explored and lead to further understanding of the concept with a
sense of “undeniability”, as the information comes directly from those who have
experienced it (Miles & Huberman, 1994).

Study Participants
Participants were determined using purposive and convenience sampling,
involving college students from Montclair State University who are living on-campus in
order to ensure they are experiencing the newfound independence associated with
moving away from the home for the first time. Upon receiving IRB approval (Appendix
A), recruitment of the participants was completed with the cooperation of the resident
hall directors. The resident hall directors forwarded a recruitment email sent by the
researcher to their residents, requesting participation on a voluntary basis and detailing
the basics of the focus group (Appendix B). An initial incentive of food and beverages
was offered but was supplemented by a $ 10 gift card to increase the freshman response
rate. Four focus groups of four to eight participants were completed: two groups of
freshmen and two groups of juniors and seniors. This number of participants was
determined both by the amount of students who expressed interest in participating, as
17

well as following the focus group size suggested in the literature (Table 2) (Krueger &
Casey, 2000). This organization not only maintained a comfort and reliability level
among the participants by maintaining homophily among age groups and year of study,
but it also allowed for further comparison between the amount of time they have been
living independently from their home and the dietary choices made, capitalizing on the
growth and maturity throughout the college years (Evans et al., 2010).
Table 2. Focus group demographics
Focus Group Number of Students Year of Study
8

1

Juniors, Seniors

Meal Plan

50 Blocks, None

(3 male, 5 female)
5

2

Juniors, Seniors 125-165 Blocks, Constant Pass

(3 male, 2 female)
7

3

Freshmen

Constant Pass

Freshmen

Constant Pass

(0 male, 7 female)
4

4

(1 male, 3 female)

Focus Groups
Focus groups were completed to explore the dietary choices of college students
as they relate to independence. Focus groups are a form of qualitative research, which is
descriptive and develops explanations with the guidance of the researcher (Creswell,
2007). They utilize group interactions and discussions to gather data and explain the
18

what, why, and how of the participants’ thoughts, behaviors, personal beliefs, and
experiences, in this case, those of the college students in relation to their dietary choices
and food habits (Kitzinger, 1995; Morgan, 1998). Focus groups and interviews are the
most common methods of qualitative data collection, using controlled protocols while
simultaneously allowing the researcher to probe deeper in reaction to meaningful
comments made by the participants (Gill, Stewart, Treasure, & Chadwick, 2009); they are
particularly informative for phenomenological design, as it allows for the participants to
provide rich descriptions of their experiences (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998).
Focus groups are comprised of approximately 6-10 people who share
characteristics valuable to the area of study. Theoretical sampling can be used to
incorporate the researchers’ understanding of the area of study to involve participants that
would be most effective for the focus group (i.e. involving students who live on campus
since independence is a significant aspect of the research) (Powell & Single, 1997).
Typically, at least three to four focus groups are completed, though more should be
arranged as needed to reach saturation, or the point at which no new ideas are surfacing
(Krueger & Casey, 2000).
A focus group protocol was developed using a priori assumptions and a
theoretical design from the comprehensive literature review (Appendix C). The protocol
is designed as an open-ended document allowing for follow-up and probing questions to
deeply explore the responses, particularly when new information is introduced. The focus
group sessions took place at different locations on-campus to maintain familiarity and
comfort for the participants, including a conference room in a lecture hall and meeting
rooms of on-campus housing facilities (Morgan & Krueger, 1998). Immediately upon the
19

participants’ arrival, they were given a consent form to read and sign, explaining the
details of the focus group and research and specifying that it will be recorded (Appendix
D). The researcher gave a brief overview of the consent form to introduce the framework
of the research and explain what will be discussed during the focus group. The questions
that comprised the focus group protocol were followed to guide the discussion, allowing
for direction while simultaneously promoting group exchange. The first questions were
intentionally simple and straightforward, establishing group demographics (i.e. age, year
of study), to help the participants gain confidence and become comfortable within the
group (Krueger & Casey, 2000). The facilitator continued to ask questions and lead the
group through discussion, asking probing questions (i.e. “Can you explain that further?”)
until the topic was exhausted. Four main themes directed the questioning: demographics,
food lifestyle, specific food consumption, and dietary perceptions. To ensure complete
saturation is reached, four different focus groups were scheduled, as suggested by
Krueger & Casey (2000), with each session ending by the facilitator asking, “Is there
anything that we did not ask you that we should have? ” and “Are there any other
comments? ” Each focus group lasted between 45 and 70 minutes, and upon completion,
the participants were thanked and informed the session was over.

Data Analysis
The researcher transcribed verbatim the audio recording of the focus groups,
excluding participant names for privacy. The researcher and faculty sponsor coded the
transcripts using multiple coding and compared resultant themes to ensure qualitative
inter-rater reliability (Barbour, 2001). Strauss and Corbin (1990) explained the use of
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inductive coding to gather meaning from the extensive transcripts gathered during the
qualitative research process. In rereading the data, it becomes clear that certain phrases
share significance under a broader category. The broader label acts as a code, allowing
for the data to be processed and reorganized into what become the emergent themes
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). By having both the researcher and faculty sponsor code the
transcripts, it increases the inter-rater reliability of the code, essentially reinforcing that
the codes that emerged are not subjective to one person and would be evident if the
research is repeated in the future (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The emergent themes
elicited novel information to the results based on the subjective experiences of the
participants. By utilizing a phenomenological design in this study, the comments and
reports of the participants directly formulate the emergent themes and thus, explain the
research paradigm being investigated.

Ethical Approval
Ethical approval for this study was obtained by the Institutional Review Board at
Montclair State University (IRB #001115) (Appendix A).
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Chapter IV Results
Upon analyzing the focus group transcripts, four themes emerged: food lifestyle at
home, food lifestyle at school, continuum of growth, and diet and health perceptions.
These themes act as the main mediating influences for the dietary choices the college
students are making. Figure 1 conceptualizes how the emergent themes influence the
students, what choices they are actually making, as well as the interactive nature of the
mediators themselves. Quotations, as well as a count of how frequently the themes were
discussed both directly and indirectly in the focus group sessions (Table 3), express the
significance of the themes that were identified.
Figure 1. Development of emergent themes as mediating influences
Themes

Diet and
Health
Perceptions

\

7

A
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Table 3. Count of theme references in discussion
Fociis
GrouiP 1
D
I
Food
lifestyle at
28
home
Food
lifestyle at
86
school
Continuum
43
of growth
Diet/Health
55
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*D = direct reference,
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D
I

Focus
Group 3
D
I

24

38

19

53

20

47

6

235

42

59

37

85

42

69

17

437

30

34

23

63

31

43

22

289

11

47

7

41

7

44

13

225

Focus Group
4
D
I

Total

I = indirect reference

Food Lifestyle at Home
In each focus group, the participants made constant comparisons between their
food lifestyle at home and their food lifestyle at school, referring to their food lifestyle at
home a total of about 235 times throughout the discussion. The participants perceived the
food lifestyle at home to be healthier for multiple reasons. First, the students felt that a
greater variety of food contributed to the greater health quality they perceived to get at
home.
“I definitely feel like I eat healthier at home just ‘cause there’s a lot of variety of
food. Like I just won’t buy certain things now like I won’t buy yogurt or just stuff
that I just don’t see as a necessity. But at home there’s extra good food around that I
will eat.”
The students are limited to either what is provided by the dining facility or what they
purchase from the supermarket, which is reportedly vastly different from what is kept at
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home. As a family, a greater variety and quantity of food can be purchased and kept in
the home, providing more to choose from at any given moment. At school, however, the
students are purchasing food just for themselves, placing a limit on how much can be
bought either by financial constraints or simply by what can be consumed before the food
becomes rotten. For those with meal plans, the dining facility has limitations to the
variety it may offer, including maintaining a low food cost for profit and what can be
obtained from vendors, leading the students to comment that they are constantly being
served the same items (i.e. mashed potatoes every night, hamburgers, pizza) and feel they
have little variety to choose from.
In addition to greater variety at home, the participants felt a greater sense of
involvement and control at home.
“At home it’s easy to go up to your mom or your dad or whoever’s cooking and
say mom I wanna eat healthy, can you make this for dinner? Or mom, I wanna make
this for dinner, can you help me out? So you have the agency at home to be able to
choose whatever you want whereas here you’re lacking that agency.”
Having input on what is cooked increases the personal connection and improves the
satisfaction of the food consumed, allowing the students to feel like they have a say in the
matter instead of being forced to eat what someone else chooses for them. This is
especially important in terms of healthy eating, empowering the students to take control
of their food choices and support them when they do attempt to make healthy choices.
The perception of healthier food at home continues in regards to the balanced
contents of the meal. Not only do the students feel that they have more input at home, but
they are more satisfied with what is served and feel it is more of a well-balanced meal
even when they do not request specific foods.
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“Usually my mom makes something like a whole meal and you can’t really get
that here.”
The students expressed a desire for a set, balanced meal that included a meat or protein, a
vegetable, and a whole grain or starch, believing it would be most filling and healthy
without having to pick and choose between different options to piece together. A sense of
confidence was construed in regards to trusting the mother’s ability and desire to prepare
what is perceived as a healthy, well-balanced meal each night. The meals at home were
described as scheduled, structured, sit-down meals with the family at the kitchen table,
perhaps leading to an increased perception of a better, healthier meal, as opposed to the
more random, disarray experienced at school.
Food Lifestyle at School
Comments regarding the food lifestyle at home were paired with a comparison to
the food lifestyle at school, with the most basic assertion of school food being unhealthier
and dissatisfying. The food lifestyle at school was referred to the most out of all four
themes with 437 references. Within the food lifestyle at school, adaptations to the school
lifestyle were a significant influence on the food choices, as well as the nature of the
dining facilities.
One of the greatest adjustments to the school lifestyle is the difference in
scheduling. Compared to the highly structured high school life at home with a set
breakfast, lunch, and dinnertime, the college lifestyle is described as busier and more
dynamic.
“You’re always up, doing homework, go to the gym late at night, and then you’re
hungry after the gym so it throws off your whole eating habits.”
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Besides adapting to class schedules that could start anywhere from 8 in the morning and
go until 10:45 at night, the participants remarked about the workload and extracurricular
activities that restrict their schedule even further. Between doing homework and fitting in
exercise and social activities, it is difficult to regulate eating times, further removing the
structure that often helps maintain healthy eating habits. With the priority often being
given to school work, eating habits reportedly suffer, with one participant stating:
“’cause when you have to get something done and it’s due like tomorrow or
something that’s the only thing that’s on your mind. Like I’d rather go to the vending
machine and get a Snickers and go back upstairs.”
Instead of stopping schoolwork to walk to the dining hall for a healthier meal or snack, or
even preparing one in the dorm room, the students turn to convenient, quick, and often
unhealthy foods to get them through the stressful time.
Even when the students did make the effort to go to the dining hall for food, there
was a degree of dissatisfaction among the groups that was perceived to exacerbate their
unhealthy diets.
“Sometimes they don’t have what you want so you’ll go out in the middle of the night
and get something... it’s not a good something either.”

Students would enter the dining hall with expectations or desire for certain foods and not
have them available, leading to their dissatisfaction. They will eat what is the least
offensive to them to satisfy their hunger at the time, but they admit to going out later in
the evening to a fast food location or diner and getting something unhealthy but delicious
to satisfy their hunger and compensate for the dissatisfying meal earlier in the evening.
The participants seemed to believe that if the dining hall would have provided them with
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the foods they were craving upon first going for dinner, they would not have felt as
hungry later nor feel the need to seek out the unhealthy food they turn to.
While the focus groups expressed strong feelings of dissatisfaction toward the
dining hall food, there was also a contradictory articulation of eating too much because of
an abundance of available food that looked tasty and was easily accessible.
“...’cause it’s there and it looks good. You don’t have to do anything but grab the
plate.”
The food at school is convenient because once in the dining hall, the students are not
responsible for preparing anything; the food is ready to be served or laying on plates on
the counter for anyone to take as they walk by. This allows them to simply grab whatever
interests them, often resulting in greater food consumption in the dining halls than would
typically be eaten at home in the structured, well-balanced meal style described earlier.
Increased food consumption was a common perception of the food lifestyle at
school, especially among the freshmen who were required to purchase meal plans with
unlimited entrances into the all-you-can-eat dining facility.
“I feel like here ‘cause...it’s unlimited, you can just like go wild in the dining hall
and eat as much as you want instead of like limiting yourself and having a balanced
meal.”
The unlimited food service style allows the students to try as much of the food offered as
they would like, removing the entire concept of portion control and instilling the ideal of
getting as much out of their “swipe” into the dining hall as possible. Since everything is
readily available in the facility, it makes it easier to take multiple plates of food in a short
period of time, increasing the amount that is eaten in that same time span. Moving from
the smaller, prepared portions at home to a large facility with unlimited pizza,
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hamburgers, pasta, and French fries helps emphasize the vast change in food lifestyle
from home to school and, in turn, works to explain the dietary habits that are developing
at school.
C o n tin u u m o f G ro w th

Figure 2. Continuum of growth and maturation of college students

The results of the focus groups clearly indicated the existence of a continuum of growth,
particularly as it was the second most referred to theme with a count of 289 mentions.
The perceptions and habits of the freshmen at the beginning of their freshman year act as
a baseline, representing what their mindset was at the start of college, particularly as it
relates to their dietary choices and new-found independence.
“In September we were all like “Yeah!” but now that we're seeing and noticing in
reality that this is not that good for us we’re like “Man, I don’t want to deal with this
anymore”. But when we first got here we were like “Yes! Mom’s not gonna be mad
at me if I don’t have a salad with dinner.”
The freshmen discussed how they were initially thrilled by the idea of unlimited food
with no supervision by their parents or guardians. Not only do they have a smorgasbord
of junk food at their disposal, but the parents are not around to influence their choices or
prevent them from indulging. However, the continuum of growth emerges even within
the first year of college, as the freshmen show some maturation and evolve from the
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initial excitement to realizing the implications of continuous indulgence. They
acknowledged that eating unlimited, unhealthy food makes them feel unhealthy as well
and are no longer enthused by the all-you-can-eat dining hall but rather sickened.
Further maturation and growth is evident when comparing the comments to those
of the juniors and seniors living in the heart of campus who still have large meal plans
and eat in the unlimited food dining halls frequently. The mentality that first emerged late
freshman year (i.e. bored and sick of the food) was perpetuated and made more severe by
their junior and senior years, with participants anxious to escape the dining halls.
“I can't wait till I graduate, ‘cause once I go home or get my own place I can
probably start what kind of healthy choice I want to do.”
The juniors and seniors who do not have access to a personal kitchen and still rely largely
on meal plans and dining halls expressed frustration over their lack of control for their
dietary choices. They understand what healthy foods are and express interest in making
healthy choices, but they also feel that it is too difficult to succeed in that respect at the
dining halls and anxiously await even more independence when they graduate or move to
an apartment with their own kitchens. The continuum of growth has advanced from
excitement to boredom to understanding of desired healthy choices, though they still lack
the complete resources to enact them.
Juniors and seniors who live in the apartments on campus and have their own
kitchen represent the other end of the continuum of growth. They have personal kitchens,
limited meal plans, and have begun to develop strategies for the healthy dietary choices
they desire.
“Til pretty much eat anything that we have in the apartment so because of that I try
not to bring anything really horrible into the apartment.”
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After spending three to four years on campus and eating in the dining halls, the juniors
and seniors in the apartments understand their dietary habits, both good and bad, and
adapt accordingly. They self-identify that whatever food is available to them will be
eaten, so they attempt to self-regulate and only keep healthy food available in the
apartment to prevent the consumption of junk food. Since these participants have their
own apartment and control over what food is brought in, they are able to take these
measures.
Additional evidence of the growth and maturation that occurred throughout the
years was expressed in the juniors’ and seniors’ thought process for what foods and
where they chose to eat.
“I think I make a healthy choice for eating what I cook instead of eating what’s on
campus because everything that’s available is fried or greasy.”

With access to a personal kitchen, this group actively decided to shop at supermarkets
and cook their own food. They acknowledged that they cooked using healthier methods
and consciously tried to make well-balanced meals, often reflecting the foods and
cooking patterns of their home. Not only did the participants remark on their efforts to
cook healthy foods, but they recognized that simply having the option to cook for
themselves and not eat on campus led to healthier choices. The participants had the
ability and resources to take control of their dietary habits instead of relying on the fried,
greasy foods in the dining halls.
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D ie t a n d H e a lth P e rc e p tio n s

Another theme that emerged as an influence on the dietary choices was the diet
and health perceptions of the participants. Such perceptions were mentioned 225 times in
the focus group discussions. Typical of human behavior, the students expressed
understanding what is healthy and the choices they should be making but conceded that
they do not always make them for various reasons.
“I know the right choices that I should be making but it’s a combination between the
convenience, the money issues, and just the time/scheduling that I think is really
hurting me here.”

Adapting to the college life reportedly makes healthy decision making significantly more
difficult. Accommodating unique schedules, a busy lifestyle, and the financial burdens
that come along with college prevents the knowledge of healthy choices to be translated
to behavior. Instead of taking time to prepare healthy food in the dorm room, it is more
convenient and faster to just grab something from the dining hall or café. Money
concerns were also repeated, specifically mentioning they are more likely to spend one
dollar on a bagel than six dollars on a salad because although the salad is healthier, the
perceived health cost versus financial cost leads to the unhealthier choice.
Perceived availability of healthy choices also has significant bearing on the
dietary choices the students are making. Many of the participants expressed interest in
eating healthy foods and making the right dietary choices. Unfortunately, when heading
to the dining hall or other campus dining facilities, the students were disappointed with
the options they had to choose from, perceiving few healthy options.
“I think even if you had the intentions of eating healthy in mind, you know sometimes
you go into the dining hall or anywhere on campus.. .with a certain mind set and once
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you look at what’s available, you say, ‘Oh I guess I’m having pizza.’ And you know
in the back of your mind that eating pizza every day is a bad thing but what else do
they expect you to do when the food that they’re serving you isn’t satisfactory.”

Even with good intentions to make healthy choices, it is difficult to complete the action
without proper or appealing healthy food being available to the students. After being
disappointed with what is offered and having limited ability or control over changing it,
the students’ frustrations are increased and their good intentions are deflected to the
unhealthy, comfort foods. The students are aware that constantly turning to the junk
foods are unhealthy but a degree of helplessness was expressed because they are under
the control of the dining services and what they offer.
The perception of their dietary choices, as well as the understanding of the
significance of healthy choices also greatly affects the choices that are made. Even when
the students choose to eat unhealthy foods they are still aware of the consequences and
know that they are not the foods they should consistently eat.
“I just feel guilty when I eat this food ‘cause I know it’s harming my body.”
Not only is unhealthy food perceived as food that should be avoided, but the food served
at school is placed in the same category, inducing feelings of guilt when they are
consumed. This emphasizes that the students perceive the food served at school as
unhealthy, whether it actually is or not. Feelings of guilt arise because the students have a
better understanding of the deteriorating health effects of junk food.
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Chapter V: Conclusion
Overall, several conclusions can be made from the comments and reflections of
the students in the focus groups. The food lifestyle at home is perceived as significantly
healthier than the food lifestyle at college, though considering the review of the literature,
there is indication that students are overweight, obese, and have unhealthy dietary habits
dating back to when they were living at home and attending high school (CDC, 2011b;
CDC, 2011c). This underlines the fact that the assertions made by the students are purely
perceptive and based on their own experiences, and hence forth may not be a reliable
gauge of the actual nutritional quality of the food at home or at school. The students
further expressed having a difficult time adapting to the more dynamic school schedule of
college, as opposed to the structured setting at home of waking up, going to high school,
coming home and having dinner prepared by the parents. Adapting to this change was
continuously referenced as a main reason why poor dietary choices are made, such as
eating irregular meals or snacking late at night. Furthermore, dealing with the effects of a
meal plan was a popular scapegoat for dietary choices of the college students. The
freshmen are required to purchase meal plans with endless entry into the unlimited dining
hall: a perfect storm for overconsumption. They perceived that they have little to no
control over what is offered in the dining hall to eat, feeling forced to eat foods that are
dissatisfying and turning to unhealthy but tasty foods later on to compensate. Juniors and
seniors living on campus and still relying on meal plans also felt that they had a negative
effect on their dietary habits, promoting the consumption of increased carbohydrates and
limiting fresh whole fruits, vegetables, and whole grains. Juniors and seniors living most
independently in the apartments avoided a meal plan and relied on their own abilities and
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preferences to choose what to cook and eat, enjoying this increased control and addition
to independence.
Additionally, the existence of a continuum of growth indicates an optimistic
outcome and providing a clear indication of the maturation and development that occurs
outside of the classroom. Students are entering college their freshman year and having
their first real independent experience away from the comfort of their parents and home,
then becoming accustomed to independence and the college life and making it their own.
Throughout their time at college, they use their experiences to mold ideas and dietary
habits that they feel work best for them, thinking critically and making insightful choices
to do so. The students are able to self-identify, made clear by the progression from initial
excitement for the unlimited dining hall to realizing the copious unhealthy foods are
actually a detriment to their health, and finally, understanding what dietary habits are best
for them. Using these experiences and growth indicates movement from pedagogy and
learning by being told what is right to a more self-directed andragogy and being able to
identify what works to their benefit in an independent manner.
Finally, the health perceptions of the participants indicate an increasing awareness
from the freshman population to the senior population. In the beginning of independence,
the freshmen can identify what foods are unhealthy but often find it difficult to overcome
the barriers to make healthy choices. By comparing their responses to those of the juniors
and seniors, it is clear that as the years progressed and the students became more
independent, they understood themselves better and were able to implement strategies to
increase healthy eating and limit the consumption of junk food, like simply not
purchasing unhealthy foods to keep in the apartment or preparing lunch and snacks to
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bring to campus instead of relying on what is offered there. This increasing awareness
combines with the continuum of growth to further highlight the optimistic outcome of
maturation and improvement in healthful choices.
Surprisingly, gender did not emerge as an influencing factor to the dietary choices
made, although research suggests gender does play a role (Cluskey & Grobe, 2009; Levi,
Chan, & Pence, 2006). As indicated by Cluskey and Grobe (2009), college men were less
concerned with weight and controlling weight gain than college women. The responses of
this study indicated that as freshmen, this was supported, but feedback from the junior
and senior males indicated an interest in strategizing and concern for their weight and
health. Research by Levi, Chan, and Pence (2006) also suggests that college men believe
food concerns are limited to their female counterparts. However, the experiences of the
participants as detailed in this study did not exhibit significant differences between the
males and females; both genders shared similar experiences through their food lifestyle at
home, food lifestyle at school, continuum of growth, and diet and health perceptions.
L im ita tio n s

As with any research, limitations exist for this project. The sample size used for
the focus groups was relatively small (N=24) and only limited to Montclair State
University. This limits the generalizability of the data. Additionally, the group
interactions within the focus groups may have had a detrimental effect on the data. There
is always the potential for “group-think”, where the participants begin to give similar
answers and share a mentality because of the group setting, reducing the accuracy of the
data. Participants are also more inclined to self-regulate their responses, perhaps being
less open or withholding information because they are embarrassed in front of the group.
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Another limitation exists in the subjectivity of qualitative data analysis. Coding can be
taken in many different directions, depending on the focus of the research project.
Though the coding was done as objectively as possible, they may have been influenced to
some extent by the subjective interest of the principle investigator.
F u tu re R e se a rc h

This study has implications for future research to further expand the realm of the
investigation. First, the same design with a larger sample size would help make the study
more reliable and increase the generalizability of the results. Spreading the demographics
of the study out to include other regions of the country would also be valuable in future
research. Different areas of the country have different dietary habits and cultural
influences and therefore may provide interesting feedback, as well as making the results
more generalizable. A further analysis of gender difference would be beneficial as well,
specifically comparing the dietary habits of college men and women both in general and
relative to their continuum of growth. Developing a longitudinal study for future research
would provide significant information and another important perspective of the study.
Looking at how the dietary choices are affected post-graduation and long into the future
could potentially indicate how the habits developed in college last or implications for
their future health and diet. Finally, a quantitative study would allow for wide distribution
and a much more expansive sample size. A survey could be developed based on the
emergent themes, distributed across the nation, and statistically analyzed for significant
results.
Moreover, understanding the dietary choices of college students has implications
for the development of nutrition interventions that may improve the choices college
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students are making. Numerous nutrition interventions exist to combat the obvious need
for improving the dietary choices of college students (Burgard, 2012; Peterson, Duncan,
Roth, & Gill, 2010). A short-term intervention including labels of healthy foods, signs,
and details of benefits was enacted at a university dining hall resulting in significantly
healthier food choices. Significant improvement in awareness of healthy foods attributed
to some of the healthier food choices made, indicating the need for greater education and
identification of healthy foods in dining facilities (Peterson et al., 2010). Three additional
nutrition education interventions were tested at a midwestem university: a plate portion
model, a fruit and vegetable model, and a portion size model. The college students
reportedly liked the intervention models but felt there were still barriers to healthy
choices and request other foods to be served in the dining facilities (Burgard, 2012). By
combining a deep explanation of the dietary choices made with testing and analyzing
interventions for college dining facilities, the most effective way to improve the dietary
choices of college students may be determined.
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Appendix B
RECRUITMENT EMAIL
Email to Residence Director
Hi Mr. Petruzzelli,
Thank you for meeting with me to discuss my graduate research project. Would you be
able to forward an email to your resident staff about their involvement in focus groups for
the study? Just let me know if there is any additional information you would need, aside
from the general information I will be giving the student staff.
Thanks again,
Emily Raines

Emily,
I would be happy to assist. Please send me the information you would like me to forward
to my staff.
Cheers,
Dominic
Focus Group Recruitment Email
Hi, my name is Emily Raines and I am a graduate student at Montclair State University. I
am working on my thesis and I would really appreciate your help by participating in a
focus group for the study. The focus group will discuss how your family influences your
eating choices both at school and at home and will help me to develop a survey for the
research project. You must be 18 years or older to participate. It will take approximately
45 minutes and there will be approximately 6 to 8 people in each group. Volunteers will
be taken on a first-come first-serve basis so please respond with your preferred date out
of those listed*. Your participation in this focus group is purely voluntary. Your
employment at MSU will not be affected in any way whether you choose to participate or
not. You will not be asked any questions regarding MSU or your employment at MSU.
Subs and drinks will be served free of charge and thank you again for your help!
*Dates will be determined after approved by the IRB
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Appendix C
FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL
“Familial Influence on Dietary Choices in the College Population”
Focus Group Questions
D e m o g ra p h ic s

1. Gender (M /F)
2. Age
3. Cultural Connection
4. Year of Study (Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior)
5. How many years have you been out of the home?
6. Approximate family income
7. What type of meal plan do you have? (None, Unlimited swipes, Red Hawk Dollars)

F o o d L ife sty le

1. Where do you eat most of your meals? (In the car/on the road, in front of the
TV/computer, at the kitchen table, resident dining hall, retail dining, off campus)
2. Do you have access to a kitchen?
3. What were meals like at home? (TV/computer, car, table, family dinner, away from
home with family or friends)
4. Do you eat breakfast regularly? Lunch? Dinner? (At school and at home)
5. Do you regularly snack? (Mid morning, mid afternoon, evening)

W h a t A r e We E a tin g

1. If you ate breakfast/lunch/dinner, what would it usually consist of?
2. If you ate snacks, what would they usually consist of?
3. What would you eat if you would go out to eat?
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C lo s in g

1. Do you believe you make healthy dietary choices?
2. Do you care about making healthy dietary choices?
3. Are your dietary choices better or worse at school than they are at home?
4. Do you believe your family upbringing had an effect on the dietary choices you make?
5. Do you believe you eat more/less at school than at home? Better/worse quality?
6. How has the mass media and new government attention to dietary choices affected
your dietary choices?
7. In regard to the Food Frequency Questionnaire, would you be willing to complete it as
part of a survey or would it be too time consuming/invasive?
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Fax:
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CONSENT FORM FOR ADULTS
Please read below with care. You must be IS or older to participate. You can ask questions at any time, now or
later. You can talk to other people before you sign this form.

Study's Title: Familial Influence on Dietary Choices m the College Population
\Vhv is this study being done? This study is being done to determine what dietary changes, if any. occur when
a young adult leaves the direct influence of home and family and begins living independently. This study will
specifically examine food choices, meal periods, meal location, and meal times. Focus group interviews and
discussions will be used to identify the themes and dimensions of dietary choices to allow the researchers to
create a valid survey for wide distribution in a later stage of this research.

What will happen while vou are in the study? If you choose to be in this study, you will be pan of a focus
group to talk about what eating choices you make at home and at school. The focus group will be tape recorded
and put on a computer to help develop a survey for more research on the topic.

Time: Tliis study will take about 45 minutes.
Risks: The risks are no greater than those in ordinary life.
Benefits: You may benefit from being in this study by helpmg others develop a survey, using the information
obtained, for future research and adding to the understanding of tliis area of science.
Who will know that vou are in this study? You and the other participants of the focus group will know that
you are in this study. Dr. Murray and I will know that you are here, but we won't tell anyone else. You will not
be linked to any presentations. We will keep who you are confidential according to the law.
Do you haye to be in the study? You do not have to be in tliis study. Your participation in tliis focus group is
purely voluntary. Your employment at M SU will not be affected in any way whether you choose to participate
or not. You will not be asked any questions regarding M SU or your employment at M SU. It is okay if you want
to stop at any time and not be in the study. You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.
Nothing will happen to you. There will be no repercussions from the researchers. Montclair State University, or
the College of Education and Human Sciences.
Compensation: You will be compensated with subs and drinks during the focus group.
Do vou have anv questions about this study? Phone or email the lead researcher. Emily Raines (90S-6929S22 or rainese 1 d mail.montclair.edu) or faculty sponsor. Douglas Murray (973-655-7642 or
murraydofi mail.montclair.edu)

Do you have any questions about your rights? Phone or email the IRB Chair. Dr. Debra Zellner
(reviewboard a mai 1.montclair.edu or 973-655-4327).

Revised 102011
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MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY

College of Education and Human Services
Department of Health and Nutrition Sciences
V o ic e : 973-655-4154
F ax:

973-655-7042

Future Studies
It is okay to use my data in other studies:
Please initial:
________ Yes

________ No

It is okay to use my audio taped data in the research.
Please initial:
________ Yes
________ No

One copy of this consent form is for you to keep.
Statement of Consent
I have read this form and decided that I will participate in the project described above. Its general pmposes. the
particulars of involvement and possible risks and inconveniences have been explained to my satisfaction. I
understand that I can withdraw at any time. My signature also indicates that I have received a copy of this
consent form. If you choose to be in this study, please fill in the lines below.

Print you r n am e here

S ig n you r nam e here

D a te

N a m e o f P rin cip al In vestigator

Signature

D a te

N a m e o f F a cu lty S p on sor

Sign ature

D a te

Revised 102011
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Appendix E
FOCUS GROUP TRANSCRIPTS
Focus Group 1 Transcript
DM: So let me officially thank you all again for coming tonight and taking the time to
help us in this project. And what we’re trying to do, and I encourage you to read these uh
consent forms closely, yes know there’s no pressure or, at any time you want to walk
away and leave you’re free to do so. If any of you are not comfortable with anything you
just you don’t have to say anything, you don’t even have to say you’re uncomfortable,
just let it go by and ya know. Uh In any human research, ya know, comfort even
psychological stress any kind of stress is to be avoided unless you’re really talking about
saving lives which we’re not doing here so we’re dealing we’re interested tonight in, and
as our project, is everybody grows up in whatever environment they grow up in, develops
certain dietary habits, has norms, morays, customs, uh family culture. Whatever,
combination of all those things go into what we eat and our choices. But then everybody
in life has the point where they get to walk away. And we thought coming into a college
living environment was the perfect opportunity to get some people together who we
know for sure don’t live at home anymore, at least for a large percentage of the time and
yet are pretty fresh from the home experiences so it’s not like talking to someone my age
trying to remember way back when right. And we’re interested in some of what stays the
same, what might’ve changed in terms of what you eat, eating habits, all in an effort to
inform us on and help us understand better some nutritional and dietetics questions
further down the road. What we’re really interested in tonight and in different these focus
groups is to develop and ask these open ended questions and have a conversation to find
out what factors maybe aren’t in these questions that influence your decisions. And
ultimately our plan is to develop a survey that we can bring out to the whole student body
and do a large study on, but to be sure that we have some, to be able to say our survey is
valid we need to collect some data and we’re hoping to do 4 or 5 groups of about this size
to just see if we unearth any factors that maybe we haven’t thought of from the literature
review, from our own thoughts. And so we thanks, thanks very much for uh, (cough) no
names have to be given and there’ll certainly be no, once this is transcribed we’ll erase
the tapes, there'll be no way anybody can get back to this, not that I think we’re gonna
say anything tonight that is like that but just to reassure you that that’s uh. So (Aside,
“You'll do a gender right, so I won’t ask that”) So what I’d like to do is go around the
room and ask for everyone’s age if I could so we’ll start here...
PI: 19
DM: 19
P2: 21
P3:1 just turned 27 today.
Group: Today? Happy Birthday! Happy Birthday (clapping) Nice. Want some cake?
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P3: Thank you.
P4: 20
DM: 20
P5: 21
DM: 21
P6: 22
DM: 22
P7: 20
DM:20
P8: 21
DM: Nice, okay really very good age group for what we’re trying to find out. The uh, and
I'm gonna ask a question of cultural connection and I just want you to answer that in
whatever way is meaningful to you if at all, if you don’t have one just say you don’t have
one. So should we go this way first? Let’s do the opposite way this time.
P8: Oh I don't know, what’s the question?
DM: Well for instance if I said we’re doing a study we’re talking about food and diet and
dietary choices and one of my buddies from Massapequa in Long Island who’s an Italian
American was here, I’d say what’s your cultural connection he’d say I’m Italian even
though he’s an American but that’s would be a food association he had, you see what I’m
saying
P8: oh okay
DM: so if you keep kosher then I’d say kosher or Jewish or if you’re halal you might say
that, or you might you know have nothing to say you might say ay you know I’m just an
American kid.
P8: Ah ok, Hispanic food
DM: okay
P7: um, I’m Polish we did eat some Polish food like for the holidays and stuff like that
but it's mostly kind of average
DM: so for special occasions bring out the old family recipes
P7: yeah special occasions
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DM: yeah, sweet
P6: uh I’m pretty Italian so we usually have spaghetti and meatballs every Sunday at my
grandma’s house uh and usually other Italian dishes throughout the week but uh yea other
than that pretty standard, chicken, steak, normal...
P5: I’m Italian so I eat all Italian all the time
DM: all Italian Americans relate to that they’re Italian when it comes to food
P5: yeah
P6: (laughs)
P4: Umm I come from African-American descent we eat just regular food, chicken, a lot
of meat, a lot of meats, unless...
DM: so protein heavy
P4: Yeah
DM: would you classify it, I mean is there a lot of southern food or soul food or
something would you say
P4: yeah southern food
DM: It’s awesome food by the way, and just to say for the last few years for the first
time have you ever heard of the Michelin guide? This is the international restaurant
grading guide, 3 Michelin stars is like the highest grading you can get as a restaurant, and
they’re starting to give Michelin stars in N.Y. to some soul food places, that’s how main
stream it’s become
P3: um pretty typical American style, um my mom is from the south though so there’s
definitely a southern food influence
DM: so there’s some southern, yeah, rich culinary tradition
P2: pretty much fall under the Italian category too but definitely like to try different
things and not just stay within the
DM: you’re a personal adventurer
P2: something like that
P I: I’m Caribbean, my family is from Antigua
DM: Antigua? Wow, neat, beautiful island
P I: ha yeah, so when I’m home I eat Caribbean food
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DM: ok it’s hard to find probably, great Caribbean food here
P1: yeah (laughs)
DM: how about would any of you would you classify yourselves, let’s go around let me
ask the foodie question even though it’s not on the list, would you consider yourself a
foodie? You know, Food Network, Top Chef...
Group: Oh yea (laughs)
DM: Kind of?
P7: a little bit, like when it’s on
P6: Yeah
P4:1 watch it all the time
P6: Yeah every day I always watch it, I always try to go to new restaurants when I can
P5: Yeah (laughs), every day. I love bravo
DM: okay. Really interesting, the growth in the food channel. It’s the fastest growing
channel in the country and fast food is still the fastest growing food category in the
country so I ask myself does America go home at night and nuke the hot pockets while
they watch Emeril
P3: I’d say they do (chuckles)
DM: ok so now I’d like to go around, we’ll go this direction, and if you could tell us what
year you classify yourself as, freshman, sophomore, junior...
PI: a junior
DM: junior
P2: senior
P3: senior
P4: junior
P5: senior
P6: senior
P7: junior
P8: junior
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DM: all upperclassmen. And how many years has it been since you’ve stopped living at
home full time.. .even if you kind of think you still, you know, 'cause you
Group: chuckles
P3: it’s complicated
DM: yeah, it’s complicated, but I mean since we’re gonna say you spend 9 months of the
year here, let’s call this home base for now.
Group: ok
DM: so how long has it been since you’ve left home?
P8: oh this is the first time I’ve been away from home
DM: first year?
P8: yeah
DM: ok
P7: 3 years
P6: yeah 3 as well
P5: this is my fourth
P4: 3 years
P3: uh 6 years
P2: this is my fourth
PI: 3
DM: 3. Got veterans. So now, can you tell me are you enrolled in the meal plan? What
type of meal plan are you enrolled?
P I: I don’t have a meal plan
DM: no meal plan, ok
P2: no meal plan
P3: I have a 50, 50 swipe meal plan ‘cause I thought we had to but apparently we didn’t
DM: is that unlimited swipe?
Group: no that’s blocks, yeah blocks. 50 blocks
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DM: we don't have block (gesturing to sheet)
P3: well, yeah it’s 50 blocks and 250 flex dollars. Yeah
DM: ok
P4: no meal plan
P5: I have 50 block and then 500 dollars flex
DM: ok
P6: I have no meal plan now um but the previous 2 years I had a meal plan, I had like the
125 block and I think the 150 flex, something like that
DM: ok
P7: 50 block, 500 flex
P8: 50 blocks
DM: so now I'm gonna, I'm gonna give you some choices, I’ll read some choices, but
obviously if none of those, if there’s a different choice feel free to answer whatever’s, ya
know, the most correct. Where do you eat most of your meals? And some of the thoughts
are in the car on the road, in front of the TV or computer, at the kitchen table, in a
resident dining hall, in a retail dining establishment, off campus in a commercial
establishment, or any other way that you might want to... who went first last time?
P2: I think it was over there
DM: ok you go next
P8: um, I don’t know in front of the TV or like with friends
DM: ok, with friends, that’s, okay good
P7: on campus I guess
DM: ok, in uh retail, or dining hall?
P7: both, combination
DM: ok
P6: I usually eat breakfast in my car every day, on the way driving to my student teaching
school. And I usually eat dinner usually in my bed watching TV
DM: ok
P6: so it’s usually pretty standard every day
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P5:1 eat breakfast and lunch at work, and then um, dinner I have in my apartment or
sometimes at work, depending on the day
DM: you said you work in food service?
P5: no, I work, I work on campus, at for a department, so I eat at my desk or I eat with
my, with the other people like in like a cafeteria
DM: ok, so you know, you'll eat at your desk or go to a dining place on campus
P5: yeah, right
DM: right ok
P4:1 usually eat in my apartment, or living room, on the couch in front of the TV
DM: on the couch, with the TV on?
P4: yeah
P3: Probably the same, I, we eat in my apartment, the roommates together, probably in
front of the TV
DM: ok
P2: um either at the counter looking uh watching TV or at the chair on my desk
P I: Uh I usually eat dinner only either standing in my kitchen or in my bedroom. I don’t
really watch TV. And breakfast is either, I don’t know, I usually just grab it and go
DM: Yeah, so on the road, on the move
P I: Yeah running to wherever I have to go
Group: chuckles
DM: do we ask the at home question? Later on, we come back to this?
ER: yeah
DM: ok. So now, do you have access to a kitchen?
Group: yes, yeah, we all have kitchens.
DM: oh okay, interesting, so all residences have?
Group: (all talk about apartments)
P2: So the village and hawk crossings, and then the heights and Sinatra have like one
community kitchen on the bottom floor, but the campus still makes them get a meal plan
even though they have a community kitchen.
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DM: well you can imagine what that’s like at the end of the semester
P2: yeah I know, ha-ha
DM: Okay, so you all have access to a kitchen, interesting. Oh yes, we did ask that
question. Okay, so now we asked about where do you eat now, let’s cast our mind back
ya know, 3 to 7 years, and when you were at home most meals, I mean I know there’ll
always be all of those things but primarily where would you eat your meals?
P8: Umm, in the kitchen, the kitchen table
DM: the kitchen table. Uh, so I’m sorry I didn’t give you choices. In front of the TV or
computer, in the car, at the table, at the table with the family, away from home with
family or friends.
P8:1 would be at the table with all of my whole family.
DM: ok
P7: at the table with family
P6: Yeah most dinners are with my family at the table
P5: table with the family
DM: ok
P4: dining room table with the family
P3: umm probably away from home
DM: ok
P2: table with family
P1: kitchen with the family
DM: with the family. So you’ve all gotten away from that since you’ve uh
P4: Yeah, since we’ve been here
DM: ok do you eat breakfast regularly, and if so is it at school or at home?
P I: I eat breakfast at home and at school I don’t
DM: ok
P2: I grab some kind of snack bar usually in the morning but not like a full breakfast
DM: ok
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P3: I always do in the apartment
P4:1 don't eat breakfast anymore
DM: no breakfast
P4: no
DM: ok
P5: Um, most mornings it’s, I’m eating it like in the car, on the way
DM: ok
P6: I'll usually, yea, I’ll grab a granola bar, or I got bananas, yea I’ll have some fruit and
granola bars or pop tarts in the morning, in the car
DM: ok
P7: it’s usually something small like in my apartment on my way to class
P8:1 don't have time for breakfast now, as opposed to comparing if you ate breakfast
regularly at home.
DM: oh is that what we were going after, ok
P8: yes
DM: Alright, so when you were at home, how did that, was it the same or different?
P4: same
P I: well, at home...now I actually want to eat breakfast but when I was younger and had
school my mom used to force me, I never used to want to eat breakfast, I don’t know
why.
DM: Right, so you ate it at home in the kitchen, under duress
P2:1 was the same, I’m not big on breakfast
DM: ok
P3: same
P4: I ate breakfast at home
DM: Ok. So was that the family influence or was it just the availability or the...
P4: umm probably the family influence, my mom always cooked breakfast, she cooks
everything
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DM: ok. So if say, if somebody had breakfast ready for you now would u eat it?
P4: yes
DM: ok
P5:1 didn’t eat breakfast at home, I never had time
DM: wow
P6: I was about the same, just simple, fruit in the morning
P7: yeah I always ate breakfast at home in the morning because I was always hungry in
the morning
Group chuckled
P8: me too, but it was like the opposite, it had to be in a rush ‘cause I was like a
commuter so I would like grab a banana and go, or yogurt
DM: so now the same thing with lunch, at school and or now and when you were at
home. What was lunch like then and what’s it like now?
P I: Lunch now it depends on the day, umm most days I’ll eat in my apartment but if I
have to be on campus all day I’ll just get a sandwich from the student center. And at
home I used to have my lunch at my school, and I don’t know. I would pack my lunch,
my mom would pack my lunch I should say.
DM: okay
P2: Um, home was more or less cafeteria lunch and then on the weekends like digging a
sandwich out of the fridge. Here I tend to make lunch the biggest meal of the day and I
usually just make, make food for dinner and then just eat the leftovers for lunch.
DM: okay
P3: uh for the longest time I’ve eaten a lot of small meals so I don’t know if I can define
my lunch um ‘cause it’s always at irregular times, uh and it was like that at home and it’s
like that now
P4: um, I think I eat lunch the same as I would eat it at home here, I just don’t eat
breakfast. Lunch and dinner is fine
DM: so what do u do now, tell me about that
P4: um, I would cook early, I would say about 12.1 would cook dinner at like 12 and I’ll
have a sandwich, and then I’ll eat what I cooked at 12 at night.
DM: ok
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P5:1 never have lunch in my apartment, it’s always something that I bring like either a
lean cuisine or if we go out as a group at work I’ll get something there but I’m not really
a big lunch person
P6:1 almost never eat lunch in my apartment unless it’s on the weekends, um I usually
eat lunch at the school I’m student teaching at. So I’ll by like the school lunch there,
usually every day, so that’s about it
P7: yeah, I usually eat lunch at like different times of the day too, like sometimes I’ll
have like before noon or like after noon and like it’ll usually be something small and get
something like over the course of those hours
DM: mhm
P8: umm it depends on my schedule. If I wake up at 11 I’m not having lunch, ‘cause
that’s like around lunch
DM: (laughs) there’s that sure. There’s those days when you sleep pretty late huh. The uh
so I’d say it sounds like a couple of you are grazers more than say traditional meal
P3 & P7: mhm
DM: ok. Uh, now let’s do the same thing for dinner. Now and.. .did we do dinner? No we
didn’t, let’s do dinner.
P8: yeah, I eat dinner here, um, so...
DM: So, you were in front of the TV, what if it’s at home?
P8: um, or like with family at 6 or 7pm
DM: ok
P7: yeah I’ll usually eat dinner in my apartment, um it’ll either be something I made or
something frozen that my mom made for me to take home, so
DM: nice
P6: uh usually at home we always eat usually every night together at the dinner table but
here usually I just make something in my kitchen here and eat it in my room so
P5: it depends on what nights, usually I’ll have I’ll eat late at work or like if my mom
made something during the week then I’ll bring it back and have it for leftover
P4: um I eat dinner at the table with my family at home here, I’ll cook a big dinner but
then I’ll eat it in my room by myself (giggles)
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P3: uh at home uh I ate out a lot uh but my mom also cooked large meals a lot. Uh here
actually my roommates and I actually always end up cooking some huge meal and eating
it.
P2: um I usually cook it, cook for myself or go to someone else’s apartment who’s
cooked and mooch off of them. Or um then at home um my mom or me or somebody
would just make something usually
P I: so um, I cook here. I cook like uh basically, and at home I usually eat dinner with my
family.
DM: so now Pm gonna ask you about snacking. Uh we’ll do, we can do ‘em one at a
time, or do it but mid-morning, mid-afternoon, and evening, and what I’m interested in is
do you snack regularly at any or all of those times. So let’s start this way this time
P1: umm, probably I would snack more in the afternoon, but in the evening and in the
mornings, (shakes head no)
DM: so you’re a mid-afternoon snacker, so after dinner or you’re watching TV late at
night, no snacking?
P I: yeah, but if I’m uh, in class getting sleepy I’ll eat something, like a granola bar or
something
DM: ok
P2: Um I’m not much of a mid-morning or mid-afternoon but I do a decent amount of
snacking at night ‘cause that’s when I’m the most active
P3: uh I eat all day (group laughs) um, especially if I’m bored, then I really eat. Um, no,
yeah I graze so I eat a lot of small meals, I can’t eat a really big meal at once at this point
so that’s why I don’t eat a lot of like breakfast, lunch, and dinner, so
DM: so we can count on you for ya know, all these times
P3: pretty much, on and off
P4: um I snack throughout the day as well I always have like a juice or cookies or
something in my bag to just eat, anytime
DM: what times do you think, do you have a pattern or is it just?
P4: well, I’ll pack it in the morning and then during class I’ll eat it and then go to the
store and get more stuff and just keep eating
DM: Ok, how bout at night, when you’re uh?
P4:1 eat ice cream
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DM: you eat ice cream at night? When you watch TV?
P4: Yes
DM: me too
Group chuckles
P5: uh, I would say I snack like late afternoon before like I get a lot of 5:30s or
appointments at night so I’11 have like a granola bar and then when I get back from class
if I feel like having dinner I will or if not I just won’t have dinner
P6: Uh I usually eat every day after I get back from school around 3:30 or 4. Usually I’ll
have like a little, uh, peanut butter and jelly sandwich or something like that or usually
with a piece of fruit, um and usually yea like after dinner. A couple of hours after dinner
I’ll eat. And usually that’s pretty standard every day.
DM: ok
P7: yeah I usually do most of my snacking like in the mid-afternoon when I’m like
grazing I guess is the word for it but um yea if I have to be up really late for like
whatever, studying or writing papers or what have you I’ll snack like in the evening, stuff
like that
P8: yeah, late afternoon and at night. Potato chips around me, I’ll just grab them
DM: so okay, so now and I realize that there’s probably lots of answers to this question
but so what we’re talking about is a general fit, a most often type of thing. Uh, so let’s go
around the table and tell me what uh breakfast would usually, I realize you don’t eat
breakfast, but if you are gonna eat breakfast what would it usually consist of
P I: Umm, in the mornings that I have 8:30 like my day starts at 8 I’ll always have
oatmeal and I’ll just grab a banana and but if I have a lot of time which is Mondays
Wednesdays Thursdays and weekends I’ll make an omelet, and that’s the basic.
DM: ok, so you have a full breakfast, yea
P2: generally some kind of snack bar, fruit, usually just, nothing crazy
P3: same as (PI), uh usually except cereal, I’ll pretty much will always have a bowl of
cereal and a piece of fruit, and if I have time then I’ll make an omelet
P4: uh, if I have time, well some days I have time to make breakfast, I’ll make pancakes,
eggs, and sausage, and that’s it. With orange juice, (laughs)
P6: that's hardcore
P5: I have oatmeal and a banana every morning
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DM: wow
P6: uh I usually have either a granola bar, a couple granola bars, or a Poptart. Umm, or
I'll eat a peanut butter and Nutella sandwich. And uh on the weekends yea I’ll make like
eggs and stuff, but that’s only when I have time on the weekends, I don’t have time
during the week so. Not anymore.
P7: Yeah, like in the beginning of the semester I would like eat like a bowl of cereal and
like fruit and stuff like that but now the semester’s kind of winding down it’s pretty much
whatever I can find in the contents of my cabinet that I can pass off as breakfast
P3: (laughs) it’s true
P7: like a sandwich or something like that so
P8:1 have class like really early 2 days a week so I cook like eggs and sausages and like
an orange juice and just go
DM: good. So same question for lunch. What’s your usual lunch, what’s typical lunch?
P8: Um I don’t really eat lunch that much. If I would like pasta or like rice and chicken or
something like that
P7: uh, usually like a sandwich. Probably like usually turkey with a side of juice
P6: uh yeah usually like a like a turkey sandwich or whatever school lunch they have that
day. It’s usually something with meat and then yea usually rice or vegetables
DM: so you don’t have k-12 type of
P6: I’m student teaching at a middle school
DM: middle school so it’s a hot lunch thing every day
P6: yeah, so it’s usually some sort of meat and then either vegetables or rice or pasta so
P5:1 have a lean cuisine or I bring one everyday but then if we go out for work I’ll like
we usually order out from the diner so I’ll get like a buffalo chicken wrap, that’s about it
DM: ok
P4:1 probably have a turkey and cheese with chips and a juice
P3: Um it’s always something different but usually it’s something I try to make
something, so homemade. Um, that’s about it
P2: um always a sandwich of some kind with cheese. And the meat kind of depends on
what’s on sale that week
DM: cold cuts?
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P2: yeah
P1: Um at the beginning of the semester I used to have sandwiches a lot for lunch, but
now I'm having like what I would usually have for dinner like rice and fish or something
and I’ll just have like a small thing for dinner. So for lunch I’ll just have rice, or rice or
pasta or something and fish
DM: so you’re making, lunch you’re making dinner
P1: mhm
DM: so then dinner, go back, so dinner you’re making something smaller? Like a
sandwich?
P1: uh, something really little, like a sandwich probably yeah
P2: Some kind of pasta slash rice combination along with some kind of meat
combination, burgers, sausages, chicken
DM: so starch, protein, full meal kinda thing
P2: Yeah
P3: so what’s the question? Are we on dinner now? (group laughs) Umm, well, like I said
we always try to make some kind of large meal and split it uh for dinner. It kind of
depends on whatever we have. It’s kind of like what you said whatever we have we
make, a lot of time it ends up being pasta and something but we always try to keep trying
to make more vegetables, but yea, something like pasta and vegetables or something
P4: um I would usually have a protein starch and a vegetable. Chicken rice broccoli,
chicken rice com. That’s about it
P5: umm for dinner it’s always different. Sometimes like I won’t even have dinner, but
like usually if it’s small I’ll have like a rice cake with peanut butter, or umm if I have
time to make something it’s usually just like warming something up that my mom made
for the week. But dinner is really kind of like picky
DM: okay
P6: um I usually almost always have like chicken and rice and vegetables. Um or maybe
sometimes like tuna sandwiches. Usually some sort of protein with either vegetables or
rice
P7: yeah I’ll usually have like some kind of meat and vegetable, um, try to like
incorporate the food groups I guess. Like usually my mom does the same thing so like I
don’t have to worry about that at home.
P8: Umm I guess pasta. When I have a meal plan on I just go to the cafeteria and eat
whatever they have there.
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DM: so to go back to snacking, then uh so tell me what snacks usually consist of for you
P8: Potato chips.
DM: potato chips
P8:1 love potato chips
P7: chips probably, potato chips probably
P6: uh usually granola bars. I’ll eat bowls of cereal at random times throughout the day.
Or peanut butter banana Nutella sandwiches. That kinda
DM: you like that Nutella, huh
P6: (laughs) yea, I kinda eat it incorporate it into almost anything
P5: umm I have a lot of fruit, mainly bananas and apples. Uh rice cakes with peanut
butter, umm, the veggie chip things I like those so I’ll have that if I wanna snack on
something. Really nothing sweet, I don’t like potato chips or anything. Maybe pretzels
and hummus. That’s about it
P6: Mmm I would have like cookies, or chips and dip, I think that’s it
DM: you said ice cream before
P6: oh well ice cream at night, only at night. But if I'm like on the go I’ll have like chips,
something like that
P7: umm since I kinda graze I guess my meals are my snacks, my snacks are my meals.
So umm I’ll pretty much eat anything that we have in the apartment so because of that I
try not to bring anything really horrible into the apartment. So usually um like some other
people said um hummus, uh pretzels, fruit, stuff like that
P8: um pretzels and peanut butter are my favorite and then I have usually have fruit
around but then I keep a hidden stash of chocolate. Can’t argue with that (chuckles)
P9: um I usually just get what I’m craving but when I go to the supermarket I might buy
some snacks. I used to get this cheddar chips thing, yeah, so
DM: 8 of you, 8 of you.. .what was it math and then? About 5 of you are nutrition and
dietetics?
P3: uh 3
DM: 3? Ok. It'd be interesting over time to see how that plays out. So when you’re out to
eat, let’s talk about that. What does that look like? What do you like to eat when you uh
go out? Or let me rephrase it, is going out more of the same or is going out, is that a time
of indulgence?
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P3: 1 indulge
DM: So then, and so tell me what it looks like if it is a time of indulgence. We can start
from the middle this time
P3: sure yep, I mean I don’t eat out a whole lot so I my philosophy is when I go out to eat
I’m not gonna be the guy who’s ordering ya know, nothing when everyone else is eating
whatever, so um yeah, I indulge. But I don’t eat, and like I said I don’t eat out very often
so it doesn’t affect me very much
DM: yea we were, so what is an indulgence for you
P3: oh I’m sorry
DM: what is your favorite? What would you...
P3: oh oh, well I used to eat meat a lot, and now it’s actually not that common I will I’ll
eat meat maybe like a few times a week. Uh so yeah it’ll usually be like it’ll be ribs or
something like that
P4: um if I was to go out to eat and indulge I would probably have, well... is it?
DM: it doesn’t have to be an indulgence, I’m just saying if eating out is an indulgence...
P4: no, it’s the same thing. I’ll go and I'll get chicken and rice, broccoli, seafood. I don’t
know, same thing
DM: same thing
P4: yeah
DM: so, okay
P5: It’s the same thing, I don’t indulge when I go out
DM: okay
P6: uh yeah usually I’ll indulge, uh usually I’ll go somewhere like chipotle or something
and get a big burrito. Or um I eat a lot of Asian food, like a lot of Thai, sushi
occasionally, a lot of stuff like that. Um, that’s... either that or pizza
DM: I'm surprised, I mean this is um, you’re on a college campus in a room with 8
college students and pizza just came up (group laughs) and yet it’s the number 1 selling
food in colleges across the nation
Group: “I hate pizza” (groans)
P6: I don’t eat it as much as I....I don’t eat it as much here as I did when I was at home,
working near pizza places I would go there almost every day to eat pizza for lunch so
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DM: so why did it change
P6: uh, not around as much. And the pizza on campus is eh
DM: and the pizza’s not good
P6: no not really
DM: okay, so it’s a quality
P6: I’ll still eat it though, not gonna lie (laughs)
DM: well so it’s a quality.. .if they had great pizza here
P6: oh yeah, I’d go there every day. Probably, almost, yeah
DM: okay, well that’s good to know. So if we flatten out...Ok, so that’s actually what
we’re trying to get at, right, is what you really, kind of.. .the reason we bring up
indulgence or eat out is to get to what you really want to eat, right
Group: mhm yeah
P7: uh yeah when I go out to eat I don’t really indulge I usually just get something small
just ‘cause like the portions are gigantic, yeah
DM: what if someone else is paying? Doesn’t matter?
P7: not really
DM: so it’s about what you order
P7: yeah it’s really just like, I don’t know
DM: no it’s fine, it’s perfect. We’re here to find out what you're doing
P8: um if I go out I love spicy food so I don’t really cook like that so I’ll definitely order
the spiciest
DM: ok
P I: um I would usually get something that I don’t cook a lot, so if I go out I don’t get
pasta ‘cause I’ll eat that at home. It’ll be something that I don’t make...it could be
chicken, or yeah chicken or beef. But I don’t...I haven’t bought any meat since I’ve been
here ‘cause I just don’t feel like cooking it
DM: okay, so if you go out someone else is cooking it
PI: yeah
P2: Um, I usually don’t go out to eat too much unless I’m but I usually just end up with a
group at one of the more popular fast food chains so then it’s just a matter of what um
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getting the most food for the dollar to me. But when I wanna indulge I usually go by
myself to find a pretty good slice of pizza around here somewhere
DM: okay. So then, so I think I have to.. .and I suspect I may know the answer but uh do
you believe that you’re making healthy dietary choices, and is that important?
P8: um sometimes? Sometimes I feel like I could add more fruit to my diet. I don’t like
sweets at all, I just don’t.. .so I’m not a big fan of fruit but I just I know I have to be more
open
DM: so you’re not sure that you’re making healthy choices
P8: sometimes I know I am like if I make a salad but sometimes just like pasta and that’s
it. Or if I eat like potato chips I just know that’s not healthy, so it just depends on the
week
DM: ok, and is it important to you to make, or is it something you think about? Do you
care about it? Or it’s not really...
P8:1 do care about it, ‘cause diabetes runs in my family so that’s why I don’t eat sweets
at all, and like I have to start as I get older more caring about that.. .so, I’ll get to it
P7: mhm, yeah, like I do try to like think about like the healthier option but I do really
love sweets so I feel like as much as I as healthy as I eat I also kind of indulge in sweets a
little more often than I feel like I should, so
DM: so you make healthy choices, you care about making healthy choices, but and you
feel guilty when you....
P7: yeah, like when...
DM: when you have the tootsie roll, or the Ben and Jerry’s
P7: (laughs) Ben and jerry’s yeah
DM: ok
P6: um yeah I usually try to make pretty healthy choices but uh I definitely do make
some unhealthy ones pretty commonly but um I usually always try to eat ya know healthy
DM: so it’s like on your mind
P6: it’s always like on my mind, yeah
DM: ok
P5: I think I make healthy choices, I make a conscious effort to make healthy decisions,
so
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P4: um, I think I make a healthy choice for eating what I cook instead of eating what’s on
campus because everything that’s available is fried or greasy, or I don’t know I just don’t
like it
P3: Uh I think on average I definitely make healthy choices. Uh Like everyone else every
now and then I'll eat have a bad couple of days or something but I don’t think anyone
eats perfectly so
P2: Um, for the most part probably not as good as I should but I mean this year I’ve been
trying to take baby steps towards it like drinking less soda and not keeping my pantry as
stocked so there’s less things to snack on so
DM: you used an interesting word before when you were talking about shopping about
not bringing anything horrible in, right, you actually said horrible
P4: (referring to P3) he said that, yeah
DM: was that you?
P3:1 exaggerated that (laughing)
DM: but I’m just saying it’s an interesting word choice
P3: yeah, no, yeah
DM: because, so what I’m hearing this is really something you often think about, you
find it...
P I: yeah, well. I do think about healthy food choices and I do want to eat healthy but at
the same time I think I’m limited because I don’t have a car and then I don’t have a meal
plan either, so getting to the supermarket and getting is kind of a hassle.. .1 do try to buy,
I always buy healthy stuff but food is limited sometimes and sometimes I have to eat on
campus and it’s not the best
DM: mhm, so quite a focus though at this table on that. Using words like “maybe I don’t
eat what I should” or “I have a couple bad days”. It’s interesting. Are your dietary
choices... so let me ask you a comparison statement in terms of health... healthy choices,
healthy eating, healthy meals. Are you doing better now or was it better/worse, and better
I mean healthier, before when you lived at home?
P8: umm I don’t know I think it’s okay, like it’s better I guess?
DM: better now? Or better when you were living home
P8: um I guess both ‘cause if I cook, like my mother doesn’t cook at all, so I have to cook
for myself. And when I cook I know the portions or what to put than like eating out or
something so better
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P7:1 think it’s not as good as when I was at home just ‘cause like my parents are both
very health conscious and stuff like that so they’d always like keep like healthy foods
stocked in the cabinets and they’d always like cook healthy meals with like vegetable and
like a meat and everything like or for dinner so probably could be a lot better
DM: I mean it just sounds, you have the type, that sounds awesome to me. Listening to
what you’ve told me you’ve eaten, to think that you feel like you’ve gone off the
reservation it's like wow they must really eat healthy at home, (group chuckles) So how
about you?
P6: um I definitely eat at home I feel like I eat healthier just ‘cause there’s a lot of variety
of food. Like um I just won’t buy certain things now like I won’t buy yogurt or just stuff
that I just don’t see as a necessity, ya know so. But at home there’s extra good food
around that I will eat, ya know.
DM: so is it a financial difference?
P6: yeah a little bit, I mean ya know I buy the basics, I’m not like scraping by by any
means but ya know I won’t, I won’t like splurge on certain health foods so
DM: okay
P5:1 would say it’s about even. Cuz I eat pretty much whatever I eat at home now so
DM: okay
P4:1 would say that it’s equal as well, I cook what I would eat at home so
P3: uh I think that I eat better now not that I didn’t have the opportunity to eat well at
home uh it’s just my interests changed so I think by choice I eat better now
DM: ok
P2: I think initially it wasn’t as well ‘cause I mean it’s my 4th year and 2 years I lived on
campus with a meal plan and that I feel like that having that meal plan option to go out
finding most likely not healthy food at like 1, 2, 3 in the morning probably wasn’t the
best thing and then last year I lived in this complex and me and my roommates would
always keep everything overstocked so there was always something to go grab but this
year now it’s more or less I’m keeping less things around so it’s so initially yes but now
it’s kind of leaning towards making more healthy choices by keeping less things around
DM: okay
P I: um, when I was at home I think my diet is better ‘cause here I’m eating more, I find
myself eating more carbs...and vegetables. Well vegetables isn’t bad but I’m eating more
carbs and less protein ‘cause I don’t buy meat and so. But at home my mom makes a
balanced meal
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DM: ok. How much of the way uh of your dietary choices that you’re making now do
you think were influenced by your family upbringing and how many, how much of it
have you maybe developed yourself upon your independence?
P I: I’m thinking, somebody else has to say
DM: okay sure go ahead
P2: alright well I think one of the influences for me is that um when at home ya know it’d
always be the situation where my mom would make like more food than there would
always be like plenty of food leftovers and etc. and I think that carries over but also I
think I tend to make more food usually whenever I do cook food and I always expect or I
always try to make it so that you know someone could come over and eat with me kind of
thing, like always try to make more food to eat with company, with more company kind
of thing
P3: um, I think uh I think my mom had a lot of positive effect on how I eat um because
even when I was making poor choices like at home she still made healthy food available
and she was interested in making healthy food available so um at least once I made the
decision to eat better I kind of had that background and of I knew some things she cooked
and stuff like that
P4: um well since I eat the way that I eat at home I don’t think there’s like a big
difference so. Everything my mom would cook I cook here
DM: so obviously there’s an influence on you
P4: yeah, from my mom
DM: uh huh
P5:1 wouldn’t say there’s an influence, if anything I influence my family to eat healthier,
I wouldn't say anyone’s influenced me
DM: ok
P6: uh I think my family has influenced me um pretty strongly, they always, especially
my dad always encouraged me to try at like all sorts of food. Mostly now I mean you
know I always eat like at home I always eat meat with every meal and that’s kind of what
I do here, so yeah
DM: mhm
P7: yeah my family’s definitely influenced me just you know choose the healthier option
if you can kind of thing
P8: like the same for him, or whatever, to me if s not a meal if there’s no meat
P6: (laughs)
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DM: mhm. In terms of so now I’ll ask you the quantity and the quality, so now we’re not
necessarily talking health although we could be but it’s also quality. So do you think you
eat more or less now than you did when you lived at home, and what about the quality of
what you’re eating do you think it’s higher or lower.
P8:1 think they’re like about the same. The quality’s like lower (laughs)
DM: and is it financial?
P8:1 don’t know it’s just I don’t buy that much like I don’t have like a whole stock. I
have roommates like him that have like everything stocked, I don’t really I just buy
whatever but at home there’s more stuff and I don’t know there’s just better quality food.
DM: okay
P7: yeah the quantity is definitely lower just ‘cause like I don’t really have much time to
eat anymore, not that I don’t eat but like you know, that kind of a thing. And like I said
before the quality is kind of like diminished a little for me so
P6: uh yeah the quality of food I eat is slightly lower, it’s just uh usually I’ll buy like the
uh generic brand you know at the food stores, I mean it’s not that much lower but I think
it’s a little bit less. And I definitely eat, there’s definitely a lot less food in my apartment
here than I have at home but
DM: ok
P5:1 would say I definitely the quality is less at school than at home, same with quantity
P4: um I guess I would say the quality is less here than when I eat at home, ‘cause I just
make the same meals over but at home I’d have like a larger quantity of food, better
quality
DM: mhm
P3: um I think the quantity is probably about the same, uh I actually think the quality is a
little better just because the choices that are different ‘cause we always try to buy fresh
food and make the meal at home so we got quality
P2: um I think there’s more quant at home for me ‘cause there’s more people around at
home but here I try to keep the quality the same because if I’m gonna cook something
then I’m not gonna wanna go cheap ya know not put time and effort into it, so I think
quality’s around the same
P I: um at home I guess I have more food at home, and it’s better
DM: How, let me ask you a question about financial constraint. Do you feel your food
choices or buying is uh constrained by money or do you know, the starving college
student syndrome type thing?
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P I: well, oh are we going this way?
DM: sure you can start
P I: um I, I always try to budget I don’t like spending too much at the supermarket but
sometimes I’ll end up spending more than I want so I’ll try to make it stretch for 2 weeks
or 3 weeks before I go back and buy more. But I think I’m definitely money conscious
when I’m at school. Not that my mom isn’t but I’m more money conscious
P2: um I think after 2 years of food shopping I pretty much have it down to a system
where like I spend x amount on food a week and I usually get the same things when I go
but generally speaking there are times when if something’s on sale like some kind of
meat poultry uh juice whatever usually just like always grab that even if I’m’ not gonna
use it that week just leave room to grab that kind of thing
P3: um I think um I think my big our biggest bill every month is food so I think we spend
lots of money on food but someone's mom always ends up bringing groceries or pre
made food or something so there’s always plenty of food just because someone’s always
bringing extra food around
P4: um I think well I would get the same thing that my mom would buy but I wouldn’t
buy large portions of it ‘cause it’s just me, so I would buy the same foods just smaller
portions
DM: ok
P5: the same. I would buy the same food, just smaller portions
P6: um I definitely don’t buy as much as I did at home probably because of financial stuff
I only have so much money to spend every week and so I basically just buy the
necessities. You know, just enough to stay healthy but you know not nearly enough to
like indulge, you know. I buy the basics. So...
P7: yeah same I kind of buy the basics also you know just uh because since I have a meal
plan on campus I don’t really think about it that much and also because my mom kind of
cooks some meals for me to take home frozen so
P8: yeah basics, the only things I really indulge in is potato chips, you know an extra $2
or something
DM: you know, when I was in school before you were all bom, you’d go home on the
weekend to someone’s house or home and you’d be like “Food¡’’(group laughs) but I
guess you know that changes. Uh let me ask you, what role if any do you think that the
media and the government attention, you’re aware of the new food pyramid and
government attention to dietary choices, how much of a role has that affected how you
eat or how you think about food or how you approach the weekly meal plan?
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P7: well I certainly don't think pizza is a vegetable if that’s what you’re asking (group
laughs)
P3: oh yeah, school system...
DM: well it’s only a few congressman and special interest groups that think that but uh
P3: isn’t that how it’s defined right now though in school systems?
DM: yeah, the tomatoes, they’re...
P7: which are fruits, ironically
P3: yeah right (chuckles)
DM: when Reagan was president, they tried to make the ketchup p.c’s...
P3: they tried to what? I’m sorry?
DM: you know the portion control ketchups, the squirt deals at McDonalds, they tried to
make that a vegetable
P3: oh (laughs)
DM: so this has been a long time, it’s not new. I used to say yeah so if you put the box of,
so they come 200 in a box, you put it on the radiator, you’ll have a hot vegetable right
(group laughs) But any event, all this media attention, you can’t go a day without seeing
something about the obesity epidemic (P4: mhm), so does any of that affected how you
approach the choices you told us about making?
P I: umm I don’t really, I don’t pay attention to the media, and I’m a nutrition major and I
don’t like some of the stuff that my professors say, I don’t agree with everything they
say, ‘cause they’re basically...like they change their minds every time the media changes.
So I do my own research and probably test stuff to see what works for me and what
doesn’t work, like in terms of how much I need to eat and what types of food.
DM: ok
P2: I like reading those types of articles and things ‘cause you know I just like to read
them but um for the most part it’s just like school work, having fun or going out, then I’ll
worry about the rest later. Like just Eat what I want to eat and figure it out later
P3: I kind of feel the way (PI) does I mean being a nutrition science major this is what
we’re interested in anyway but it does get kind of aggravating where I mean nutrition
science is kind of a young enough science that things uh popular opinion changes all the
time um and so um I’ve gotten to a point where I actually try to tune it out and the way
that I try to eat myself is um just traditional food systems. It seems like the healthiest
food cultures are the oldest ones so, um like Mediterranean style diet so stuff like that
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DM: so, okay let’s finish the question now
P4: um I would have to say I guess the media plays a role because I watch the news a lot
so whatever foods they say like could give you like high blood pressure or high
cholesterol or anything like that I try to stay away from those foods because I know it
runs in my family so I try to stay away from foods that would give me high blood
pressure or anything like that
DM: so actually though so is it do you think it’s the media or family medical history?
P4: family medical history, mainly. Then I see it on the news
DM: that’s interesting, that’s an interesting...
P5: no I don't pay attention to the media at all
P6: um I am probably a little more like carb conscious than you know due to the media
just from all the Atkins diets and all that stuff that’s out. Um but usually you know if they
tell me it’s bad for me I already know it’s bad for me, but if I want it, you know like
McDonald's I'll go eat it I know it’s bad for me, I know everything they say about it, but
it tastes good. You know, just not every day (group: mhm)
P7: yeah I don’t usually pay much attention to the media either ‘cause like they said it’s
pretty much always changing you know, like “carbs are good” “carbs are bad” like
“protein is good” “no protein will kill you” so I really only pay attention to like what the
ADA says ‘cause they’re usually are the most trustworthy when it comes to stuff like that
P8: sometimes I'll pay attention, like one time they had a cow disease or something the
meat, it makes me like not want to buy it. Or strawberries have some pesticide and they
got to like New York over here okay I won’t buy it for like 2 weeks, but that’s about it
DM: so that’s food threats
P8: yeah ‘cause like they scare you!
DM: so if not the government and if not the media and all this attention, um then where
did it, ‘cause it seems like, I’m gonna say it sounds like you’re a pretty health conscious
group, right so where did it come from? Where did it spring from? What was the drive?
P I: well, I’m not really sure
DM: I mean why not debauchery in a case of beer and pizza every night and....
P8: ‘cause you feel like sluggish
P3: yeah I was gonna say I actually just feel worse, physically just feel worse when I eat
worse
Group: yeah
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P6: yeah I feel better when I’m working out and eating good. Like I just feel good and
feel energetic and you know, when I eat like crap I just feel like uh
P7: yeah, exactly
DM: so you feel physical benefit, tangible physical benefit, and that’s what keeps you on
the...
Group: agrees
P7: maybe it’s a placebo effect, I don’t know but
DM: ok, well that’s interesting. So then I want to ask you the classic last question, uh,
second to last question, uh, which is okay so I asked you a bunch of questions, we’ve
read some articles we’ve talked about this, we’ve talked about eating in front of the TV
and eating in cars, and there’s kind of a general feeling, there’s a you know old car dining
psychology in America and uh and we’ve asked you about different meal periods, and
differences between home and a way, the government, finances. But what didn’t I ask
that might, that you think that was a miss, you should’ve asked me this or you should’ve
asked me that, or some that has some kind of a driver to your choices or the way you
think or perceive food in your eating habits
P3:1 guess I don’t know if you asked it in a roundabout way but I guess um foods that we
wish were more available to us? That we would eat more regularly if they were available
DM: if they were available.. .so would this be like a campus question more than or would
this be like a mass market
P3: you could say both either, but I guess campus would be more poignant question
DM: well uh that’s an important question for this group, okay
P7: do you mean like if healthier options were cheaper?
P3: mhm. Like an example like in one of our research classes when they did a uh they
found out that all the students were asking for healthier options in uh the on campus food
and so they offered it and they still kept eating the burgers and fries, you know what I
mean it’s just interesting how, I’m curious to see how other people would react to that
DM: and alright and I can speak to that but let’s finish the thought
P2: I was gonna say maybe a little bit on um how your eating habits are effected by your
workload, like for example I’m sure a lot of kids now where it’s finals time and you
know people are more stressed out, their eating habits are probably different than you
know 2 months ago in the middle of October when it’s still coasting time in the semester
but now it’s like papers, you know, now it’s’ like papers projects finals you know it’s
so....
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DM: their nutrition takes a dive when convenience takes an up take, ‘cause they can grab
a sack of McDonald’s to go home and you know, type away while they don’t have to stop
and cook and all that stuff (group agrees). So is that a factor for you guys, when you’re in
crunch times? (group enthusiastically agrees) So that’s a question we should ask huh?
ER: yeah
DM: so does anybody disagree with that or is that a unanimous yes? (group: yeah)
P6: yeah that’s completely my eating habits
DM: so certain periods, that high stress periods, high demand periods, a lot of this
changes
Group: yeah (some laughs)
P7: definitely
P2: priorities change
P3: tons of caffeine
DM: okay, eat on the run more, more hand food, more eat while you’re tasking, multi
tasking type of thing
P7: yeah pretty much
DM: okay so that’s interesting. And then you find that is there a recovery period or you
just go back to normal and eventually it all...
P7: pretty much back to normal
P6: usually uh after I’m eating like crap you know while I’m stressed out for that and
doing all papers and everything, usually next week I’ll try to balance myself out by eating
a lot healthier than I normally would that week
DM: so you cleanse a little bit
P6: (laughs) yeah, try to
DM: let me ask a classic, ‘cause we’ll be in the spring semester soon right and spring
break will come, so any spring break eating? You know, ‘cause traditionally I’ll tell you,
in every college campus in the country about 2, 3 weeks before spring break the salad bar
usage triples
P3: oh, getting ready to drink?
DM: bathing suit time
Group laughs
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P3: oh ha-ha
DM: and not to sound sexist but you don’t see a girl anywhere near but the salad bar,
‘cause they’re (P7: pregaming) getting ready. So is that a factor for anybody? Breaks,
things like that?
Group: no not really
PI: no, I just eat
DM: Cuz you’re all upperclassmen and jaded now? (Group laughs) What is it?
P 1: experience
DM: No, Uh the MTV show?
Group: oh spring break (laughs)
DM: yeah the spring break show or whatever they call it. When I went back to graduate
school it was only 4 years ago and it was spring break and I was going to go visit my
mom in Connecticut and I said oh spring break’s coming and she goes what are you
going to do and I said I’m gonna go to Ft. Lauderdale and get drunk and be on whatever
that show was I can’t remember the name and she said you are? And I said no, ha-ha
(group laughs). But, so that’s interesting. So there are peak times where you find that
convenience and other issues come to the forefront. Uh, In answer to what you brought
up, the, I worked at Washington State University and I was a culinary director there and
we did a lot of work on food and nutritional information and we had full blown
nutritionals on everything and kiosks so you could go in and key in any item and get all
the information, and we spent tens and tens and tens of thousands of dollars on all this
stuff and we offered all these different stations, we laminated these places and all these
different action stations and did all this and anyway we sold pizza, chicken, burgers,
burgers, and fries. But obviously this is a different market here in Montclair State, or in
this particular focus group. It’d be interesting as we get some more groups under our belt
to see if this is the typical or if you guys are an atypical group, ‘cause you’re our first
ones, we don’t know.
P2:1 think also part of it’s probably like if you’re gonna go to like an on-campus
apartment, on campus you know like the freshman dorm or like. We have access to a
stove, a full fridge. They’re limited to whatever they can fit in a mini fridge and whatever
they can fit in a Rubbermaid under their bed, so I think that’s also part of the reason why
we have more...
DM: right well that’s definitely why we ask the kitchen question. We’re hoping to get
some of that other input, that other side...it’s uh.... So how do you get into this? Do you
have to request this kind of a living thing?
Group: yeah, pretty much
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P2: during housing selection yeah you can, once you... It’s junior, senior, or above junior,
senior, grad student. Or if international, or like if an international student wants to live
here (looks towards p3), that’s....
P3: Yep, I’m not an international student
P2: it’s limited. No no no I meant...
P3: No but yeah that’s why you were looking at me
P2: I know, but I know there’s some of them that are like 18 or 19 or something like that
P3: yeah and some people get put into international without requesting it
P2: yeah so it’s like you have to be pretty much an upperclassman to live over here
DM: ok. So there’s a certain age segregation
Group: yeah, correct, upperclassmen
DM: so you guys don’t want to be with the, you want to be separate from the frat boys
and all that stuff. Cuz you already know how to drink beer and not work.. .(group laughs)
P2: and not shower
DM: not just the showers too (laughs)
P2: within limits you’re allowed to have alcohol over here over in the dorms you can’t so,
for some people...
DM: right. Now this is going to be tough to read but... and is this the actual size? Or is
this the amount of questions?
ER: it might be a little bigger but...no it’s like a miniaturized version, just like a small
sample of...
DM: and how many questions is the one we...
ER: whatever we make it
DM: no I know no I know but the one we specifically...was it 64 items?
ER: I don’t know
DM: I think Em remembering that. So anyways I just want you to pass this one around
and just say if you were to get something like this, the question is how likely are you,
how likely would you be to actually be willing to fill it out
ER: like in a survey
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DM: so if we emailed you a survey like ER made the same plea, a plea from a graduate
student, da da da da...
P3: oh so you mean if you sent this out to the population at large and then...
DM: well we’re gonna develop a survey from all this
P3: yeah, it’s tough getting...
DM: and then we’re gonna do a survey and the idea is that we’re gonna hopefully
distribute it and get a thousand or so respondents
P2: yeah we send out, surveys get sent out by us all the time from us and like there’s just
there’s not a high response rate. At least like I know that some of the ones on campus,
where they send out like some of the academic ones where they’re like “You could win a
prize!” but I realize not everyone can do that. But like For the most part people
don’t.. .email surveys are a kinda little harder I mean at least for us ‘cause we have things
like “are you staying for winter break”, “are you staying for thanksgiving break”, ‘rate
your housing experience’ kind of thing
P3:1 didn’t even fill that out
P2: so it’s like a little difficult from some aspects to get people to actual fill it out
DM: well sure, and we recognize that. And we may end up having to do some tables and
do students
P3: I think that tends to.. .1 think people are less likely to turn you down if you directly
ask you than if you click away from their email you know
DM: yeah
P6: yeah email is really easy to overlook (Group: mhm). Not even just overlook, but just
say like ah I have to check this, then I don’t have time, you know just...
DM: if it came from a student would you be more likely to do it?
P7:1 probably wouldn’t even check if it was from a student
DM: well...
P7: no well Em just saying like if it was, like if it said like in the title like that it was from
a student I would then maybe but if it just said from so and so, like you know
DM: like what about if it said “a survey request from a graduate student”
P5: yeah probably not, no (group: yeah, no, I just don’t have the time)
DM: so you wouldn’t feel bad like.. .okay? But how about if they were giving away like
an iPod...is that still something? (group laughs)
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P2: iPods are dying
DM: what’s the thing now?
P6: iPads. If you give a free iPad giveaway yeah you’ll get more
DM: 400 bucks?
P2: yeah, $400. IPods are dying. People still buy them but. Cuz all the new phones are
like better than iPods so iPods in general are pretty much fading away, apple’s kind of
phasing them out
DM: ok, so if u put an iPad as a prize would students fill that out? (group: yeah, probably,
I would)
P2: be like Campus Rec and write the title like a 6th grader with exclamation points and
everything. “Need something to do this weekend? Exclamation point exclamation point
exclamation point
P3: 5 different colors, 18 different fonts (group laughs)
P5:1 probably still wouldn’t
DM: you probably still wouldn’t
P I: I would do it. I would do it online. If I get it on my phone or I’m on the shuttle I just
fill it out on the shuttle
P5: if it’s online, like if it’s a survey I could do but having to like come and meet,
definitely not...
DM: no no, what we were thinking and what I would love to do is do a survey monkey
survey and send the link
P5: yeah that one I would do
DM: click on the link and do it, uh ‘cause then that’s beautiful, everything gets sent off to
excel, you ship it in to the package, if you go out with surveys and you collect a thousand
of them, you have to sit there and type them all in and it’s a horrific, uh
P3: I guess you could set up a...
DM: it would be a sad day for ER (group laughs)
P3: that’s what grad students are for. I’m just kidding
DM: so uh, well this is actually ER’s project. I’m just her faculty supervisor. In a couple
sessions ER will do the interview. So it’s gonna be tough to get you guys to fill out a
survey when that day comes huh?
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Group: yeah, mhm
P2: yeah I mean most people would probably have trouble with an iPhone app in my
opinion...
DM: ok so...
P5: if it’s online then I would do it
P3: you mean us or the Village population? So do you mean...
DM: No, I’m saying, we would send it out to the campus
P3: I mean really I think you'll have trouble getting people, unless there’s an incentive I
think it will be difficult
P I: I just think that we get so many emails every day from like professors and people see
it and they’re like... .then there will be Student Center and we get a lot of emails every
day, so if they see another email they’ll just be like, no...
DM: right yeah I know I hear that
P2:1 think another, well at least from what I see on Facebook, is people like just
randomly, well not randomly but pretty much daily I see someone complain about food
on campus so maybe if it was tied in to somehow with like ya know your results will
help, or I mean...
P7: they may help
P2:1 know may, I don’t know you can’t say that they will but I mean somehow the input
on like student dietary choices somehow gets maybe forwarded to food somehow...I
mean I’m just saying there’s’ some kind of tie in if like there’s like I know there’s
definitely a group of people out there, probably larger, who’s dissatisfied with campus
food so if they ya know felt like their input was going towards, at least being directed in a
way to help get more healthier food choices, then it might attract some more people than
would necessarily be there kind of thing
DM: right, well we can certainly give the survey results to whoever, I mean who knows
P2: yeah, I mean just another way of looking at it
DM: no I appreciate it, ‘cause it’s an important question. I mean we’re gonna go through
a lot of effort, do 4 or 5 of these groups, transcribe all this tape into words and then go do
the uh do the coding, come out with different themes, make the variables, do the survey.
So a lot of work is going to go into and Fd sure like to maximize our chances of getting
someone to fill it out, to get enough respondents. The one upside is with 19000 students,
you know a 10% response is 1900 responses, which is fine for us. 5% of responses would
be fine
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P2:1 think that’s reasonable though
P6: yeah that’ll happen
DM: So, we just need strategies to get a 5% return, we don’t need 19...I mean if we had
19000 it would be a different talk all over but we don’t need that so. Well, that’s all we
have so I want to thank you very much for your time I really appreciate it. Good luck in
your studies.
Group: You’re welcome, thanks, sure
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Focus Group 2 Transcript
ER: Ok so everyone signed their paper? (Group: yea) Okay so we’ll get started, just a
little review. This is a focus group for my graduate assistantship independent study, it’s
just to discuss and get your ideas about how your family influences your dietary choices.
So anything you say there’s no right or wrong answer, just say whatever comes to mind.
It’s just to talk about it and get your ideas and get as much well-rounded information as
possible to develop a survey later on for the project. So just a few easy questions in the
beginning if we could go around, your age...
PI: 21
P2: 20
P3: 22
P4: 21
P5: 21
ER: okay, so the next question is kind of open-ended, it’s about your cultural connection.
I felt it’s very important when it comes to your dietary choices. So kind of if you’ve been
raised in a family with a strong cultural background, just kind of what you think that
would mean to you. If you just eat all American food that’s fine too, just whatever you
feel. So we’ll start this way this time.
P5: okay, well I grew up in a Hispanic type culture family so a lot of, at first, when we
moved to the United States, there was a lot of cultural Hispanic food and stuff like that.
But the longer we stayed in the US and lived here, we kind of became Americanized so
we have our fast food but we also ate less at home. But still when we did have food at
home we had our rice and beans, our cultural type of food and things like that so
P4: um I was raised in an Italian household so most of the food my mom cooks is pasta.
She’s also half Irish so she’s into the meat and potatoes thing too. But like definitely
Italian dinner like Sundays we have dinner at 3pm and that’s happened my entire life, and
yea
P3: I’m raised in a non-Italian Italian family. I’m not Italian but we definitely eat Italian
more than we eat Irish or German food so I guess it’d be Italian.
P2: well I wasn’t bom in the U.S. either I was born in El Salvador and there we ate very
cultural and traditional Hispanic food but when we moved here the food that related to
our culture kind of stuck with us throughout the years, especially when we had relatives
come visit us, like my grandparents. I always saw an influx of that food in our diet so I
could say that the food has been with us my entire life.
P I: With me there’s no real ties between what I eat compared to my culture. I’m Irish and
we kind of just eat your regular typical American food.
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ER: alright sounds good. So next, just your year of study, what year do you associate
yourself with, like freshman sophomore junior...
PI: junior
P2: I’m a senior technically
P3: senior
P4: Junior
P5: Senior
ER: alright very good. Alright so kind of to grade, how long do u think you’ve been out
of your home? Like moving away, living on campus, or if you commute.. .how long
would you say you’ve been living elsewhere?
P5: ever since I got to college I really never went back home, I would go when I had
doctor’s appointments or something like that. For vacations I would usually stay on
campus but I would go for like holidays and things like that but that’s really it.
ER: So you’ve been out of the home for 4 years since you’re a senior?
P5: yeah yeah
P4: 3 years since I’m a junior
P3: I’d say 2 years ‘cause I’m a transfer so I commuted for 2 years
P2: 3 years for me
P1: 2 years
ER: alright very good. And do you guys have meal plans? And what kind would you say?
P5: I have like swipes and flex; I have a lot of points
ER: It’s like unlimited swipes or something?
P5:1 have the most, I think it’s like 165 and 250 flex
ER: ok
P4:1 have 125 swipes and 250 flex
P3:1 have the constant pass with 300 flex
P2:1 have the 165 block plan with the 250 flex
P I: I have the constant pass with 150 flex
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ER: alright, so the next few questions are more about your food lifestyle and where you
eat most of your meals, do you do a lot of cooking.. .so where would u say you eat most
of your meals at school? For example, in the car driving somewhere, in front of the tv, at
the kitchen table, in the dining hall, a specific kind of dining hall, or if you go out of
campus a lot...
P I: most of my meals are at sam’s place
P2: Sam’s place
P3: sam’s place
P4: same
P5: same, Sam’s place
ER: a lot of sam’s place. Unlimited food...
P3: it’s right there
DM: is that the all you care to eat place?
ER: yeah. Do you guys have access to a kitchen where you live?
P2: yeah, there’s a community kitchen here on the first floor.
ER: so would you use it at all or...
P3: I lived in the apartments last year, I actually prefer the apartments, and I cooked like
all last year and I would prefer to use the kitchen than to use Sam’s even if it wasn’t
particularly just mine
P2: every time I’ve used the kitchen this semester it’s just been for baking, as opposed to
real meals
ER: for meals. Alright. And so compare that to what your meals were like at home, where
would u often eat them? Was it at the kitchen table, in front of the tv, in the car, away
from the home with your family or friends...
P2: well most of the meals were around the kitchen table, but if it wasn’t the table we
were usually in the family room. But wherever we were, it was always everybody sat
down at the same time to eat whatever meal it was.
P5: we would eat at the table and then if we were to go out we would go out as a family,
just not separate or anything
P4: same
P3: same
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P I: if it’s not like a big meal typically I'd just go to the tv room and just eat there with
everyone
ER: what about when you eat at sam’s place here? Do you usually eat with a lot of people
or by yourself or it varies?
P5: well we’ve been eating as a staff all together, so we go as a group most of the time
P2: yeah, we usually go as a group so everyone eats
P I: I’d say more for breakfast you tend to go with a lot less people ‘cause no one’s up at
that time so you kinda force yourself to eat by yourself
ER: alright, so would u say you eat breakfast regularly?
P I: um, no ‘cause a lot of my classes start at 10-11:15, so I usually get up at 9, go right to
class, and by the time I get out it’s lunch, so
P2: I set my alarm with intention to eat breakfast...
P3: and then you hit snooze!
P2: then I value whether it’s worth getting up to eat breakfast or if I want to sleep the
extra half hour and usually I sleep the extra half hour and just grab cereal out of the box
and just take it to class or have a yogurt or something
P5:1 have an internship so I wake up early a lot and I get in that zone where I keep on
waking up in the morning so around the hours of 8:30 10 o clock I wake up to eat
breakfast so I do it regularly now
P4: if I have an early class I eat at the student center ‘cause it’s on the walk over, like for
some reason I won’t go sit down over there ‘cause I feel like it’s wasting time so I go to
the student center and I’ll pick up something I can eat in class usually so that’s like
yogurt or a bagel depending on my mood or whatever, and then I always need to get
coffee, like that’s mostly why I stop is ‘cause I need to get coffee. And if I can’t get there
before class like I’ll leave to get something on campus. So a lot of my meals during the
day aren’t at Sam’s place I’d say. Like if I’m going to class I won’t walk back over there
to get something to eat until it’s dinner time and I’m ready to be here for the night.
ER: how about you, do you eat breakfast usually?
P3: I’m a lot like____. It depends on what time I went to bed and if I actually want to get
up. Like this morning I planned on getting up and getting breakfast and here I am with
my bar that I still have yet to eat and I’ve been up since 9 this morning, but whatever.
ER: alright, and how about eating lunch, is that regular?
P5: yeah pretty much
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P2: yeah, usually every Monday I have lunch at the same time, every Tuesday I have
lunch at the same time...
P4: No. some mornings, if I wake up at like 12, then I probably have lunch then or
whatever, but I don't really stop for lunch like if I’m going to class or something I’ll get
something but it usually counts as a breakfast lunch hybrid thing. And right now I’m
actually like really hungry ‘cause I locked my id in my room and I had to run to where I
work and somebody bought me a muffin ‘cause I was crying about how hungry I was and
now I don’t even know what lunch is anymore. But most of my days are just too out there
to have a scheduled lunch, it’s just bad.
ER: and so what about dinner here at school?
P5: it depends, I usually have it real late usually
ER: what do u consider real late?
P5: like 8, 10 o clock, and if the dining’s hall closed and Em still hungry I’ll go out, taco
bell.
P3:1 work 2 jobs so last night dinner was at 3:30 in the afternoon ‘cause I worked till 8
and had a program till 10:30 and I was like well I have to get up in the morning and just
don’t eat dinner regular
P I: I was gonna say that, it’s usually at the typical time for dinner like 5, 6 o clock. But
sometimes they don’t have what you want so you’ll go out at the middle of the night and
get something so
P4: it’s not a good something either
P2: what he said
ER: what do u usually go out for?
P I: like the other night we got curbside to go, applebees, something like that. Taco bell,
something
P5: chipotle
P4: you can go to the rat and get pizza. I had pizza at 11 last night, I’m ashamed
ER: what time is that usually around?
PI: 11, 12, 1
P2: whenever we’re awake
ER: so how does that compare to when you’re home? What is your dinner like at home?
P5 & P3: a lot different
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P5: ‘cause usually like I remember in high school times you get back from school,
practices for sports or whatever, everyone gets home from work and you have dinner like
6, 7 o clock, and you’re stuffed so it was normal back then. But then u hit the college life
ur always up, doing homework, go to the gym late at night, and then ur hungry after the
gym so it throws off your whole eating habits, so.
P4: yeah, my mom regularly cooks dinner at like 5:30, 6, but once I got here, I have class
at 5:30 so it’s really hard to figure out what’s normal ‘cause every day is a different day
P3: my mom always cooked dinner for 5, always, 5 on the dot, I could count on it. Unless
it was Sunday when it was 2:30, 3 but here yeah, no, the opposite
P I: I’d say your friends influence what time you eat, ‘cause if you wanna go with them
and they say no I can’t go till this time, I have class, so you bring it back to when you
actually want to eat so
P2: eating here and eating at home for me isn’t really different just ‘cause my family’s
really spontaneous when it comes to eating food. So like my mom will cook dinner and
we’ll all eat around 6:30, then we’ll go downstairs and watch a movie or something, and
then my mom will be like “do you guys wanna go get ice cream?” or half off at
applebees? So you know it’ll be the middle of the night and we’ll all go out for ice cream
or some small food, but it’s never been some schedule and it’s never bothered so I guess
that’s why it’s translated into my college life.
ER: so how about at lunch, would you always eat lunch regularly at home?
P4: at high school you did ‘cause it was always a set meal time and I work at camps over
the summer so having those set meal times as opposed to when I come to school and it’s
not set meal times. Like at camp at 12:30 I get hungry ‘cause I know it’s lunch time, and
I get hungry at 5 ‘cause I know. But here I’m like “I’m hungry right now, what meal is it”
so I guess if you mean home like back in h.s. lunch was really regular.
ER: and breakfast is kind of the same thing? Or different?
P2: well it depends on what time it is. Like I remember in h.s. my mother would wake us
up, I have a brother and sister, and we’d all take turns showering, then just my brother
and sister would get down to eat breakfast but my mom has to finish getting ready. So
then on the weekends she’d wake everybody up, everyone would shower, and we’d all sit
down for breakfast and then go about our day, so while the weekdays can expect a
schedule, the weekends usually had a set schedule, ya know, we all had breakfast at 10,
everybody sits down for breakfast.
P5:1 think back when I was home I would eat less during breakfast ‘cause I only had a
cereal box, I didn’t have the time to make eggs. Here everything’s done already, it’s all
set up for you, so you could have your full breakfast meal ready for you. So I like having
college breakfast a lot more
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ER: how do you think all these different schedules that you're talking about has affected
you and how you eat in college?
P5: a lot, definitely
ER: a lot?
P4:1 think it’s a negative thing like I would say that freshman year I gained weight
because me and my friends would be up till 3 in the morning and we’d walk to Café
Diem and I’d get a bagel, and it’s 3 in the morning! And Em eating a bagel! And then I
go to sleep and it’s just not good ‘cause you’re not eating the right time to bum off those
calories ‘cause you’re staying up so late that even if I did have dinner at 6, if I’m up until
2 I’m gonna get hungry between those 8 hours. So then I’m eating at 2 and then just
going to sleep, so I’d say it’s a negative thing
P3:1 think also it has to do with the fact that especially Sam’s it’s all carbs. So where I’m
home and my mom’s making a meat and 2 vegetables and maybe rice or a potato or
something, here I’m eating maybe meat depending on what it is, and like rice or pasta and
a potato. There’s constantly like 4 choices of starches and carbs
P I: I’d say that some of the nights where you’re in the library studying really long then u
decide that you're hungry and u eat something really disgusting, or something like that,
you tend to feel terrible the next morning and that’s like a really bad feeling, I don’t know
P5: and then you have places like Munchie Runners
P3: is that even open anymore?
P5: no what’s that other one?
P3 & PI: Cars
P5: these are places that are open till like 3 or 4
P3: so disgusting
P5: they’re not places they’re just a company that comes and u want them to pick up food
or fat sandwiches whatever at 2 or 3 in the morning. They’ll go pick up taco bell, they’ll
go pick up applebees for you so it screws up your diet but it’s business so you know
P2:1 would say that I’ve been practicing being busy since high school so I’ve gotten used
to having meals on the go. So lunch sometimes I would have 3 different meetings at a
time so I would never get to go to the lunch room, so I started to pack my lunch and I do
the same thing here ‘cause last semester I have class from 8:30am till 4:30 pm so I never
had time to go grab lunch so I would get used to making myself peanut butter and jelly
sandwich. I bought myself a lunch box and I just started carrying it with me, and I think
packing lunch and being able to get on the go that I learned in high school has really
helped me in college
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P3: Mmhm
ER: alright so while we’re on the topic of what we pack or what you’re eating, how
would u compare what you eat here and what you eat at home for breakfast? Like what
do u eat here and what do u eat at home for breakfast?
P5: like I was saying before at home it's just cereal for breakfast except on the weekend
when everyone’s home or off so that would be more of a full cooked course meal. Here I
usually get my eggs, I try to get mostly the omelettes, an omelet here or there. Some
cereal. But you also have your hot chocolate, you have your bagel, so it’s like you have a
lot more to choose from here at college than you have at home
P4:1 would say the same, I eat a lot less cereal here than I do at home because cereal’s
hard to walk into class with, just look a little ridiculous. I’ll get yogurt, you know like the
yogurt things that they kinda have, or I’ll get an egg sandwich from the student center,
something really quick that I can eat in like 15 minutes and then go to class, but that’s the
only difference in breakfast I’d say
P3: I would say the same thing. At home I usually eat cereal ‘cause I’m sitting down and
relaxing but here it’s more of something on the go
ER: what kind of cereals do you guys eat at home?
P5: corn flakes. I actually went on a com flake diet in high school, that was all I really
ate. It wasn’t something I wanted to do it just happened, and I actually lost weight doing
it so it was pretty good
P3: I’ll eat anything that’s there
P2: cocoa pebbles is on the top of my list
P3: nice
P I: I eat a lot of sugar cereals at home
P3: lucky charms!
ER: so is that what you always eat at home usually for breakfast?
P1: typically, yea
P3: when it’s on sale and mom buys it!
P2:1 have a younger brother so it’s usually the sugary cereals that I’m eating, but I’m not
complaining about that
ER: how about here, what are you guys eating for breakfast?
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P I: I actually just changed my diet. I realized I was eating a lot of eggs, bacon, all that
stuff and it was giving a negative effect to my body so I started eating more of the cereal
they offer, a lot of the fruit, stuff like that
P2: every morning when I do go to breakfast I usually have eggs, sausage, and a piece of
toast, ‘cause I was brought up on that and wanted to keep that the same
P3: I’m always eating the omelets
ER: you were going to say something?
DM: I just had a thought if you don’t mind my asking. When you were at home, you
made an interesting point of mom having to get ready, so I’m just curious how many
people’s moms work or did anybody have maybe the old-fashioned traditional idea of a
stay-at-home mom
P5: my mom was stay at home when we were young in the beginning but then she got a
job as a Spanish teacher at a school so we would always be up at the same time
P4: same, my mom's a teacher so in the mornings we didn’t have anything bigger than
cereal or oatmeal
P3: my mom was a teacher too
P2: my mom was a nurse, not a teacher, so before she was a nurse though she would get
up with us and cook us breakfast, but when I was a sophomore in high school she
changed her career and she ended up getting ready with us. She would get up, put the
milk out, put the cereal out, and then she'll make something small and go get ready
DM: yeah I think that’s an excellent point, when you said that I realized it would have a
profound effect on breakfast
P I: my mom always worked overnight, so when we were getting ready she was actually
going to bed so we kind of did our own thing. The cereal was always there, easy access,
we didn’t have to make anything you know
ER: alright then, how about now compare lunch foods? What do you usually eat at home
and what do you usually eat for lunch here? Anyone can start
P5: well they have the sandwich line over at Sam’s that’s fresh cut meat so usually my
lunch is pretty much just a sub with meat, lettuce, tomatoes
ER: what about at home? What would you usually eat for lunch?
P5: oh at home? I was mostly at school last I remember, in high school. So it was just
bagged up sandwiches and crappy sloppy joes and stuff, ha
DM: school lunch then
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P5: yeah
P4: umm when I came to college I became a vegetarian so in high school I would eat a lot
of subs with cold cuts and stuff like that but I gave up meat here because I thought it was
disgusting and it was really bothering me, like I felt ill all the time. So now I’ll have like,
if Pm grabbing lunch, like I said my lunches aren’t really sit down, but if I am getting
lunch at sam’s usually like salad, soup, whatever I could eat there. Or if I’m grabbing
something usually like hummus and vegetables and stuff
P3 : my lunches at home were usually like cold cut sandwiches or something like that,
something small. But here I find myself having more hot food for lunch ‘cause that’s
what there and available and looks better than just kinda not great grade of cold cuts so
P2: whenever I go home now, usually my mom will make a really big dinner, enough so
that I have some leftover to have for lunch the next day or she’ll prepare everything the
night before and tells me all you have to do is put it in the oven or put it on the stove for
this amount of time and then it’s done so she’ll prepare the food for me and I just have to
make it. Cuz she works during the day so I’d be home alone during the day
PI : at the dining hall for lunch, usually I’ll just get a sandwich but then I’ll see something
else that doesn’t go along with it so I’m kinda eating two meals in one. But at home it’s
kind of like a set meal, I’ll just have a sandwich and that’s fine. I don’t know why but
here I tend to eat a lot more than I did at home
P3: ‘cause it’s there and it looks good. You don’t have to do anything but grab the plate
ER: alright and how about for dinner? What do you usually eat for dinner here and what
do you eat for dinner at home?
P5: like crap. I eat like 5 different things. Cuz when I go into the caf it’s like, you don’t
know what to expect when you get in there. There is a menu and u can look online to see
what it’s going to be, but when you get in there, I end up getting a sandwich, a slice of
pizza, Chinese food, like all different stuff. But when I sit there I end up eating one thing,
I just pick it ‘cause if this doesn’t taste good I just eat what tastes good. But when it was
at home, your mom would let you know that this is what you’re gonna have for dinner
‘cause they would go shopping specifically for what they were gonna cook. If it was
gonna be steak, it was gonna be steak with rice. We always had rice and beans all the
time, obviously, but it was more focused when it was at home, just like this is what it’s
gonna be.
P4: yeah, same feelings. I’ll just pick a lot of stuff because it looks good or whatever and
they have a really good vegetarian section where they’ll make a vegetarian entrée which
is really nice ‘cause I came from a really small dining hall on the other side of campus so
I usually get that, and I get salad and maybe something else, like the vegetables that they
put over by the meat. And at home I have to cook for myself now because my mom’s
completely confused and doesn't know what vegetarian food is, she doesn’t know she can
eat it too and so I usually cook for myself at home now
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P3: I’m a lot like him, I kind of just grab random things to eat for dinner here just ‘cause
they may have pot roast for an entrée but it’s not gonna be as good as my mom’s so I’ll
just grab something so I don’t have to get up again. But at home my meals were a lot
more balanced and not crap
P2: yeah I agree, sam’s place doesn’t do a very good job of feeding us, ‘cause when we
do go it’s usually mashed potatoes and some form of meat, and that’s every single night
for the main course. So you pick that up and then oh a burger, so you pick that up too, oh
pizza I want that too and usually you don’t end up eating half the things you take with
you. Whereas at home, it’s whatever my mom decided to cook and she’s like “I’m not a
short order chef, if I’m gonna cook it you have to eat it”. So I would just eat whatever she
said and usually she would give us as choice like are you guys in the mood for chicken or
steak? And we would decide from there. I was actually a vegetarian my first year of
college here and I found that she didn’t cook differently, she just cooked more of the
things that I would eat. And then she ended up cooking steak too for everybody else. I
would eat fish so I found that she would cook fish more often just ‘cause that’s something
that I would eat with everyone else.
PI : I agree with them also. I say the reason why I tend to pick at other things is when you
go to Sam’s, you have an entrée and they make it there, you don’t get to do it yourself so
it’s usually in a small portion, so if I’m gonna get a small portion I’m gonna get
something else with that. Like if I’m at home, I’ll have a normal sized good portion so I
don’t have to have anything else.
DM: so that raises two questions. 1, will they not give you more when you’re there the
first time or you have to go back?
PI : they won’t give it to you the first time, you’ll have to go back
DM: yeah okay, and 2, does food lose its value when it’s all you can eat endless amount
of choices?
P3 : yeah
P2:1 don't think it loses its value when it’s all you can eat, I think it loses its value when
the quality isn't as good as it should be when it’s something you’re going to every day
and you're paying such an immense amount of money for
P3: like when we were here for 2 weeks in the summer and like I don’t know if it was just
the taste but it seemed like the food was a lot better than what they do now. It’s like
maybe they know what to do with the food but when they mass quantify how they’re
making it.. .like I had carrots the other day and I’m a big fan of carrots with some ranch,
and I bit into one carrot and it was half cooked. So it wasn’t like this is raw carrots but it
wasn’t soft cooked carrots so I couldn't eat it, ‘cause it’s not the best of both worlds
P5: then you compare, you have your Blanton Hall that closed down. Blanton Hall had a
cafeteria inside.. .you compare it to a new cafeteria, Sam’s is so much bigger, but if s just
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the breakfast quality and the salad.. .they had a whole salad line with so many choices
you could pick from. But Sam’s is a lot more limited, I think they tried to condense it
because there’s so many other things going on too. Another issue is that they always had
long lines ‘cause Sam’s place is only operating for this area and you’re feeding 2 huge
complexes and then Bohn Hall. So it also affects people who when they want to go get an
omelet there’s a line that goes almost out the door so people will have to go force
themselves to go eat something else and it affects the way we eat in that sense.
ER: So what kind of things would you like to see in Sam’s Place that you think, or what
ways do you think you could improve it?
PI : I’d say a bigger salad bar
Group:yeahhh
P 1: the thing is literally about this wide when coming from last year it was like from here
to the wall
P3: it was huge!
P2: it was like 20 feet of salad bar
P5: there was a lot, it had eggs, bacon.. .it had everything
P2: it had everything, and now they reduced it to just like tomatoes, cucumbers, and
shredded cheese
P4:1 really liked the salad bar at Blanton too I agree with you guys a lot, but what they
were doing for vegetarians wasn’t that good. Cuz 1 lived on the other side of campus in
Freeman and if you think Blanton and Sam’s is pathetic, you have to go over to Freeman,
‘cause literally every night I’d come down for dinner and there would be scrambled eggs,
chicken patties, and grits for dinner. And then there would be 2 soups, both with meat in
them, and the salad bar, everything was green. So it really just annoyed me. And then I’d
go over to Blanton and it’d be miraculous, endless, vegetables. And then in Blanton, the
thing they’d make for vegetarians was macaroni and cheese. And you can’t have
macaroni and cheese every night and you can’t always have a salad and that’s going to
fill you for the rest of the night if you’re staying up late. So I like Sam’s, I don’t really
have a problem with the food there because I think they do the vegetarian options well
and they’re always considerate of it. They don’t always put like.. .you don’t have to
throw strips of chicken in everything, you know, it doesn’t have to be like that. I’m really
appreciative that they’ll put it in some things and not in others and I don’t constantly have
to ask if there’s bacon in this because they’re being conscientious about it so I don’t
really have too much of a problem with it.
PI : I think one of my biggest issues is that they serve fish 2 to 3 times a week, and when
you see that as an entrée, ‘cause I don’t like fish at all, when you see that as an entrée I’m
like “oh crap, now I have to go get a sandwich for the day” so
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P3: and also when they have fish, like I’ve been noticing that when they have
fish... ’cause I like fish but I don’t eat the fish they have here ‘cause quality of meat and I
don’t trust them with quality of fish definitely especially ‘cause like I’m from the shore
so I'm used to fresh fresh. But whenever they have fish for an entrée they’ll have it in the
World’s Fair thing too. Like they had fried cod one day for an entrée and then they had
like a baja fajita and I’m like no, if I’m gonna have meat I want atleast one option of meat
so
P2:1 think the problem that everyone experienced coming in to Sam’s Place is that they
did such a good job hyping everything up, oh this is gonna be new, there’s gonna be all
these different varieties, but when you really sit there and look at it all, you’re having the
same food today that you’re gonna have tomorrow and the next day and the next day.
Where you know we were promised all these new different things, it’s really just the
same thing with a different name. Like the World’s Fair, or Mongolian Bar. They offer
Chinese food every day
P4: yeah, or nachos
P2: or nachos. If you’re gonna make the effort to make such a place like Sam’s, utilize it
to the best of its ability and not just make the same thing every day, especially when we
can see what it is you’re making. You know, we’ve come to expect certain things from
them and if s just like a self-fulfilling prophesy because they’re just fulfilling our
expectations and we can’t break what we expect from them until we see them give a
little.
DM: Low expectations and they meet it every time
P2: they meet it every time. They have yet to blow my mind
DM: that’s beautiful. One entrée choice?
P2: one entrée choice. And then there’s an omelet bar, and you can get burgers
P3: one entrée. And you can get burgers, Chinese food, Mexican...
DM: it’s unbelievable
P5: omelet bar. And you compare the student center and they have chicken strips that are
completely different from the chicken that you would get from sam’s. You could get your
asian food but you don’t see the stuff you see at the student center that you see at sam’s,
and it’s the same company, it’s the same food provider.
P4: the student center rocks
P2: and then you have to make the sacrifice. Cuz the people with the constant pass pay
less, but they can’t get the food from the student center without paying out cash. The
people with the swipes can go to the student center but when you don’t go to sam’s or
something like that you waste your swipes at the end of the semester. So it’s like do I
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want to pay more to get more swipes so I can eat at other places or do I want to save my
money and just tough it up and go to sam’s. so it’s like you’re stuck between a wall and a
hard.. .or whatever that expression is
DM: rock and a hard place
P2: yeah, rock and a hard place
P3: that’s what happened to me this semester ‘cause I changed my meal plan and my
deciding factor was more flex because I always eat at sam’s just because it’s right there
and I can do it between my shifts and duty and classes. But I chose the constant pass with
300 flex because it had more flex than the 165 and 250 and I find myself more grabbing a
snack from the vending machines or grabbing something from the convenience store. But
it would be nice, ‘cause last fall I had the 50 blocks and it was nice to just grab something
from the student center, ‘cause although they have kind of the same stuff, they did have
the chicken tenders. Even my mom was surprised that they don’t offer some kind of
chicken fingers or chicken tenders ‘cause that’s just something you can throw in and
serve
P4:1 never noticed that they don’t have chicken fingers at Sam’s
P3: no they don’t! coming from someone who loves chicken fingers and chicken nuggets
I noticed that like the first day
DM: that’s the number 2 food after pizza
P3: yeah! I see people eating pizza and fries all the time
P5: like being at college now I invite my family over and we’ll have lunch on the
weekends. Whenever they come they’ll eat here and they’re dissatisfied with Sam’s. Like
my dad loved Blanton last year just ‘cause that long salad line and I don’t know if s just a
lot different for them. They’ll come and eat with us at Sam’s, if s just not the same you
know.
P I: being a resident here you have to have a meal plan, and it’s even a really expensive
plan, you have to get the big amount of meals compared to a commuter. I feel like if we
had the option to decrease the amount of times we could go to Sam’s and the price and
use that to use the kitchen downstairs I would use that a lot more than going to Sam’s.
P5: yeah, definitely
P3: that’s actually something I talked about for a position next year, ‘cause I’m gonna be
a grad student next year so I’m fighting to go back to the apartments mainly because I
don’t want to deal with the food. But that’s something that if I’m in this building next
year, I would completely fight for. I’ll be 23, I’m a grad student, I’m a CA. I really think
I can fend for myself with a community kitchen. I did it 2 years ago, I survived, I gained
weight from eating so much, so I think they need to give us a little more responsibility
with the meal plans
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DM: so Pm hearing that since this money is allocated up front to the meal plan, you
might lose money to go out and buy the things you might be interested in eating
PI: exactly, yeah
P3: when I did the math, not including flex, it’s coming out to about $425 a month for
food from Sam’s
P4:1 definitely don’t eat that much there
P3: no, last year I maybe spent $100 and that’s including drinks and whenever my
boyfriend would come over I’d feed him and he’s a guy so he eats a lot. Maybe like $100,
$150. And I came home with food at the end, like canned vegetables and stuff like that,
with pasta and sauces. So I’m definitely not eating $425 of food
DM: is there an inherent contesting though, if everyone had that ability, would one
community kitchen be viable if it was more flexible?
P I: I don’t think one would do it
P3: I don’t think a lot of people would take advantage of it though. I think those who
would want it would use it, but I know freshmen would just use meal plans and I think
sophomores would too but I think the more responsive, I think more you have to know
yourself to do it
P I: well I think the way they run it now is freshmen have to get a constant pass ‘cause I
guess they’re younger, they don’t really know what’s around here. But I feel like a senior
or junior should have the privilege of having a cheaper pass so they can go downstairs
and buy groceries and do your own thing, ‘cause you have a car now and more
responsibility, and all that stuff and we can’t really do that now
P4: in the apartments don’t you get a choice for just 50?
P5 & P3: yeah
P3: you can get a meal plan based on blocks, like the lowest one you can get is 25 blocks
and that’s it, and that’s like $250, which isn’t that much. Like if you wanna go to the
diner with your friends, you can do that but
P I: but in a traditional residence hall you have to have
P3: you have to have a constant pass or like the 125 so you’re spending $1800 atleast a
semester
P2: and just to put the money issue into perspective, last year we were able to get a meal
plan that was 225 blocks so that was 225 meals at the dining hall for the same price that
we’re paying for 165 blocks at the same dining hall. So they reduced the amount of meals
we can have but are still charging us the same amount of money
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DM: so in other words they raised the prices 40%
P2: yeah. So now it’s like we had to make the choice again. With those 20, 25 blocks I
was able to go to the dining hall or student center as many times as I want but now I
actually did the math out and with 165 blocks it’s only like 2 meals a day if I go to the
dining hall. So either they want us to eat less or I don’t know where they were going with
lowering the amount of meals we were allowed to have
DM: we could do an awesome study of food satisfaction on campus (laughs)
ER: okay so, I guess getting back to... (everyone laughs). No it’s good, to just get as
much as we can
DM: Oh boy I can see the words coming
ER: Yeah, but just in general I guess do you guys think you make healthy choice? And
what would you consider healthy choices? And do you think you make them here at
school considering what you eat and how you eat and all that
P4: I don't and I don’t know if it’s exactly the school’s fault in that. For instance, I said I
spend a lot of time on campus and I don’t really come back to sam’s during the day and I
want to grab something between classes in University Hall and I go down to that little
café or something. They’re charging like $6 for a salad or and Em paying this out of flex
now and I only have $250 for the semester (I run out of flex in like a month) so I only
have $250, that’s $6 for a salad where Em probably gonna pick the expensive things off
anyways like the ham and throw that away, so Em paying $6 for it where I can get a
bagel for $1.25 so what do I do? Like I think about it and I’m like I’ll just get a bagel, I
can't spend the $6 for a salad. So idk if it’s me just not planning ahead to pack something
or it’s just the prices that are just ridiculous, I don’t really know what it is. I don’t think
I’m making the right choices. I know the right choices that I should be making but it’s a
combination between the convenience, the money issues, and just the time/scheduling
that I think is really hurting me here
P3: hmm I think it's that I’m a picky eater. So when I go to sam’s I look at something and
think it looks good but I’m not gonna get it ‘cause I’m not gonna like it. So I might go get
the entrée where I get chicken and a pound of mashed potatoes and see that they have a
choice of 2 vegetables: you can have carrots or more potatoes and it’s like I don’t know.
My mom cooked vegetables a certain way and she only cooked vegetables she liked. I’m
used to having a cream sauce on my cauliflower and broccoli so it’s like they don’t have
that at Sam’s so Em not gonna eat the broccoli or cauliflower. I don’t know. It’s personal
preference but lack of too.
P2: I think even if you had the intentions of eating healthy in mind, you know sometimes
you go into the dining hall or anywhere on campus (and not to get back to complaining
about the dining hall but it relates) you go into the dining hall with a certain mind set and
once you look at what’s available, you say oh I guess I’m having pizza. And you know in
the back of your mind that eating pizza every day is a bad thing but what else do they
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expect you to do when the food that they’re serving you isn’t satisfactory. It’s not
something you want to touch so much as put in your stomach
ER: so like your mindset going in, what would you be looking for? Like you’re walking
into the dining hall and you’re thinking this is what I want to eat for dinner. What would
that be?
P3: Veggies, meat
ER: like simple stuff?
P2: yeah, simple
P3: it doesnt have to be like...sometimes they do such complicated things. It’s like no!
Sometimes I just want a grilled piece of chicken with some rice or some salad
P4: you never see that either, just a grilled piece of chicken
P3: no! like j ust my mom would...
P2: like they’ll do rosemary chicken but then they’ll overdo it on the rosemary and it’s
like breaded in rosemary
P3: and it’s pink inside!
P2: so then you can’t eat it. So then okay, there goes that chicken okay. You don’t want
mashed potatoes every day either, you don’t want a hamburger every day either...so
when that happens and I go for lunch I usually get an omelet which isn’t the healthiest
but it’s the second best. So that’s usually the mindset I go into
P5: this is where the kitchen comes into play ‘cause you know my girlfriend is doing the
low carb diet and she has a kitchen and actually has no meal plan. So she does her
shopping, she goes out, she shops but for what she needs to keep her healthy choice
going. But with me, I can’t do that. If I want to start a diet, the only diet that I really
know about would just be lowering my portions, which the school does great at. But just
in the sense that do I wanna do low-carb, no, ‘cause everything is high carb in the dining
hall.
P3: that’s actually a problem that I’ve been having, ‘cause Eve been trying to lose the
weight that I’ve put on since I’ve come here and it’s so hard ‘cause it’s like they give you
all these starches and carbs but I know I should eat some vegetables, but I don’t like the
vegetables so what am I gonna eat.. .salad all day every day? I could eat the fruit if I like
what they have but...
P2: and at home it’s easy to go up to your mom or your dad or whoever’s cooking and
say mom I wanna eat healthy, can you make this for dinner? Or mom, I wanna make this
for dinner, can you help me out? So you have the agency at home to be able to choose
whatever you want whereas here you’re lacking that agency
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DM: nice word choice. What’s your major?
P2: thanks, English haha.
P5:1 can’t wait till I graduate, ‘cause once I go home or get my own place I can probably
start what kind of healthy choice I want to do
P3: I’m looking forward to the apartments next year so much. Cooking my own meals
and actually eating meals instead of just having random stuff for dinner
P4:1 was just thinking about how on Sunday, me and one of my friends who lives in the
Clove Road apartments, and we started cooking Italian Sunday dinner. And so we went
over there and I think we paid like maybe $30 and we fed 5 people, and if you think
about it that’s like $6 a person. And I go over to the University and pay like $6 for a salad
when we made pasta, and salad, and appetizers, and dessert for like $6 a person. So like,
when you think about it it’s kind of making me angry now.
P3: you can't even bring a friend to Sam’s for $6
P4: yeah! They charge $9 for lunch
P3: yeah it’s like $8.50 for lunch and $9 for dinner
DM: we should’ve filmed this group
(Group Laughs)
P3:1 work at the desk and somebody called last night and asked for that like how much is
it? I was like it’s 9 bucks right now so if you wanna go somewhere and get good food it’s
probably cheaper
P4: yeah, you can go down to the diner on 46 and get a better meal for $9
ER: so I guess you guys kinda answered the next question that you care about making
healthy choices. Alright, so the next one too...that your choices, are they better or worse
when you're at school or at home? Like you make better decisions when you’re at school
or at home?
P2:1 think I make worse conscious decisions here versus when I’m at home. And you
know I’m just unconsciously going to the cabinet and going oh okay here’s a twinkie I’ll
have a twinkie. Just because you know the availability and you have more of an
inclination to eat what you want at home and here you’re stuck with what you have. And
I feel like I’m willingly choosing to eat bad here because the healthy alternative is not
something I want to try
P3:1 feel like my bad choices here, ‘cause I go home like maybe once a month, and so
it's like I know when I’m going home I’m constantly asking my mom to make specific
food, like things I miss on campus. Like I don’t like meatloaf, I don’t, but every time I go
home I’m asking for meatloaf because it’s something we don’t have here. And my dad
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always yells at me ‘cause that’s something he only has when he’s in the doghouse ‘cause
he hates it. But it’s like even when I’m home, I’m constantly looking in the fridge too
‘cause I know I’m not gonna have thse good foods when I go back on Monday morning
or Sunday night. So I’m constantly eating at home ‘cause I’m getting that lack of good
food here. So it’s just all over bad. It’s good food when I’m home and it’s lots of good
food, but it’s not a good quantity amount.
P2: the other thing is that coming from a culturally diverse background in regards to food,
I can’t get that here. So by the time I go home I’m craving Hispanic cooking and that’s
what I’ll ask my mom to make me and that’s what she ends up making. And I just
recently discovered a place that delivers Hispanic food and it’s actually good
P5: it is good?
P2: oh yeah I meant to tell you it’s good. And now that I have the menu and phone
number in my phone I’ll be ordering from them more often, just ‘cause I can get what I
want from them and it’s a closer to home style than I can get here
P5: it’s cheaper
P4: what is it?
P2: Como plato
P5: Is that the Cuban menu that’s at the desk?
P2: (nods)
ER: so I guess you would say your family upbringing had an effect on your dietary
choices?
P5: oh yeah
P3: mhm
P2: I guess it’s the instinctual need to have family cooked meals and like to have family
cooked meals just brings you back to home and makes you forget that you have to deal
with these things here at school
ER: how about the rest of you guys? Would you say your family upbringing had an effect
on what you chose to eat?
P5:1 think so, you know, it’s just kinda like my family would just focus on the type of
meals they wanna do. A lot of the time it was the same thing but it was just so good you
know. And then you come here and you see the cooks are Hispanic and you think oh
maybe one day they’ll cook Hispanic rice for us but no, it’s what they have here is what
they have to use. So it’s just that like, I feel good when I go home and I eat the food that
my family makes
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P4: um, I have a funny story. My grandma actually watched me when I was a baby and
she was an old Italian woman who lived in an apartment in jersey city, never drove in her
life, and as a kid she wouldn’t feed me anything but pastina which are little star pastas,
‘cause she was afraid I would choke and she wouldn’t have a way to get me to the
hospital or anything. So I was literally for 3 or 4 years of my life, all I ate was pastina. So
I can definitely see how the pasta affected my life, like I probably wouldn’t have to
struggle with carbs or my weight and stuff if I wasn’t so Italian. But definitely, if I’m
gonna relate it to when I’m at school, if I have a bad day I want pasta, like that’s just how
it is. And they do have it here. It’s not very good, but they do have it, so I’ll get it ‘cause
it is comforting.
P3:1 have the same issue. My mom cooks a lot of pasta so it’s my go to food. But the
way they present pasta.. .we have a pasta section and it’s actually better when it’s not
from the pasta section. It sounds contradictory but if you have macaroni and cheese as
part of an entrée it’s ten times better ‘cause it’s usually the baked kind than putting like
here’s some shells and we through some fake cheese on it. But I know because we
always had sit down full on meals with all your food groups, I will never be that college
kid to do the pizza and fries dinner. That’s not me even though I do pick out random
things, but I try really hard to keep it balanced.
DM: you’re a particularly interesting group and I’m gonna have to step out, E’s going to
finish. I’m just gonna ask you, you don’t have to...no obligation, but if you’d be
interested or willing to put your email and first name down, I think some of this might be
worth a follow up interview to explore a few things a little more deeply. But obviously,
like I said, you can do it or not. I won’t even look to see who signed until I leave ‘cause I
don’t want there to be any pressure. And I really appreciate your comments. I’ll see you
tomorrow.
ER: Sorry, got lost. Where were we? Family upbringing, right?
P5: I actually have to go, I have a meeting as well
ER: okay. Grab some food on your way out! It’s almost over. So how do you think the
mass media and government attention to dietary choices affects what you eat?
P2:1 don’t particularly like the government so I don’t think it really affects the way that I
eat. More so the media does ‘cause I have a younger brother and he’ll see the
commercials for Trix yogurt being advertised, and you know he’ll buy into that. And we
all bought into that when we were younger. And things like that still appeal to me today
and you know what, it works, I like it, my mom wants to make us happy and that’s what
we’ll eat. So I feel like the media is what more so effects.
P3: and also in the nutrition class, and it’s an online class so we do a discussion online.
And that was actually part of a question for our group this week about like kids and
media. So I spent one day actually just watching the commercials on Nickelodeon and
Cartoon Network and it kind of baffled me on how many times McDonald’s or Burger
King, or any of the sugary cereals or anything bad that just came on so much. Like I
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knew like I watched a lot of Saturday morning cartoons and that probably definitely
affected how I ate as a kid and now affects me today ‘cause I’m just used to all that
ER: yeah
P4: what was the question again? Like how the media affects what we eat?
ER: yeah
P4: well I guess before I became a vegetarian it had a really big impact, but now that I
have to think about what I eat before I eat it just on the basis of does it have meat in it I
started thinking more about what’s in it, where it came from, simple things like where is
this produce coming from? Is it coming from Mexico or is it coming from California?
Things like that. I’ve done a lot of research on it ‘cause I like to be informed about the
things that I’m choosing to do with my life. So now the media, I’m very much aware of
everything. I’m very much aware of how they’re selling things. And now that
everything’s getting more like “let’s be like granola and organic stuff’ and you have to
watch out for that, I would say I’m a lot more critical about everything that has to do with
food atleast in the media.
P1: ahh
ER: no? nothing affects you?
P I: no, not really haha
ER: so this is kind of my last question. So the whole purpose of this is to get information
to make sure that when I make a survey for the research project, we include every
possible option. So part of what we’re going to be asking in the survey is trying to figure
out what people are eating, so what do you think the best way to gather that information
would be? Like there’s something called the Food Frequency Questionnaire, and this is
an example if you want to pass it around. It’s usually a huge list of food and you mark off
how often you eat it, or do you think a 24-hour-recall where you just think back and say
what you’ve eaten would be better? What do you guys think?
P2:1 feel like if you’re sending a survey that might be too complicated, so I think a 24
hour recall of what you’ve eaten would get more results. Just ‘cause I know like when
you’re doing a survey, that’s just like “any other comments”. That’s what that section
screams to me and I’d just skip over it ‘cause I don’t want to put the effort in
P4: Yeah. Or just broader, like what do you remember eating in the last week or
something? Cuz like I said, there are some days where I just don’t go with eating
anything of substance, and then other days where I do make conscious decisions. So
maybe asking like what are the significant meals you’ve had this week and try to see
what you get out of it
P3: I agree with you on that. Cuz like some days I have more vegetables than I usually
do. So it’s like, if I were to do it and say I had broccoli and chicken and mashed
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potatoes.. .well I may not have broccoli that often and now the survey person thinks I
have broccoli all the time and I really don’t. So although I know what he means ‘cause I
definitely do the survey and just do the tab and enter like yeah I don’t care, but I think
this questionnaire thing would get a more accurate answer.
ER: is there any way that you think a person could send out a survey to ensure that more
people would actually answer it than just hitting delete?
P2: having more than one person send it out to their survey list. Like I know when we get
emails from the school, maybe 3 different departments will send out the same
announcement, so it targets different audiences that way.
P4:1 think also offering an incentive to do it, like even if you’re doing outreach and to
have people do the survey to say “oh if you fill this out real quick you’ll get this little
baggy of things” and whatever you could get in it. Because that’s what’s gonna get
people to maybe stop right on campus and do it. Like when you get people to actually
stop and do it with you I feel like you might get more of a response than just people
scrolling through their email looking for things. And when they open it, unless they’re
particularly interested in this kind of stuff, I don’t think a lot of people would do it. So if
you did it in some kind of flashy way where people would have to do it right there and
you get it right there and they get something out of it, then I think it would be kinda cool
P I: This may be a little off topic but i personally don’t like filling these out ‘cause when I
see that you have to eat this many servings and I don’t fill anything out ‘cause I don’t eat
anything like that ‘cause I’m not a big vegetable person, I’m just like Oh man, I should
just fill this out to make it look like I’m actually eating them. You don’t wanna look bad
ya know?
P4: Or maybe if it was just like the type of food and then instead of like how often it
would be like frequency from 1 to 5, like real simple like that, not like 3 to 4 per week.
Cuz then I’ll be thinking like uhhh...so maybe like if I had it once I could just say I had it
once, but if I seem to have it a lot...this is something simple, like a 1 to 5 scale
P2: like the often or not very often
P4: Yeah, often-not very often. Yeah exactly
ER: okay, well thank you very much and you can help yourself to whatever food you
want over there, eat as much as you want!
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Focus Group 3 Transcript
ER: Okay, so in here everyone. Em ER and this is DM, my advisor. And we’re just
going to talk about your family influence on your dietary choices. That’s what I’m
aiming my thesis to be so we’re just gonna ask a few questions and discuss them and see
if we can figure anything out, maybe develop a survey later on for more research. The
first few questions are just general information, um, gender... would everyone say they’re
female?
Group: (laughs) yes
ER: consensus. And if you could go around and everyone say their age, we can start from
this side.
PI: 19
P2: 19
P3: 19
P4: 18
P5: 18
P6: 18
DM: wow.
ER: Oh the last person, hi thank you for coming. If you wanna just take a seat, there’s a
consent form over there. We just started so. If you wanna read the form and sign off if
you agree. We just went around and said our ages so if you wouldn’t mind stating your
age also
P7: oh, 18
ER: ok thank you
DM: you’re gonna ask...
ER: yes.
DM: I did that to you the whole last time. I’d ask and you’d say yeah we’re about to do
that, so I’m trying not to ask.
ER: well first.. .1 guess we can do that next. If you all wanna say what year of study
you’re in, like freshman, sophomore, junior, so on.
P 1: freshman
P2: freshman
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P3: freshman
P4: freshman
P5: freshman
P6: freshman
P7: freshman
DM: yes!
ER: alright! The next question is a little more different. It’s about your cultural
connection, like let’s say at home you eat more of one kind of culture or identify more
with one kind of cultural food or something along those lines. Just to kind of keep it open
ended ‘cause you know people identify different ways, so we’ll start this direction this
time if you want to state if you have one or more than one
P7:1 eat more Korean food
P6:1 guess I eat more Caribbean food
P5: Italian
P4: I eat Peruvian food
P3: I eat Spanish or Italian food
P2: mostly Chinese food
ER: nice
P I: Puerto Rican
ER: nice! We’ve got a nice mix here. I like all of those foods, (everyone laughs) Very
cool. So how many years have you guys been out of your home? If you live on campus or
if you still live at home say so, but how many years have you been out of your home?
P1 :1 guess like 10 months now
ER: so this is your first year out of your home?
PI: yeah.
P2: yeah, like 10 months, 2 semesters
P3: same
P4: same
P5: same
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P6: same
P7: same
ER: alright, you guys are making this easy!
DM: so less than one year
Group:yeah
DM: can I ask you a question? When we go back to the ethnic identification, is everyone
here bom in the U.S.?
Group: yes
DM: that’s what it sounded like, so these are influences here from parents or
grandparents? Is that fair to say?
Group:yes
DM: and except for one of you, everybody put one thing. Would that be because you feel
that most of your family is the same? Or one side dominated? Or is there another
secondary influence? Does that make sense?
PI: all the same
P4: yea, same
DM: so a homogenous type of family ancestry
Group: mhm
DM: ok, great, just so I understand
ER: yeah, interject anytime. Okay, so a little bit about your meal plan here. What type of
meal plan do you have, if you have any? Like unlimited swipes, certain amount of
dollars...
PI: Don’t all freshmen have unlimited swipes?
Group: yeah, constant pass
ER: so all freshmen just have unlimited
DM: all freshmen. So you’re required to have the big plan
PI: Yeah
ER: do you guys take advantage of that you think?
PI: yes
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Group: no
ER: so some people do, some people don’t. I remember we would always go in multiple
times a day. Like go in, maybe an hour or two later go in again
P6: Half the time I don’t even use it to eat, I just go in to see people
ER: yeah, there’s one way to do it. Alright, cool. Where would you guys say you eat most
of your meals? Is it in the car, in front of the tv, at the table, resident dining hall, retail
dining, off campus... We can start this direction this time.
P7: dining hall
P6: dining hall
P5: dining hall
P4: dining hall and in my dorm, watching tv or at my computer
P3: just the dining hall
P2: dining hall
PI: dining hall
ER: do you usually go with friends when you go?
Group: yeah
ER: how long does it usually take?
P2: an hour or two
Group: Yeah
P6: like a while
ER: an hour or two. You just sit there and hang out?
Group:yeah
DM: so you said eating in the dorm, you’re talking about snacking?
P4: yeah, pretty much
DM: so you have some stuff that you...
P4: yeah, I have my food
DM: so nobody else snacks?
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Group: we do
P I: ‘cause they close at like 9, but I’m still hungry
P2: or like when you’re up late and you’re just hungry
DM: right, okay. I know we get to that but I...
ER: yeah, good start. So do you guys have access to a kitchen too?
P3: yeah. We have one in Bohn in our lobby thing but it’s not that good
Group: yeah
P6:1 didn’t in my last room but now I just go to my friends in the Heights and I use their
kitchen
P5:1 feel like it’s too much work.
ER: especially when you have this constant pass?
P5: yeah, ‘cause you need pots and pans, and you have to wash all that stuff
P3: and it’s really tiny
ER: do you think if it was bigger and they had pots and pans and all that stuff you would
use it?
P3 & P4: yeah
P6: I don’t know why Bohn’s kitchen is so horrible
P3: ‘cause it was like the 70s. Like do you know where the ping-pong and all that? It’s
like in the comer but it’s like this big
P6:oohh
P2: I thought it was a closet
DM: can I ask you something? On a 1 to 5 scale with 1 being the least likely and 5 being
the most likely. If you had a better equipped kitchen, and let’s say the pots and pans were
there, how likely are you, would you self rate, to use it? You all said you would but I
wanna get a little...
PI: 3
P2: 4
P6: I would say 5
P3: 4
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P4: 4
P5: 3
P7: 3
DM: thanks
ER: so these next few questions are just to get an idea of what your eating was like at
home, so you can compare it to now, what your eating is like at school and if your family
had any affect. So where would u usually eat at home? In front of the tv, in the car,
family dinner, table? Or away with your friends a lot of the time
P1: we had to eat at the table, no cell phone, no tv
P2: yeah, same with family at the dinner table. Sometimes we’d have a movie or a show
on
P3: 1 would eat while my laptop was on or watching tv
ER: not with your family?
P3: no not really
P4:1 would eat watching tv but recently we started being as a family this time to do
quality things, so now we’re eating more at the table
P5: I had to eat at the table with no cell phone, nothing. Maybe the radio is playing but
that’s about it
P6: yeah, just kinda ate wherever, whenever. There wasn’t really any rules about that
P7:1 ate at the table with my family, with the tv on sometimes
ER: alright
DM: is this a new phenomenon in your family? The gathering at the table
P4: it just started because before we'd be on our separate ways. I’d be watching tv and
my mom would be watching something else and we would be very apart so we decided to
sit at the table to talk more about our day so we would learn more about each other.
That’s why we started eating more at the table
DM: right, that’s nice. Is it working?
P4: it is
ER: would you guys say you eat breakfast regularly? So tell me school or at home, if you
would eat breakfast regularly then or now
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P I: at home I never used to eat breakfast regularly ‘cause I would just try to sleep as
much but now, idk, I eat breakfast now. Which I guess is new for me ‘cause I would skip
it
P2: at home I usually wake up around 10 or 11 so I would eat a brunch kind of, but at
school I usually eat breakfast
P3: at home or at school I would eat breakfast. My mom feels like it’s healthier if I do
that
ER: ok
P4: at home, yeah I do eat breakfast. Ever since I got here, ‘cause of my classes, they’re
early, I don’t always eat breakfast. Maybe something little like a banana. But I’m starting
to eat breakfast more regularly
P5: when I was in high school I would eat breakfast ‘cause my mom would make it for
me and I’d just sleep, but now I don’t really have enough time with the classes and stuff
P6: I never ate breakfast in high school, I’d always be running around too much. Here I
eat sometimes, like go to Sam’s or have stuff in my room when I wake up
P7: at home I did eat breakfast but here it’s just sometimes
ER: do you guys think you ate breakfast at home more or less because someone prepared
it for you? Or here more because you could just run out to Sam’s and grab something or?
P5: I just don’t like the walk
ER: early in the morning
P3:1 don’t mind it
DM: what we’re trying to get at is convenience I think in that question
P5: but it’s not very convenient ‘cause it’s so far away.
DM: is it more convenient here? Or it’s not ‘cause it’s far to walk
P5: I could just go down the stairs in my house and be like okay, here, food. But here I
have to walk down and deal with the wind, it’s annoying. I’d rather sleep
ER: what about lunch? At home and here, would u eat lunch regularly?
Group: yeah
ER: and dinner?
Group: yeah
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ER: do you guys think that you eat like 3 set meals while you’re here or it’s a lot
throughout the day, or just kind of snacking, or whenever you feel like eating, there’s no
real set...
P I: I think it’s random for me
P2:1 try to do 3
P3: usually like 2 meals and then like snacks
P4: before I used to do 3 but then my mother told me that if I eat little by little, like 5
meals, it’s healthier that way. Just getting like my 3 meals and then 2 snacks in the
middle
ER: ok. Do you guys wanna...do you think it’s like 3 meals?
P5: it’s like 2 definitely and sometimes 3, with snacks in between
P6: it’s kind of weird for me, I just eat when I’m hungry. Cuz the last couple of weeks
I’ve been going to Sam’s like once a day and then I’ll go like 3 days without going to
Sam’s and I’ll be like wait...
ER: so do you think school work has an effect on your eating plan?
Group: yes, definitely
ER: how do you think that affects it?
P I: ‘cause when you have to get something done and it’s due like tomorrow or something
that’s the only thing that’s on your mind. Like I’d rather go to the vending machine and
get a snickers and go back upstairs
P3:1 make Ramen sometimes
P2: yeah cup of noodles
ER: interesting. So how often would you say that happens here?
PI: a lot
Group: a lot
P3: everybody has ramen
P2:1 try not to bring a lot of snacks just so I can force myself to go to the dining hall and
use up that money for the constant pass. I go home every weekend so maybe I’ll bring
back like one bowl of ramen and one chef Boyardee for the week and that’s it.
P5: then my mom packs me leftovers and I’m just like okay
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P4: my mom makes me food for the weekends, like before, like on Saturday. So I’ll have
food on Sunday and I won’t have to go to Sam’s
ER: that’s nice. So you all regularly snack you say? Any particular time or just
throughout the day you think? Like midmorning, afternoon, at night?
P5 & P6: at night
P6: Em sort of nocturnal, so if I’m up at like 4am doing work and nothing’s open
ER: how often do you say you eat late at night? Like stay up pretty late and eat pretty
late?
P I: during the week like almost every day except Saturday and Sunday.
P2: maybe like once a week
P3: I used to... I don’t anymore
P4:1 just started eating late, like at 12, midnight. And like I sleep at 1 practically every
day, I just got used to it so...
P5:1 have a little snack at least like 4 times a week at like midnight
ER: What about you guys?
P6: Pretty much all the time
P7:1 go to Sams for dinner and then they close early so sometimes I just snack after.
ER: So how would you compare to when you’re at home. How does this change your
eating habits? Like when you were living at home the whole time would you always also
have a snack like late at night or would you just go to bed early?
P I: Yeah ‘cause I have a little brother and he’s always skinny , like he doesn’t gain a
pound and he’s always eating. So like for him he’ll just open a bag of cereal or a bag of
chips and I’m just with him so whatever. And it’s like more accessible you just walk into
the kitchen and get it you don’t have to go to a vending machine or go like somewhere.
P6: It’s like the opposite for me. Like at home there’s never anything to eat. There’s
never any snacks or anything.
P I: I think my Mom thinks the world is gonna end when she goes food shopping ‘cause
there’s always stuff.
P6: See that’s how my Mom is now. She’ll like buy me this huge thing of granola bars
and soup and cereal and stuff and she puts it in my room then I have snacks but when I’m
at home I starve.
ER: How about the rest of you?
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P7: About the same at as here and at home.
P5:1 would snack when I come home from school sometime I would have a snack
because my lunch was really early or when I would come home from dance because I
was so tired and I needed food.
P4: Just the same
P3: The same
P2: Yeah the same.
ER: So what would you usually eat for breakfast, lunch and dinner compare like at school
to at home. You can just give like general foods, meal plan. I’ll start at this end.
P7: For breakfast just like bread or cereal. Both at home and school. Lunch like a
sandwich. And dinner... what I eat here?
ER: Both here compared to at home
P7: A burger depending what they have at the dining hall
ER: So whatever they offer you'd eat so at home what would be like a normal for you?
P7: Just like Korean food whatever my Mom makes
ER: So like does that consist of like a meat and a vegetable?
P7: It’s always rice with it but it changes it’s not like anything constant.
P6: When I was at home I wouldn’t eat breakfast at all really and now I just eat like
granola bars some cereal, whatever is in my room and go to classes. And um for lunch
Em not very inventive I always have the same thing. Turkey sandwich and some juice or
whatever. Dinner is whatever they give you really. It seems like chicken or something
I’ll eat that.
ER: And at home what would you usually have?
P6: At home I would not eat dinner because my mom cooks.
ER: So you don't really like her cooking?
P6: Um, it’s all like...
ER: Not good Caribbean food?
P6: They make fun of me because I’m very Americanized and they only eat Caribbean
food with a million gallons of pepper and everything.. .1 can’t do it. But um for lunch,
wait well when I was in high school we had the allotted time for lunch and I would just
order with my friends or something.
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ER: So you never eat dinner at home?
P6: Not usually, not unless it’s like I don’t know like lasagna or something and if she
makes baked chicken that’s normal.
P5: For breakfast I usually eat bread or cereal. And like lunch either like Ed go out ‘cause
we were allowed to go out. So like sometimes I’d get salads or whatever and dinner
would be some kind of usually chicken with a vegetable and like sometimes I’d eat a
pasta or rice. Here whatever looks appetizing or not like it’s gonna kill me.
P4: Like at home I would eat for breakfast I would eat cereal, bread with cheese and ham
, things are like ‘cause my parents like to be healthy so I would eat stuff from Peruvian
like Matka so that’s healthy and avena which is healthy too. But once I came here, gosh
like I start eating unhealthy, I feel like I’m giving myself all the food like the bacon,
cheese, egg I eat regularly like twice a week or three time which I feel like is really bad
for me. Everything at Sam’s place is unhealthy so you know and like the salad part is not
that great so then I’m just eating the unhealthy stuff. It’s different for me ‘cause I always
eaten pretty healthy but once I got here, everything is so Americanized so I need to eat
food that I don’t usually eat like at home. Like I eat my Peruvian food , here I would just
eat stuff that like I would just eat at McDonald’s everyday.
DM: You don’t see that as a positive? It’s not like woohoo all the pizza I want.
P4: I mean like in the beginning oh yeah, then it’s like oh noooooooo.
DM: Okay, So September, when you first got here? So your perception has changed over
time?
P4: Yeah, I was excited and now I just wanna eat healthy. It’s like I’d rather not eat this
food.
DM: So does anybody else feel this way?
PI: Yeah
P5: It’s boring
P2: You get sick of it.
P5: It’s the same thing
P 1: Burgers and pizza everyday or
P2: Sandwiches or salad
P6: Like the most you can mix it up is by going to Freeman which is like
P1: A mile away
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P5: Sometimes I make that trek
P6: I still have yet to make that trek
P I: To me Freeman’s is better. Like I was there today ‘cause I was in the music building
and they had grilled chicken and vegetables.
P5: And their salad bar is good
P I: It’s weird if you see baked chicken or something in Sams, it’s always like fried
chicken.
P6: It’s actually different. I always thought since it was the same company that makes
their food.
P5: It’s only like a little kitchen thing so you don’t really have as many options but yet
you do. Cuz their entrees are usually like pasta, a vegetable, a chicken, or more vegetable,
they have a rice or something then they’l 1have two soups, you make your own sandwich
and then you have the salad bar and then you have like fruits you have other fruits, yogurt
and then ice cream.
P I: And isn't that fruit like canned fruit with the whole syrup? Like I’m not even gonna
lie I stole a fruit today. Because it was in a plastic cup so I wasn’t feeling bad but it’s like
real fruit.
ER: Yeah that is real fruit.
P I: You'll never see this in Sams. You’ll see it like drenched in syrup
ER: You’ll see the open cans
P I: Yeah they open it right in front of you.
DM: Nice, Nice
P3: Well at home I would usually eat cereal, pancake or eggs. I eat more fruits at home
than here. For lunch I probably would eat a sandwich or something. And then for dinner
whatever my mom makes like sometimes she will just make rice or pasta and she would
add in vegetables inside and then salad too. Then here I would eat cereal or eggs, um for
lunch I try to eat salad everyday to be healthy. But then I eat just like whatever they have.
And then dinner the same thing. It just varies.
ER: Just whatever they offer you just try to make the best of it
P3: Yeah
P2: At home I can say it’s more healthy because I usually just go right into lunch and my
mom usually makes traditional Chinese food like a soup with noodles in it and for dinner
she doesn't usually cook with meat so I mostly have all vegetables, not a lot of oil and
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obviously rice so it’s more healthy at home. And here for breakfast I usually eat
everything they have like scrambled eggs and bacon, and they have like the hash browns
and then I get a bagel, and then I try to have some fruit and then toast. For lunch I would
have a salad, like their hot lunches or a sandwich and then dinner is all the same like
lunch too.
ER: So it’s just seems really easy to just go in there and have a little bit of this, a little bit
of that. That’s always what I used to do.
P I: At home breakfast was just like cereal because we were rushed off. Mornings were
really busy. And then lunch was whatever they had at school. And I used to go out to and
there was always this pizza parlor so it wasn’t that healthy. And then for dinner we
always ate salad before we ate which was weird and then rice and beans that’s like Puerto
Rican and here it’s whatever they offer.
ER: Alright
DM: Tell me a little more about September. You first got here in September and you first
went into Sams.
P3: I was excited
P 1: They had shrimp bisque soup. And now they never have it.
ER: They tricked you.
P 1: They had shrimp bisque soup and I was like whoa, this school is expensive or
something and that was the first day and now I’ve never seen it again.
DM: Right, okay. So, excited, shrimp bisque one time. So, you saw it as a positive thing
P5: Yeah, ‘cause we saw it as different.
PI: Fries, their fries are just like McDonalds fries
P2: It was like there was a lot of food out there I don’t know what to choose.
P5: kind of like your eyes are getting bigger and bigger
ER: It seems like there are so many options.
P6: Like I never have to eat Caribbean food everyday ever again and then I eat the same
thing for lunch every day of my life.
DM: So now when you walk into Sam’s?
P2: Ew I don’t want to go there
P3: I’m sick of it
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P5:1 haven’t been there in so long
P6: Like everytime one of my friends say they’re going to drive down into town for
lunch or something I jump at the chance and say “don’t Leave me here”.
P5: Yeah, like I have my commuter friends like if they ever say you wanna get pizza it’s
like YES
ER: Any way to escape
P6: It’s not always that bad, like sometimes they have really good dinners and stuff but
the majority of the time....
P5: You have to just find what you like
P I: I feel like they try too hard to be fancy. They had this crazy ham with this cinnamon
sauce like just make regular people food. Like we’re not rich, we’re teenagers. And they
had this crazy asparagus vegetables and made it all nice, like just let us eat
P5: And the bread thing, the display. Like what is that? Somebody just stole a loaf of
bread ‘cause they didn’t know what to do with it
ER: so if they would just keep everything more simple and made plain, normal food you
guys...
PI: like mashed potatoes, grilled chicken, or mac n’cheese and grilled chicken. Idk
simple stuff
P4: I just wish every week would be a culture kind of food. I’m tired of eating the same
stuff. I want to try food from different places of the world, that would be great if the
school could do that.
P6: and also, when they do have food of different cultures or whatever in that little closet
over there on the side, half the time it’s just stereotypical food! Like jerk chicken or
something like that. And the other day they had ‘Caribbean roasted potatoes’ mind you,
I’ve never seen a roasted potato in my life when I was back at home! We boil that stuff.
All they did was put some rosemary and some spices, that was it! Sorry I just had to get
that out.
ER: ok
P5: or like the fried rice for the Chinese food
ER: yeah
P6: all I eat now is like the white rice, and their duck sauce, I actually like the duck sauce.
But it’s probably really unhealthy for you.
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ER: alright. You guys use the word healthy a lot. What do you consider to be healthy,
like when you think or say healthy, what are you thinking of?
P5: green
P2: less oil, not fried
P3: vegetables
P4: grilled is okay, not fried
P2: fruits
ER: okay. So do you guys think you make healthy choices? Or you try to make healthy
choices?
PI, P2, P3, P4: we try
P5: it’s just hard because they only offer so many healthy things.
P I: and the way they display...like they’ll have 20 burgers out but like a little thing for
salad, and like 2 trays of fries but like 4 little baked potatoes and a drumstick of baked
chicken. It’s like, not balanced
P5: they just started making garden burgers too but they’re not that good
P6: they don’t really look that appetizing actually
P4: now we have ice cream too
ER: so that’s kind of good but it’s kind of bad at the same time
Group: (laughs) yeah
P5: sometimes that’s all I eat, ice cream or sherbert
P4: that’s healthy...
ER: so I guess comparing that to at home, would you say your dietary choices are
healthier or worse?
Group: worse!
P6:1 think they’re worse only because I don’t have my mother over my shoulder every 5
minutes like “You shouldn’t eat that”. But here, technically we have more choices, it’s
just that half of them we don’t wanna go anywhere near and the other half is just
slathered in syrup and other things
ER: do you think, like you said your mom is over your shoulder, do you think your
parents often have a big say in what you would eat at home?
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P4: yeah, ‘cause they buy it
P5: and then they make it
P4: yeah, they make it. And that’s their money
P5: my mom, before she goes food shopping, would always ask us what we want for
dinner and we’re just like I don’t know you think of it so
ER: and now here nobody really tells you
P5: when I get ready to go home I’m like mom can you make this please!
P I: yeah I send a list home
ER: you send a list?
P I: yeah, like Monday this, Tuesday this
P5: yeah that was spring break
P I: I planned my spring break dinners
P6: a couple of weeks ago I actually begged my mom to bring me food from the store we
usually go to that’s like traditional Caribbean food and I’m just like “Please mommy
please!”
ER: that’s a big change from never wanting to eat it!
P6: yeah I guess so
ER: I was going to ask something else and now I can’t remember, hold on
DM: so I’m hearing 2 different things. I’m hearing on the one hand that health’s a
concern.. .you brought up health before we did. Atleast most of you. But I’m hearing also
that the lack of parental control has maybe unleashed behaviors that weren’t in existence
before. So which way is it do you think? Is it that you feel you’re yearning for healthier
choices yourself or if the school took a more parental worldview and there was gonna be
a meal every night and it was gonna be balanced and there was gonna be this this and
this, would that be better? Would that control you? Or you like the idea of being in
control?
P4:1 think it was like how you were talking about in September we were all like “yeah!”
but now that we’re seeing and noticing in reality that this is not that good for us we’re
like “Man, I don't want to deal with this anymore”. But when we first got here we were
like “yes! Mom’s not gonna be mad at me if I don’t have a salad with dinner”
DM: well yeah, you can go on the ice cream diet basically
P4: yeah, but then you get sick of it so you’re like “man, mom was right”
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P6: I don’t really know, after a while I learned to ignore my mother on her health food
rants so she didn’t have that much control over what I ate. But when I came over here
like you were excited like the first 2 seconds like a kid in a candy store. But after that you
realize wait, mom isn’t here to ignore so I don’t have to rebel so I can just eat healthy and
then there’s nothing healthy for me to eat!
P5:1 just get annoyed, like making the trek to Sam’s Place and then there’s like nothing
there so I’ll just have cereal again...yay. That was just annoying
ER: so do you think your family had an effect on the dietary choices that you make? Like
your upbringing. Like if you were raised eating more cultural foods and healthy, and then
you come here and kind of recognize the healthier foods as opposed to otherwise
P4:1 just feel guilty when I eat this food ‘cause I know it’s harming my body
P I: and it’s like I guess they have a lot of preservatives and stuff ‘cause they have to send
like a whole bunch of the same thing once a week, where at home everything’s fresh, like
all olive oil... well my mom is like everything fresh. But here it’s just like...Like one time
they took this beef thing out the heater, I don’t know, some oven thing. And I ripped the
bag open and it was just there like 2 seconds we had beef. I don’t know, it’s just like fake
ER: so besides for the health quality, how would you compare the quantity of the food
you eat here versus at home? Like a lot more here or a lot more at home? What do you
guys think?
P2: Yeah I definitely started eating a lot more ‘cause there’s a lot of variety and I didn’t
really like my mom’s cooking. Like it’s good, but I like meat and she doesn’t really cook
with meat, it’s usually vegetables. Like I like vegetables and meat but I like it balanced I
just don’t like having too much of one thing
P5: yeah, in the beginning of the year I started eating more here but then that changed
P4: yeah that’s true. In the beginning of the year I used to come more often to Sam’s and
now I just come as least possible. Unless I’m with a friend. If a friend’s with me I’m just
like yeah why not
ER: so do you eat overall more here or less at home?
P4: well my mom always cooked every day at home so I would always eat all the time
and I would never go hungry. But here sometimes I’d eat and I won’t, so that was a bad
thing. Like it just started off that I ate more and then I started eating less, then I started
buying food with my flex points, then I started using my money so that was like great, so
now I’m back to Sam’s.
DM: so this is a meal plan issue?
P4: yeah, that’s the thing
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DM: so alright, tell me about that
P4: that’s the issue. So I’m upset, ‘cause we only have 150, right?
Group: some people choose
P I: you get unlimited swipes but then there’s flex dollars. You can choose 150, 200, 300
P4: But me and my friends all have 150 so we eat and buy together, so our money goes
away at the same time. So all of my friends, it’s already the second semester so all of our
money is gone, like last month. So we’re constantly buying food ‘cause we don’t want to
eat at Sam’s anymore, we’re tired of it. And one of my friends would rather starve than
going to Sam’s so that’s kind of like the bad thing. And I just hate it, it’s always like the
constant pass and the flex dollars is a big issue. They also don’t have a lot of choices in
the Student Center either, like the cafeteria.
P5:1 feel like that’s better though. But we don’t have the swipes so we can’t get it off
P4: exactly, exactly
DM: oh you can’t swipe there?
P5: No. well we have like our....’cause some people have the swipes like we have
constant and they have swipes. So if you swipe you get like $5.80 off of it.
P6: and then you pay the rest with flex?
P5: and then you pay the rest with flex. But since we have constant it doesn’t count for us
P6: so you have to pay completely with flex
P5: so you have to pay completely with flex. They have it at the diner too
ER: ohh I gotcha
P I: It’s a big deal with this plan. If you don’t know how to use it, they’ll get you.
ER: sounds complicated
P I: and I feel like the dessert display too gets to you
DM: they’ll get ya, I like that. Is that the feeling? They’re getting us?
P2: yeah
P4: kind of.
P5: Because like you were saying, they make the desserts look so pretty
P4: now they are, yeah
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P5: and like the bread display, and all these displays, it’s like where’s the food?
P6: and now they have iced coffee and stuff next to the desserts
P5: oh they do? I haven’t been there in so long
P I: but they don’t have real fruit
Group: yeah! (laughs)
P6: What makes me mad though is if you try to take more than 1 fruit they’ll get mad at
you
P I: oh yeah! You can only take 1 apple, and you can’t take 1 apple or 1 banana
ER: oh how they limit the real fresh fruit and everything else you can?
P5: ‘cause it’s in front of the lady that checks you in so
P2: and you also can't take food out of Sam’s. Like if you want to take a sandwich to eat
in your dorm, you can’t do that
P6: you have to like smuggle it
P2: like I’ve smuggled so many just to eat in my dorm
PI: i’m a smuggler
P6: like I’ve turned it into an art smuggling food out of Sam’s. But anytime like my
friend has an obsession with oranges lately, like she’s been getting sick so she hoards
them in her room. And she had me help her take them so I took 2 oranges and on the way
out the guy stopped me and I pulled major attitude. Like I paid $2000 for this food plan
and you’re not no...goodbye.
ER: for an orange
P5: for an orange that probably cost what, $2.
P6:not even
P2: a pack of oranges costs like $2
P5: knowing them it probably cost like $2 for them to preserve it to be orange
P6: oh true
P2: at the student center it’s like $3 for a mango, a dollar for an apple
P6: they have mangoes at the student center?
P2: oh no no no at the cafeteria student center
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P6: okay I didn’t know that
P2: it’s like $3 for a banana, like why do you have to pay for that, it should be free
P I: it’s very overpriced
P6: you can go to the grocery store and get it for like 20 cents
P2: yeah
DM: so uh what’s the solution to the meal plan? What would you like to see it be?
P5: I guess for the freshmen, like ‘cause Blanton used to be constant but now they’re
making it retail, but they should just make it constant but actually have like okay food
‘cause that way it’s convenient. The people that live in the Heights like Machuga or
Dinallo they just have to walk either downstairs or across. Like we have to like make a
plan out of it, take time to go walk over there. And Blanton’s right across from Bohn and
that’s convenient like you just walk across the quad and it’s right there. And also
Freeman’s on the other side. All the constant pass places are far away from like Bohn and
where most of the freshmen live, so I don’t know they just need more constant. Like
when I visit other colleges there are like all these constant pass places and they’re
gigantic
DM: what’s a constant pass place? Is that like unlimited swipes?
P5: yeah, and you don’t have to pay with flex.
DM: right
P6: and I know they’re trying to save money by not letting us take out food or something
but I feel like they’d save more if they’d just let us have like those little take out boxes.
Like if we’re in a rush to go study or something you just get a little take out box and
leave rather than sitting in there for like 2 hours instead of just walking around picking
and eating and picking and eating like me and my friends do
P2: a lot of schools have that, where you can just take it out
P6: yeah! When I went on tours they’d just have little takeout boxes or whatever and just
leave. And I’m like why can’t....this is the only place that I know of that you can’t take it
P4: but I feel like it's because they believe we might be feeding another person
P6: pshhh
P4: I don’t know
P5: I don’t care. If I need to study and I want a sandwich, then I’ll go get a sandwich.
Nobody’s getting my sandwich
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P6: that’s why I don’t really feel bad about smuggling food out. I’m just like
P4: in the beginning but then it’s just like whatever, I need to eat. Oh well
P5: and you paid like $5 for
DM: if the meal plan could be totally flexible and everything was whatever the dollar
amounts were would be flex, would that be better?
P4: wait, you mean like if the flex dollars like rised?
DM: in other words, there’s no constant. There’s no, you go, you eat something. If it’s
2000 bucks for the meal plan, you’d have like 2000 bucks to do whatever you want with
it. Go to Sam’s, the dining hall, go to the student center, the diner...would that be better?
Or is that just a bigger range of captivity?
P5:1 think it'd just be a bigger range, ‘cause like still all of the meals are really
expensive. Like the places that are flex
P6: even the diner is super expensive
P5: yeah, like if you go to the diner you can spend like $12 plus tip. Then at the student
center it’s like $7-$10, it’s just so expensive. But then the constant pass though, with that
it’s like $5 so it is cheaper, it’s just annoying.
DM: mmhm
ER: I’m kind of interested in another direction now too. You know how everyone always
talks about the freshmen 15 and all of that, like coming into school and everything. I’m
curious.. .why do you guys think that happens?
P5:1 think it’s alcohol
Group: laughs
P5: No me and my roommate actually had this conversation because like when you’re
out, most people lived at home so this is our first year out. But they don’t realize how
many calories is in like alcohol so they just keep drinking and drinking, and then plus all
this snacking and then all this unhealthy food you add that all together and then you can
have the freshmen 15. And then it’s not like we have time to work out anyway and it’s
not like we want to walk over there either so that all just plays
ER: does everyone agree with that?
P1: yeah
ER: can’t think of anything else?
P2: that’s true!
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P I: I think too like, I don’t know what happened, but like a lot of my friends were on the
softball team and then we saw each other at this all-state concert ‘cause we’re on the allstate choir and they all, I was like what happened? Like I haven’t gained any weight,
thank God, but they and one of my friends was like “it’s not even the freshmen 15, I’ve
gained 25 pounds since July” and I was like why? But they don’t play softball anymore.
They’re not in softball. So they were all cute and skinny and now they’re like 15, 20
pounds. I’m like oh my gosh. But I think high school sports, if you played in high school
and not in college, that’s like huge.
ER: Right, different activity level?
P5: yeah, ‘cause I don’t dance anymore either and I used to dance like 3 times a week for
a long time
P6: like I played every sport possible in high school and middle school so I was never not
active. But now here I don’t play like any big sports, I don’t even play any club sports but
I got into intramural at the end of last semester which is just like. Half the time we don’t
even have intramural games ‘cause for the girls teams not a lot of girls sign up for
softball and stuff like that so they have to cut teams constantly, we only have 1 game a
week, then we have to cut that game ‘cause not enough people show up, it’s horrible.
ER: so then because people have a lower activity level and then they’re having more fun
going out, partying, drinking , whatever, like, so do you think people need to make
conscious decisions I guess in terms of what they eat then to counteract this? And then
how does the dining hall and eating situation make that difficult? That was kind of like 5
questions in 1.
P4: yeah I’m trying to process everything
P5: well the dining hall doesn’t help. Cuz like there’s always like chicken or some kind
of meat object in some kind of weird sauce, and then with all these other fancy things or
mashed potatoes or some kind of potato object. But then there’s all like the pizza, pasta,
they make Stromboli. It’s hard to try to be healthy and try to not gain weight and then
because atleast like I don’t always have time to go to the gym to work that all off
ER: so between all the new things going it’s just pretty much set up for that?
P I: yeah, it’s hard. Like to live on campus you have to have like 12 credits so that’s
already 4 classes, so if we all live here we’re atleast taking 4 classes or 5, that’s like
average. But then you have to put work to all that classes and then you have to go to
them, so by the time you want to go to the gym it’s like 4.
P5: I'd probably be sleeping. And it’s like 10:30 and you’re like noo
P I: right. And we get all the really bad classes ‘cause we’re the last ones to pick classes,
so all our classes are either 8:30am or 8 at night, so it’s like really weird
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P6: unless you have an awesome metabolism, are really determined, or have like a
nutrition major as your roommate you’re kind of screwed. You’re kind of set up for
failure, it kind of sneaks up on you.
ER: do you feel like it was a big change and a lot to get used to coming from home and
high school and everything and now coming to college you just have to plan everything
out yourself?
P5: yeah, like I have to make lists of everything I want to do. Because school is like from
a certain amount of time, and I’d sometimes do my homework in school anyway so I’d
get that done, and then I’d have dance. But then I’d be free the rest of the night so I could
do whatever I wanted. And then here, since I don’t dance, I just feel so inactive and blah
‘cause I’m always either doing homework, or in class, or just trying to kind of sleep. And
it’s just too much sometimes I think, especially now at the end of the semester when
everyone wants everything due at the same time.
P2: for me, going to the gym motivates me. I usually try to go in the middle of the day or
the afternoon so I’m already awake and ready to go so it makes me want to go to class
and do my work, like finish all this. I use the gym like if I don’t finish my work today
then I can’t go to the gym tomorrow so I base it around like...
ER: your motivation
P2: yeah
ER: anyone else have anything to add about that?
P I: I like the gym
P3:1 think for high school it’s more set ‘cause you have your own lunch time and
breakfast is before school and after for dinner you just go home and eat. But here,
depending on your classes you have to plan everything out. And then the classes are all
like on different times
P5: and all different lengths
ER: yeah, that’s true.
DM: so not being on a routine is a problem?
Group: yeah
P5: ‘cause not every day is the same
P3: and for us too like every semester is different so that’s a big change
ER: yeah that’s true
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P6: and in high school it’s like 8am-3pm is school and the rest of it’s like home time or
work time but here it’s like September to December is school! The all encompassing time
is like school. Like you go out and have fun with your friends and stuff like that but in the
back of your mind you have to constantly have like nobody’s gonna remind me I have
this to do or that to do, I have to do it on my own time
P5: my mom has to remind me to get a good night’s sleep. Like she’ll text me and say Go
to sleep! And I’ll be like No
P6: ‘cause like my Thursday this semester, my classes start at like 10am and then they
don't stop, like my last class is like at 10:45 at night. So it’s like, scheduling is probably
the biggest problem ‘cause then you have to work around all that
Group: ‘cause we’re freshmen
DM: how much more are you drinking now than in high school?
P4: you mean like water? Or like...
DM: no like drinking (Group: laughs).
P4: I don’t drink
DM: You guys brought it up, so I’m circling back.
P3:1 don’t think I drink here at all
P2: ‘cause it’s a really dry campus
P5:1 mean, you can find it around
P3: If it’s at home with friends then
ER: you can say whatever you want, nobody’s gonna hold you to anything, don’t be
embarrassed
DM: did you drink in high school?
(some of group said yes, some said no, about half and half)
P3: like a little bit
DM: and you’re still not drinking, most of you?
P2:1 stopped “cause I’m trying to focus on school to transfer, so I’m basically focusing
everything on schoolwork to try to get out
P3: yeah, I stopped
P4:1 just don’t drink
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DM: so drinking’s not, like, okay
P I: but like, I don’t know, like in Bohn, everybody, not everybody, but it’s....
P4:1 hear it all the time, like people screaming out the window
PI: yeahh
DM: I wonder, it would be great if we could have another group of just boys
P5: half the time it’s my floor. Like there are these girls that just drank down the hall
from me all the time and I hear them yelling outside the window like “I don’t care if I
wake up, this is college, you can sleep when you’re dead!”
P4: okay....
P I: yeah, a lot of freshmen drink ‘cause I think they’re excited
P5: and you can always tell like who’s going to the club on Thursday nights
P I: thirsty Thursdays!
P6: oh god
P5: with the cabs in front of Bohn and the girls in the short short skirts and the tight
dresses
P I: and they come back crying and sick, it’s like really bad
P6: it starts at 6!
P5: but the blackout was the worst, ‘cause I was in the elevator trying to sign someone
out ‘cause I had stat, and since a lot of them were drunk guys I thought the elevator was
going to fall ‘cause they were having a fight on the elevator and their floor
P1: it was really bad
P5:1 was like no, I’m not dying this way
DM: do you think, and of course this would only be anecdotal, but in your sense of
things, is there a difference between males’ and females’ worldviews on campus?
P6: oh definitely
P4: yeah
DM: so what would, I if had 7 freshmen boys here what would I hear? If I asked about
the drinking
P5: probably that they’re all drinking
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P2: yeah
P6: well it depends on who it is
P5: yeahh it depends on who the guys are, ‘cause I know like a lot of guys
P I: I feel like they won’t ‘cause they’d be scared
P6:1 feel like it depends on their major and like how dedicated they are. Cuz like people
with more like, maybe a molecular biology major definitely wouldn’t want to waste the
brain cells and are more astute or whatever. But someone who’s undeclared and just like
'durpin’ around like...
P I: but I know like jocks, since their team is like all these older guys they’re like “come
to the party!” And they go and a lot of the jocks come back so drunk, I always see a lot of
the sports guys.
P5: and then the frat guys too
P I: yeah, so it’s like if they play sports.. .that’s a bad stereotype, but if they play sports
it’s like for me they’re more accessible to it
P6: no it’s totally true
P5: even if they played sports in high school, if they don’t play one now, they still find
their way to drink ‘cause that’s like what they did in high school and what they only
know how to do
P1: true
DM: interesting. How about the food choices? What do you think they’d say about that
stuff?
P5: They probably like it
P4: boys don’t care
P5: they eat the pizza, they eat the burgers, and they wouldn’t gain a pound
P1 :1 see boys put like a cheeseburger, a pizza, and a cheeseburger and be like oh yeaa
how many cheeseburgers can you eat?
P5: and then like the pile of fries at Freeman
P6: I have guy friends who’ll just go in there and sit together and have like the most
glorious buffet ever, like the long tables by the windows at Sam’s...they’ll fill up like the
whole table and chow down. And I’m like “Are you serious?” Sitting there on the side
with like my juice with fruit inside of it
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P I: or like, half the football team is like all pasta pasta pasta pasta pasta. Like they love
it. Boys love the food. I always feel like they’re like “let’s go to Sam’s!” Like it’s a trip
for them
P6: carbs!
P5: yeah like my one guy friend is always hungry so he’s like “come on! Let’s go eat!”
and I’m like “noooo”
P I: “I love Sam’s! They have pasta!” I feel like boys love pasta!
P5: they love anything, they just like to eat
ER: Ok so I just realized we never did the major thing so if you just wanna quickly go
around and say your majors and that’ll pretty much be the end unless you have something
else to add
P I: our majors?
ER: yeah
PI: family and child studies
P2: psychology
P3: psychology
P4: biology with concentration in environmental studies
P5: marketing
P6: family and child studies
P7: family and child studies
ER: alright!
DM: what was it?
P7: family and child studies
ER: very cool
DM: and the bio was...
P4: with concentration in environmental studies
ER: and just one last little thing to look at, just to get an idea.. .’cause eventually I’ll
make a survey with all this information and a lot of times to figure out what people are
eating they’ll do something like a Food Frequencey Questionnaire, and it’s basically a
whole list of food and you say how often you eat them. Here’s a really small example of
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one, if you can just take a look and say if you'd be willing to fill it out if it were in a
survey. And how you think a survey is best, like how would I get the most responses if I
sent out a survey? In person, at a table, in email.. .how should I do it?
P4:1 think in person would be good, ‘cause like today someone came up to me and was
like can you fill out this survey and I was like okay sure! And I did it. Online I don’t
check my emails, hardly, so it’s better in person
P I: I'm different. Like if I’m going to class, please don’t bother me ‘cause I’m rushing to
get there. But like surveys I can just do it on the computer. Click click click and submit.
And then I don’t have to write it
P2: yeah, emails.
P I: and I’m always checking my email
P5:1 always check my email
P6:1 have mine sent to my phone, it’s always there
P I: that’s how I found out about this
P5: yeah, same here
ER: So whaf d you guys think of that little chart? You would do it if it were part of a
survey?
P5: yeah I would
ER: it’s not too much, too annoying?
P I: it’s not that long
P2: and it’s easy
PI: yeah you just click
DM: what incentive would best get you to fill out an online survey?
P4: ummm
DM: so in other words, you get all kinds of emails right, and this would be yet another
survey...
P5: if it had like a raffle in it, like I always do ones that have a raffle in it
Group: yeah
P5:1 like the residential living, ‘cause I feel like my feedback for the residential living is
good. But I like the raffle, entering the raffle surveys
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ER: okay
DM: So an incentive, though, would motivate you perhaps?
Group:yeah
ER: okay, that pretty much sums it up so thank you for coming!
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Focus Group 4 Transcript
ER: So this is just a focus group for my graduate thesis. We’re trying to figure out if
there’s a relationship between your family and how you were raised and the dietary
choices you make when you come to college. So there’s a few questions we’re going to
go through. You can say anything you want, don’t feel like you can’t say anything. And
we’ll start off with easy questions like...
DM: remind them that they can not answer any question
ER: Yeah, you can choose not to answer anything if you don’t want to. Um, you read the
consent form so everything is in there. We’ll start off by going around and you can state
your gender and your age, and I guess what year you are in school. So if you want to go
first.
P I: I’m a male, 18, and a freshman
P2: Female, 19, freshman
P3: Female, 18, freshman
P4: Female, 20, junior
ER: ok, great
DM: Female...tell me your age again?
P3: 18
DM: and you’re a freshman?
P3: mhm
DM: and you’re a junior
P4: mhm
ER: and um so the next question is a cultural connection it’s called, and if you have like
at home you eat a certain kind of food or were raised with a certain kind of food, like
some people say that they eat like more Italian food all the time, or like Asian food like
Chinese food or any kind of food all the time, or you just eat American food and you
don’t really think there’s any kind of categorization you can say that too so.
P I: I don’t think there’s any categorization in my family
P2: Yeah, American food. And a lot of gluten free ‘cause my mom has Celiac
ER: oh okay
P3: whatever food we can get our hands on
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ER: ok
P4: Yeah same here. But at home I do eat a lot of Asian food but I’m mostly on campus
so I eat a lot of American junk food
ER: ok. Um so how many years have you been out of the house? Like if you are a
freshman and this is your first year of really staying away from the home, or if you’re a
junior and you live on campus, like how many years have you been out of the house?
We’ll go this way this time
P4: Well I live at home
ER: so you haven’t really been out of the house at all
P4: yeah
P3: Uh this is my first time being out of the house so
ER: about a year?
P3: yeah about a year
P2: same, about a year
P I: yeah, about a year
ER: okay. Um so do you guys all have a meal plan?
P2: yes
ER: which one?
P2: constant pass
P1: constant pass, yeah
P3: constant pass
P4: nothing
ER: and where do you eat most of your meals while you’re here?
PI: Sam’s, unfortunately
P2: Sam’s or Freeman
ER: ok so like those big resident dining halls, unlimited food?
P2: mmhm
P3: everywhere, so like Sam’s, Freeman, Carpe Diem...like Einstein Bagel’s
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ER: all over
P2: carpe diem (laughs)
P3: Café Diem. Everywhere I can get my hands on Ell eat there
ER: Ok
DM: So refresh my memory, as a freshman are you required to get the constant pass?
P2: yeah
P3: yeah
ER: and where do you go to eat on campus?
P4: um I just go to free events and get food. But sometimes I’ll go to my friend’s dorm
‘cause she has dinner parties
ER: oh nice. Alright, so do you usually sit at a table when you eat? Or, um ‘cause you go
to these different events?
P4: mmhm
ER: so you just sit at a table
P4: Yeah
ER: ok. Do you guys all have access to a kitchen?
P I: Ehh, there’s one in our lounge but we don’t use it
P2: Kind of. Yeah. It’s there but it’s kind of gross and grimy
P3: I can go to a kitchen if I want ‘cause my friend has a kitchen and I can go there
ER: Ok. And you have one ‘cause you’re at home?
P4: yeah
ER: ok. So now...
DM: is sanitation one of your reasons too? Or is it you just...
P I: Umm, I just don’t use it generally. I guess sanitation would be a little bit of a reason
but I just don’t have no needs to use it really
ER: alright. So at home, when you would eat at home, where would you usually eat most
of your meals? In front of the tv, with your family, at a table, um out with friends?
P I: in front of the tv or at a fast food place
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P2: with my family at the table
P3: by myself in the kitchen
P4: with my family at the table
ER: okay and do you guys eat breakfast regularly? When you were at home did you and
now that you're at school do you? Do you eat breakfast?
PI: nope
P4: not really
ER: no?
P4: yeah
ER: ok
P3: not at home, not here
ER: never
P2: at home I do but here I don’t really have time
P 1:1 rarely ever eat breakfast
ER: what about when you were at home? You didn’t eat before then either?
PI: (shook head)
ER: what about lunch?
PI: I eat lunch at home, and here
ER: what about you?
P2: same
P3: here yes, there no
P4: it varies, it depends if Em hungry or no
ER: okay. And how about dinner?
P4: of course!!
ER: there? Here?
P4: oh at home, at home
P3: there and here
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P2: both
PI: both
ER: okay. And how about snacking? Do you have snacks or not really? Or when do you
usually have your snack, like in the morning, afternoon, late at night?
P I: whenever I’m hungry really
ER: so just throughout the day?
PI: anytime, yep
P2: throughout the day, like in between classes
P3: all the time
P4: if there are free events, that’s when I snack
ER: okay. So when you guys say you eat throughout the day, like all the time.. .when you
say you don’t really eat breakfast or lunch it’s just because you just kind of snack
throughout the day?
P I: I don’t wake up for breakfast so
ER: ok. Um, you said you don’t eat breakfast or lunch?
P3: yeah, it’s just like, I keep eating chocolate. A lot of chocolate. So that kind of ruins
my appetite
ER: ok
DM: so to drill down a little bit...are you snacking out of hunger? To replace meals? Or
are you snacking because you’re 18 and eating all the time? And then what about late
night, or is that a separate question?
ER: that’s kind of in there
DM: Ok, is it different at night and during the day?
P I: I snack just like until the next meal, until I go to Sam’s the next time
DM: so you don’t see it as meal replacement, you see it as grazing
PI: no, yeah
P2: Yeah I think I probably snack mostly late at night like after the dining hall is closed
and I get hungry at like 2 o clock in the morning, I’ll eat something or like go to the
diner. Not like as a full meal though, just like little stuff
DM: ok. What would you guys say? How about at home?
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P4: well my dad cooks a lot so if I’m at home and I’m hungry I’m gonna eat a meal
DM: well sure. But you eat dinner, right, then you...
P4: yeah but late at night. Sometimes I just eat as much as I want, I don’t really think
about the portion sizes
DM: mhm
P4: but it depends, ‘cause I don’t really do that every day, only when I’m really hungry
ER: okay, so we’ll talk a little about what exactly we’re eating. Um if you just want to go
through breakfast and compare it...we’ll go like breakfast, lunch, and dinner...and
compare what you would usually eat at home, like just your run-of-the-mill meal, and
compare that to what you eat at school. So does anyone eat breakfast here, now? Or only
at home
P2: only on certain days
PI: occasionally
ER: so what would you eat at home for breakfast if you would eat it and then what would
you eat at school? Or you just don’t eat it
P4: Well I don’t eat breakfast here. But if I do, sometimes it would be pancakes or cereal
P3: Just like maybe boiled eggs, bacon, sausages, a bowl of salad here or there
DM: is that here?
P3: yeah
ER: and you guys just don’t eat breakfast?
P2: well when I eat breakfast here it’s usually like a bagel or an omelet and at home it’s
always cereal
ER: what kind of cereal?
P2: whatever cereal’s in the house. Like Captain Crunch, that’s a go-to
ER: Alright and so how about lunch? What’s a typical lunch at home and what’s a typical
lunch here?
P I: like an Italian hoagie, or maybe sometimes I eat like omelets and that
DM: that’s here?
P1: mmhm
DM: and what about at home?
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P I: oh. Italian hoagie at home too
DM: oh, really?
P 1: wawa
Group: (laughs, says “mmm”)
DM: so you would go out?
PI: um, yeah
P2: here, um, whatever’s in the dining hall and I feel like eating. I eat omelets a lot, for
like every meal. But at home I’d usually have like yogurt or a sandwich
ER: sounds good
P3: it just depends. Like I said, I eat chocolate a lot so I don’t really eat lunch. But like,
my grandfather at home used to always cook like platanos or like flautas, arroz con polio,
and like all that stuff. And I'd eat that and be satisfied but I always eat chocolate
P4: um for me if s just rice and chicken, or pasta
ER: alright, and for dinner. Um, dinner here what’s it like and dinner at home what’s it
like?
P I: whatever I can find that’s okay at Sam’s ‘cause there’s really nothing good at Sam’s
P3: isn't that the truth
P I: hmm?
P3: isn’t that the truth
P1: yeah
ER: um, so like you eat one of those entrees that they put out?
PI & P2: yeah
ER: or like a salad?
P1: they had a good turkey thing yesterday
ER: what if they don’t have anything good?
PI & P2: omelet
ER: omelet? That’s always the go-to?
P I: omelet or cereal, that’s always the fallback
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P2: yeah
ER: and at home?
P I: um, whatever my mom makes. Sometimes she makes tilapia, chili, pasta...
ER: so you think it’s usually a well-balanced meal? Like a meat, starch, and vegetable at
home?
P I: yeah. And then here it’s like, whatever.
P2: yeah, at home it’s like a typical, I don’t know, well-balanced dinner. Like vegetables,
chicken, pasta, and stuff. And then here it’s whatever the dining hall has, or an omelet
P3: same
ER: same? Ok
P4:1 eat the same as lunch
ER: alright. Let’s see...what do you guys usually snack on?
P1: chips, gushers, anything in my room
P2: I snack on snacks in his room. I have like granola bars and cereals in my room
though, and soup
P3: Reeses.
ER: Reeses, chocolate?
P3: yeah, every single Reeses that there is. That’s the one
P4: and I snack on chocolate too
ER: chocolate?
P4: yeah
ER: maybe we should have gotten you Reeses instead of a gift card
P3: that would be good!
ER: um alright, so if you do go out to eat, what would you typically get? Like would you
look at it as a time to indulge or you just order whatever you’re in the mood for?
P I: you mean like at a restaurant?
ER: yeah
P I: um, just whatever I’m in the mood for
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P2: yeah, same, depending on the place
P3:1 always wanna try something new, like if there’s something different I want to try
P4: whatever I’m in the mood for, but usually has to be chicken
ER: alright
P4: yeah
DM: I guess the crux of that question is that when you go out to eat is it meal
replacement or is it special occasion, is it a treat in your mind
P I: special occasion, like a treat.
DM: so it’s a treat, fair to say?
P2 & P3: yeah
DM: so yet you treat it as meal replacement, as opposed to, well one of you wanted
something new. So you look at it as an opportunity so you’re gonna treat yourself and
have something you’ve never had before, try something new or, where it’s a treat, but not
exactly that way in food selection for you guys, is that fair to say? I'm not trying to give
you words I’m just trying to flush out what it is
P2: if I go out with my friends at home, I’ll tell my mom I’m going out to eat and I won’t
have dinner at home, I’ll go out and I’ll eat something instead. But...so I guess meal
replacement
DM: okay, yeah.
P I: if I go out to eat at home it’s usually 3 o’clock in the morning and we go to a fast
food place. So, other than that, if I go out to dinner with my parents like I order
something, whatever I see good on the menu.
DM: mhm
ER: sounds good. So what about going out around here.. .do you guys go out and, like the
nightlife I guess you would call it. What’s going out like and what would you usually
like, if you drink or if you don’t drink? Or if you eat afterwards too.. .tell me a little about
that.
P I: I don’t really like go out to clubs or anything but I guess I occasionally drink in the
dorm, eat.. .go to the diner afterwards
P2: um, yeah usually if we go out and it’s either like a club or a house party or whatever,
usually we’ll come back and either just not eat and go to bed or go to the diner and get
food. Or I’ll go to Cups and get frozen yogurt
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P3: yeah I’m not really a club person, so basically we always go to like organization
parties and other stuff and eat there. No drinking, no nothing, ‘cause I’m still young so
it’s whatever. So...
P4: yeah, I feel like her, ‘cause I’m her friend. So...
DM: are you two friends?
P2: yeah
ER: okay. Um, so, do you guys think that in terms of food choices you make healthy food
choices?
P2: on a good day...
ER: no?
PI : no
P2:1 try, but I think it’s hard at school, ‘cause it’s so limited on what is really good to eat
ER: so what do you consider what’s really good to eat
P2: um, I don’t know, if Sam’s has, sometimes they have like chicken fingers or chicken
nuggets, like I like those. So that’s good. But usually if they have a weird, I don’t know,
like a weird entrée, I don’t want to eat that. It just depends on what they have. I don’t like
eating salad for every meal
DM: Do you see chicken fingers as a healthy choice?
P2: um probably not, but I like it so it’s something I enjoy eating as opposed to
something I’m forced to eat
DM: mmhm
ER: do you guys believe you make healthy food choices?
P4: no. I think it’s hard ‘cause it’s like, you’re in school and you’re stressed. And you’re
hungry, you're gonna grab something that’s closest to you and it’s most likely not healthy
P3: yeah, I have to agree. Cuz maybe I’ll have like little balanced proteins and everything
like my personal trainer told me to do or something but then again I see a free hamburger
over there or a free spaghetti or something and I have to have it so I overeat
ER: what do you think qualifies as healthy food choices?
PI : if I’m at home, usually whatever my mom makes is gonna be healthy. And here, I’d
say like a salad or.. .1 wouldn’t really say an omelet ‘cause I load it up with meat and
stuff but yeah.
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P2: I think omelets are healthy ‘cause I get egg whites and they’re better for you
anyways. Or salad. Just not eating too much. I feel like here ‘cause we have, it’s
unlimited, you can just like go wild in the dining hall and eat as much as you want
instead of like limiting yourself and having a balanced meal
ER: do you think that that’s changed a lot since you first started here? Like when you
first started, how did you think of the unlimited food option as opposed to now?
P2: I’m kind of sick of it now but at first it was like oh my god, so much food, this is
awesome
P I: at first it was like wow there’s so much to choose from, then you realize there’s not
that much to choose from
ER: what about you, feel the same way?
P3: No it’s awesome, it’s still awesome to me.
ER: it’s still awesome to you? Okay. So when you go in there, do you find yourself
eating a lot more than you do at home?
P3: yes, of course!
P I: mmhm. 3 or 4 bowls of cereal or something...
Group: laughs
ER: what about the quality of the food that you eat here compared to the quality of the
food that you eat at home? Do you think it’s better or worse?
P2: worse
P3: it can be better, ‘cause I don’t like my mom’s fried chicken. I actually like the fried
chicken here ‘cause they make it a lot better. And then there’s like some things that are
really good and some things that blow me off. Like that pork loin thing, I don’t know
what that was so...
P1: definitely a lot better at home
P2: yeah
ER: Do you think that how your family eats at home has affected how you eat here? Like
if your family gave you a set portion when you ate at home like do you think that would
affect the kind of portion you eat at school?
P I: I didn’t really get a portion control at home so I would just eat until I was full
ER: what about the types of food that your family serves?
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PI : um well usually my mom makes something like a whole meal and you can’t really
get that here. And usually whatever they do serve is not that good, I don’t usually like
whatever they have
P2: um, wait what was the question? I forget the question, sorry
ER: Um, do you think your family has affected how you eat here
P2: um not really. I think it’s kind of.. .like my mom would usually make like a whole
meal and then we could just kind of eat like.. .at home I know like I’ll eat a meal and
that’s it. But here it’s like I can eat one thing and then....like I could have a burger but
then I could also go and have another entrée thing. So I think the unlimited thing really
throws you off
ER: so that different setup, regardless of how you eat at home, that really just changes
how you eat here
P2: yeah
P3:1 don’t know, I think the feeling of isolation changed. Cuz like at home I’m with my
family, probably eating by myself but I know they’re there. But here it’s like in public,
and sometimes my friends don’t want to go with me or they don’t have constant pass or
anything, I have to eat by myself. And sometimes I don't want to eat by myself so I just
avoid food
P4:1 don’t think it really matters, if I’m hungry I just eat so...
ER: so do you think that what you’ve eaten at home and what your family usually cooks
at home affects what you choose to eat here?
P4: no
ER: you just eat whatever you want whenever you want it?
P4: yeah
ER: how about you?
P3: there are some things I didn’t like that my family cooked. But there are some things
like peanut butter and jelly, it’s so disgusting, if I see it I just don’t want to look at it. So
it’s like there are some things I don’t like and then I applied here.. .1 still won’t eat it.
ER: ok. Do you think you eat.. .1 don’t remember if I asked this.. .Do you eat more or less
when you’re at home and when you’re at school?
PI : definitely less at home, more here.
P2: yeah, same, I definitely eat a lot less at home
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P3: same
P4: Fd say sort of equal ‘cause I like to eat a lot
ER: so even though the food here is worse than at home, you eat more here than you do at
home?
Group: yup
ER: why do you think that is?
P I: I don’t know, I feel like at home you have certain times when you eat, for me. And
here it’s just like we all go and you just keep eating
P2: yeah, I think it’s more limited what we have in the house than here. So if I know I
don’t really like anything that’s in the house that I want to snack on I’m not going to. But
here I feel like there’s so many options even though not all of it is that good, there’s so
many options. And then if some of my friends want to eat at one time then I’ll go but if
other people maybe want to eat a little later, I’ll go again with them. So I feel like you’re
just, I don’t know...there’s more options here
P3: Yeah I’d have to agree. Cuz like at home I think I’m being forced to eat it. If they
cook it, you have to eat that, you can’t eat anything else. And here, taking advantage.
You know? Get the food while it lasts
P4: if it’s free, I just take it
ER: alright. How do you think, like, do you guys watch tv and see a lot of stuff in the
news and the media about what’s healthy and what people are eating and stuff like
that...do you think that has affected what you eat or what you choose in any way? You’re
nodding...
P3: Yeah, because like the new thing, like diet sodas, aspartame’s cancerous and stuff,
like me and my friends are avoiding it at all cost. And they served it yesterday at the taco
bar and it made me feel so uncomfortable like they’re serving this in front of everyone so
ER: sorry what did you say they were serving?
P3: like diet sodas that has aspartame in it
ER: ok yeah. Good. Do you guys think it, how about you?
P1: I think I can pretty much eat whatever but I go to the gym so that pretty much evens it
out
P2: Um, yeah I think it’s good to be aware like I know what the news is saying like if
there’s something...like I don’t know, they always talk about how horrible Taco Bell is
but I still eat Taco Bell, I had it for dinner last night. I think it’s good to be aware of it but
it doesn’t really like...
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ER: affect your opinion?
P2: yeah
P4: I hardly watch tv but I think like when people hear big news about a food or
something they'll give attention to it but then it’ll wear off ‘cause it doesn’t really matter
sometimes. It’s like New Years and you have that resolution, that promise. And it’s like
people don’t keep up to it
ER: yeah. So we kind of skipped this part so if you wanna go around and say your
majors. I always forget to ask that question. You can go first
P4: food science and nutrition
P3: international business with a minor in Spanish, French, and Italian
DM: international what?
P3: business
DM: business
ER: that’s a lot of languages
P2: yeah, wow. Um, voice music therapy
P I: Psych right now but switching to poly sci
ER: alright. So the reason we’re doing this is to develop a survey further on for more
research. So this is a type of questionnaire that a lot of people use for these kinds of
things. It’s called a food frequency questionnaire, and it has a list of foods and how often
you eat them. And this is just a small example, but if you could look at it and see if I were
to send out a survey with this in it, would that be intimidating to you, you wouldn’t want
to take the time to fill it out or you would? And also if you have any input as to the best
ways to put out a survey so people would actually answer it.. .do you think email is most
effective, or in person? What do you think? Or if there was an incentive, like a prize or
award.. .how do you think I could get the most people to respond?
P I: this might sound kind of stupid but it’s too jumbled. I think people are intimidated by
big things, I think if it was more simplistic people would more fill it out. Like just the
ones that are like the dots, like I’ve done some of those ‘cause they’re just this. But I
think if I filled this out I probably wouldn’t do it online. Pass that.
P3:1 think it depends on the person because some people don’t have the patience and the
time to do a survey. Trust me, I know ‘cause I give out her surveys and it’s horrible. But
it’s like what you said, simplicity really matters
P4:1 think if there’s an incentive people would definitely go to it. But I also think people
would be more drawn to it if they heard it like by word of mouth, ‘cause not everyone
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checks their email. If it only had to do with their class then they’d definitely check it but
everything else is probably junk.
P2: yeah, ‘cause we get like 7000 emails a day from Montclair
ER: so you think email and also having your friends spread it around to do the survey?
P2: yeah. Or if you just put up signs around campus like “do this survey”
P3: free ipad!
P4: yeah
P3: that works
DM: Well let’s talk about an incentive... what would incent you, if I sent an email and in
the subject line
P I: like when I saw this email and it said like the $10,1 was immediately like going to it
DM: so 10 bucks?
P2: yeah 10 dollars is, yeah
DM: so what if we were sending it out campus-wide and we talked about, if you saw in
the subject line “drawing for $50” or $100
P2:1 would do it. I would totally do it
DM : w ould a chance to w in $50 be as m otivating as a definite $10?

P 1: a chance to win it? Oh, um
DM: in other words, fill out the survey, be entered in a drawing to win a $150 gift card
PI: oh I’ve seen those and I probably wouldn’t do it just ‘cause...
P2: no
DM: it’s just not definite
P2: it’s not a real
P I: it’s not definite. The $10 definite is more assuring than the $50 maybe
DM: right. But you realize that with 20,000 students I would need $200,000 to give
everyone $10.
P1: yeah
DM: so that’s not gonna happen, so don't look for that email (laughs)
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P2: oh I would probably still do it, if it, as long as it... ’cause you know how sometimes
you get an email that’s like do this survey, but then it says it’ll take 45 minutes to an hour
and I’m like no, I don’t have time, but if it’s something like
DM: 10 to 15?
P2: yeah 10 to 15, then I’d probably do it
DM: we’ve been looking...it’s interesting you said iPad ‘cause we’ve been talking about
that. And I did some surveys in class and not every student wants an iPad or some already
have an iPad so they thought gift cards seem to be the
P2: the thing
P3: iTunes gift cards?
DM: well I didn’t say what kind, I just said gift cards
P2:1 love gift cards
P4: a Visa gift card would be good, ‘cause you can use it as a credit card
DM: a drawing wouldn’t be good? What about 250 bucks? Is there a number where?
P I: ‘cause you don’t know how many people are entered in it so it’s like, especially when
you said like 20,000 people. If you’re entered in with 20,000 people then 1 in 20,000 isn’t
very good at all
DM: right, well, the odds of getting 20,000 responses is very slim anyways
P I: yeahh but out of that, you’d get maybe
DM: compared to the lottery the odds would be good
P1: yeah
ER: now we’d just have to offer a few million dollars and we’d be good
DM: that’s always the challenge, is how to get people to fill out the survey. How do you
get the response rate
P1: mmhm
DM: what didn’t we ask you about the food on campus and what you're eating
P3: you said what didn’t you ask? Was it good?
DM: okay...
P3: depends...
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P2:1 think overall it's good. Like I’ve visited other schools while I was visiting colleges
and we’d eat in the dining hall and I’d be like “this sucks”. But some days I’m sick of
Sam’s and the food and what they have that day isn’t good but I think overall it’s good
and there’s a wide selection
P I: I think they give you enough to choose from where you can find something you like
P2: ‘cause there’s like the diner and the Student Center and, yeah
DM: on this constant pass, how much flex do you get?
P2: either 150 or 300, you choose
DM: that’s an option that you sign up?
P2: yeah
DM: the constant is the constant though?
P2: like the swipes for either Sam’s or Freeman
DM: how do you feel about that as
P1 :1 think it gives you enough throughout the whole semester where you can go to other
places every once in a while
P2: yeah, I think it’s good for freshman, ‘cause if I had to worry about how many swipes
I had this year I’d just be so confused
ER: how about you?
P3: I’m sorry I hate the swipes. Like they have the new meal plan of 150 swipes and like
400 dollar flex, I think ‘cause like not so many people go to Sam’s a lot like be realistic.
We don’t want to go to Sam’s all the time, Freeman all the time and most of my friends
hate Sam’s, hate Freeman, they wanna go everywhere, not just go to the same place over
and over again and feel like we’re restricted. And I spend literally like $300 worth of flex
in one day so I can’t do that, I have to get like the swipes
DM: so you’re not satisfied with that
P3: no, no
DM: you’re an anomaly group compared to the 3 groups we’ve talked to before
P2: a what?
DM: anomaly
P I: it’s like different
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P2: oh, like different
DM: those 3 groups were kind of like here, and you guys are kind of like here
P2: sweet...
DM: which is interesting. No no no it’s fine, everybody’s, you’re allowed, it’s America,
you should be able to do whatever you want. But it’s interesting, uh and what I’m getting
a sense in this group unlike the other groups we’ve talked with is I just don’t see the carry
over. I just don’t see the, I mean there was much more it seemed either more carryover of
behavior from into school, you know, more conditioning, or more resentment here that it
wasn’t like that from home than I’m catching here. You guys are actually, you know in
spite of what you just said, are actually fairly happy which is unusual in our experience
so
P I: I mean, not that many people have the chance to eat whatever they want so I’d like to
enjoy it
ER: do you think it’s had an effect on you physically since you’ve been here? Eating the
kind of food they have here and changing it from home?
P2: yeah. Like I lost weight over the summer and I gained it right back last semester.
Like not like freshman 15 but still, I don’t like that
ER: how about you guys?
P3: I really don’t know
P I: I haven’t gained or lost anything
DM: For boys, say from like 14 to 24, 26, there’s just a tremendous advantage in
metabolism. That'll change when you’re in your 40s, all of a sudden you can’t eat
whatever you want anymore. Well you can, but...
P1: yeah
P2: I tell that to my brother like every day. Cuz he’s 16 and eats like, it’s disgusting the
amount of food that that boy eats. I tell him he’s gonna turn 30 and like be so fat.
Whatever
DM: Cuz one of the girls actually in the last group actually said that. We had all females
in the last group and I asked, “what’s your perception of boys?” and the one said “they
eat whatever they want and they don’t put on an ounce” and she wasn’t happy about that.
So let me ask you a couple of questions just as the lone male representative of the MSU
campus
ER: no pressure...
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DM: so I’m assuming you’re in a fraternity, you have a lot of pals, you guys go out,
eating is a social thing right...
PI: yep
DM: you go with gangs of guys when you go to Sam’s
P I: I wouldn’t call it a gang...
Group: laughs
DM: no I don’t mean gangs in terms of ‘gangs’, like groups, bunches
P I: yeah I was just at Sam’s with a bunch of my brothers
DM: right, so you go in a crowd
PI and P2: pack
DM: packs, alright. So, I didn't mean criminal gangs. But uh, so, in your perception of
this whole all you can eat thing, what are you guys piling on to these trays?
P I: um, sandwiches, and then a couple plates of whatever like the main meal is, and then
I eat a lot of cereal, so
DM: how about pizza?
P I: I hate the pizza here
P2: the pizza here is so bad
P I: it’s terrible
P3: 1 agree
DM: you hate pizza or this pizza?
P I: no this pizza, I love pizza but this is terrible
P2: yeah
PI: I don’t think I’ve....I’ve had it once
P3: 1 agree with them
DM: wow, I gotta write this down
P2: I’m used to like.. .there’s probably like 7 pizzarias in my town and so many like so
close to me so I’m used to like good pizza, like real pizza, and then coming here and it’s
just, it makes me wanna cry ‘cause it’s so bad
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DM: then let me ask you this then.. .what would your life be like if it was great pizza?
P2: oh, it would be...I’d probably be like dead, I don’t know. I love pizza. Actually I
think if we had real pizza I wouldn’t eat it all the time, ‘cause I don’t eat pizza for every
meal like at home. But now when I go home I make a point of like getting real pizza
‘cause I don’t, like I miss it here. But if we had it here I think it would just be like
anything else
DM: You would get used to it?
P2: yeah
P3: you don’t order out for like Domino’s and stuff? Cuz they do delivery
P2: no, I don’t really like Domino’s
P3: or like Papa John’s or something
PI: we get Cars
P2: yeahh, aww
P I: Cars is really good
ER: is that the late night where they just bring you whatever you want?
P2: it’s like the fat sandwiches, like the Grease Trucks at Rutgers and there’s like another
kind..it’s kind of disgusting when you think about it but I don’t know, they’re so good.
You can get a sandwich with chicken fingers, onion rings, and mozzarella sticks all on it,
with like...
P I: eggs, chicken fingers, mozzarella sticks...
DM: wait a minute, eggs?
P I: chicken fingers, mozzarella sticks, bacon...
ER: how often does that happen? How often do people in general you think order them?
P I: my friend orders it pretty much every night...yeah, he orders it pretty much every
night
DM: so this is a delivery service?
P2: yeah. It’s open from like...
P I: uhh 1lpm-3am I think it is
P2: it’s open like a late night thing, usually it’s a late night, after you go out...
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DM: we’ve heard about this “delivery services run late night meals, it’s too tempting”
was...so is that what they were talking about? This Cars?
P1: mhm
P2: Yeah
DM: and that’s the name of it? Cars?
P2: Cars, mhm, yeah
P I: there’s Cars and then there’s Munchie Runners, which is the one I think you were
thinking of
DM: Munchie Runners?
PI: yeah
P4: that sounds cute! Munchie Runners
DM: and are these the kind of things that they make the food themselves or they pick up
from places?
P2: well Cars I think they make the food themselves ‘cause it’s like the sandwiches but
the Munchie Runners, like they’ll go to McDonalds or Taco Bell or A&P even and they
get whatever you ask
DM: go get what you want
P2: and Cars has like a set menu
P I: I tried calling Munchie Runners 3 times and every time they were closed so I gave up
DM: late meal
P4: oh my gosh! (sees something outside door in hallway)
DM: no no they’re filming a thing, that was a plan, don’t worry he’s fine
P4: oh okay
DM: late night delivery menu sandwiches. So they specialize in sandwiches
P2: yeah
DM: go get what you want. Can you call this? Get a menu?
P2: it’s online too I think, yeah
DM: I guess sure it would be, it’s 2012. Uhh, I’m just curious, I’d like to read that menu
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ER: ok. Are you gonna order from it?
P I: they have a lot of special stuff
DM: nahh. My wife would never...if I told my wife I was getting an egg, chicken finger,
mozzarella stick, bacon sandwich? Forget it.
PI: it’s delicious though
P2: They’re so good. If you don’t think about it.. .just don’t think about what’s on it, just
you eat it and it’s like you’re, uh it’s so good
DM: oh I totally understand
P2: so good
ER: do you guys ever think like when you’re eating things here, what your parents or
what your family would say about what you’re eating here?
P I: my parents tell me all the time to stop wasting money on like Cars and stuff
ER: they don’t care if it’s unhealthy? They just don’t want you to waste the money?
P1: yeah pretty much
P2: my mom always tells me like make sure you’re eating healthy, like try and like yeahh
ER: whatever
P2: okay mom
P3: my mom’s insulting. She’s like “that’s why you gained fat on your legs” and stuff, so
basically she wants me to eat healthier, and her evil ways
ER: do your parents have any say about what you eat at school?
P4: no, you know
DM: so has the idea of independence or freedom now, right, ‘cause you’re free, in the
sense of...
P I: to a certain extent
DM: well no one’s ever free at any level but compared to living at home, right, I
mean.. .back in the day, when I was your age, you could drink at 18, and what would
happen is the first semester going away to school, it still is true but maybe not as true,
was the highest getting thrown out of school rate, failing out of school. Because kids
would go away to school and be able to drink every single night and come in whenever,
and for the first time in their life there was no parental control, right? You can’t come
home 7 nights a week at home bombed at 4:30 in the morning, probably
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P1: true
P2: yeah
DM: we figure in society most people can’t do that. But here you kinda can. So how is
independence affected? Do you find it...
P I: I mean, I don’t drink that much
DM: well, we’re back to eating now, that was just an example. It’s 21 here and we’re not
looking at alcohol although some day that would be a good study
PI: okay
ER: we’ll do this one first
DM: that'll be another time
P I: um I guess the things that I eat, it’s not like I go overboard with it ‘cause I still go out
and exercise and stuff. I guess whatever you eat, I just like to eat whatever, it doesn’t
really affect me that much
DM: so you don’t see it as a relationship
P I: I don’t really think about it that much
DM: right, okay
P2: um, I think at first it was like different to be able to go out or order out whenever we
wanted instead of being at home, like when we would order Chinese food it was like a
rare thing, it’s kind of like a treat at home but here if we feel like ordering food to get
delivered you can just do it whenever you want
DM: so it was more in the beginning, and now...
P2: now it’s kind of yeah, I’m used to being able to eat whatever whenever now
P3: if s just like at home we eat whatever we could get our hands on, but here it’s like
heaven because I get to eat whatever I want. Before I went overboard I would just eat
whatever when I felt like I need to eat, but now I’m starting to think about it too much.
Like is this healthy? Is this good for me? Is this really what I really want? It’s like I keep
overanalyzing it every time I eat it so it’s been kind of annoying
DM: okay
P4:1 mostly eat food from my house so I don’t really buy things from here, unless there’s
free food
P3: can never go wrong with the free food
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P4: yeah
ER: do you have anything else to add?
DM: no I think I, I think I’m good
ER: okay, me too. Thank you for participating, Ell hand you your gift card and if you
want to pass in your consent form.
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